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Abstract

H

indered amine light stabilisers (HALS) are one class of additive
known to be effective in retarding polymer degradation and have been
deployed in a range of polymer-based surface coating applications.

The use of HALS significantly improves gloss and colour retention of coatings in
addition to maintaining surface integrity – resulting in a superior commercial
product. Despite their demonstrable efficacy, the precise mechanism by which HALS
protect coatings remains an open discussion. It is widely believed that HALS operate
as chain-breaking antioxidants whereby, initially, the parent compound undergoes
sacrificial oxidation of a heterocyclic amine to form an aminoxyl radical. It is this
persistent aminoxyl radical that acts as a free radical scavenging intermediate and is
thought to be involved in converting harmful free radicals to less harmful evenelectron species. In theory, this process could repeat indefinitely but empirical
evidence suggests HALS become less effective over time suggesting that further
investigation of their mechanism of action is required. The overarching goal of this
research was to identify molecular-level changes in HALS within polymer systems.
To achieve this required the development of new analytical methods that were
sensitive to changes in molecular structure and abundance of HALS present in
polymer-based surface coatings.
The scope of this PhD project encompassed two major objectives. Firstly, to
develop ambient ionisation mass spectrometric methods capable of interrogating
additives within polymer-based surface coatings. Traditional mass spectrometry
(MS) methods have long been employed for the characterisation of both polymers
v

and polymer additives but recent developments in the field suggest new approaches
could provide distinct advantages for polymer analysis. Notable among these
technological advancements are a class of desorption/ionisation methods capable of
analysing solid and liquid material in its native state, under ambient conditions.
These ambient ionisation MS methods are distinct from traditional MS in that they
permit direct desorption and ionisation of analytes from a wide variety of substrates
with minimum sample preparation, i.e., extraction, pre-concentration, and
chromatographic separation are not required. Uncovering the true potential of these
ambient sampling and ionisation methods for MS of synthetic polymers and their
components is a major focus of the research undertaken for this thesis. The second
objective was to use these optimised techniques to characterise changes in molecular
structure and abundance of HALS in different polymers - mostly polyester and
polyacrylate surface coatings - induced by different preparations and in-service
conditions.
Results reported herein accomplish the objectives of method development
and application. Three ambient ionisation mass spectrometry methods have been
developed for polymer and polymer additive analysis. These are desorption
electrospray ionisation (DESI), liquid extraction surface analysis (LESA), and paint
spray ionisation – a new technique developed as a part of this PhD project. All three
techniques are capable of detecting HALS directly from within the bulk polymer,
removing laborious sample preparation steps required with traditional MS. Each
technique is able to provide complementary information on the spatial distribution
and change in molecular structure of HALS compounds. Applying these methods to
polyester paint samples led to the discovery that all N-functionalised HALS (N-CH3,
N-C(O)CH3, and N-OR) generate a substantial population of secondary amine (N-H).
vi

Detection of this molecular-level change represents key experimental evidence for a
major role for secondary amines as intermediates in mechanisms of HALS
stabilisation of polymers. These findings are consistent with the results of recent
high-level computational studies that also identify secondary amines as a critical
reaction intermediate and repository of active HALS (G. Gryn'ova, K. Ingold and M.
L. Coote, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2012, 134, 12979-12988). The study suggested
formation of secondary amines from N-OR functionalised HALS would primarily
occur by hydrogen abstraction and subsequent -scission under normal service
temperatures (25-80 °C). At low radical concentrations or at high temperatures
associated with curing (260 °C), secondary amine formation via direct N-OR bond
homolysis may become competitive. Both mechanisms are consistent with the
observed experimental presented data and the combination of these results represents
a significant advancement in understanding the mechanisms of protection of
polymers by HALS.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background and scope of thesis

O

rganic polymer-based surface coatings such as paints, lacquers and
enamels are used in thin layers to protect a range of substrates including
metals, woods and plastic materials. Surface coatings maintain the

integrity of the substrate by preventing corrosion during weathering from outdoor
exposure but can also reduce mechanical damage as well as providing desirable
aesthetic qualities.1,

2

Polymer-based surface coatings are complex multicomponent

systems comprised of an organic cross-linkable polymeric material that acts as a binder
component. The binder provides adhesion to the substrate while encapsulating polymer
modifiers such as pigments, dyes, and fillers (extenders) in high concentrations that
impart colour, opacity or alter other physical properties of the coating.3 The binder
chemistry is extremely diverse with many combinations of monomer, oligomer, and
polymer chemistries available. An in-depth discussion of binder chemistry is outside the
scope of this thesis and the general binder-classes will be mentioned only briefly.
Originally, binders including simple polyesters and polyvinyls were the most prominent
classes of coatings but their performance is limited by their physical and chemical
properties. At present, these compounds still find use in limited applications as they are
both highly effective and inexpensive. Most coatings are now based on more complex
polyesters, acrylics, epoxies, polyurethanes, phenolics, and silicones, as their properties
are capable of being tailored to meet a wider range of needs. For very specific
applications, hybrid formulations combining two or more of the previously mentioned
2

classes are employed, e.g., epoxy-acrylics. Adding to this complexity, the binder can
also be cross-linked with various compounds the most common being melamine- or
isocyanurate-based linkers. Cross-linking increases tensile strength, resistance to
cracking, cutting, and abrasion, and increases form stability at higher temperatures.4
When discussing polymer-based surface coatings, not only is the chemistry
important but also the coating application process as well as their physical properties;
i.e., coating thickness, glass transition temperature (Tg), and number of layers. Of the
different types of surface coatings available, automotive and coil coatings receive the
most attention from the scientific community due to their commercial importance.
These two types of surface coatings represent two very different coating systems
(Figure 1.1). Automotive coatings are a multi-layer system applied over pre-shaped
metal or plastic substrates.5 In other words, the automotive vehicle is manufactured first,
being shaped and moulded into its ultimate physical form and then as a final measure
the paint is applied to the pre-treated exterior surfaces. Due to the complex 3dimensional structure of the finished product, the only method suitable for the
automotive manufacturing process that gives the desired appearance is spray-coating.
Sequentially, a surface primer/sealer, a pigmented basecoat, and in nearly all cases a
clear top-coat are individually sprayed in that order and such coatings have been applied
in this fashion for several decades.6 Coil coating, on the other hand, is a continuous,
automated process applying paint to the metal substrate before fabrication into end
products. Large coils of metal are positioned at the beginning of the coating line, and, in
a continuous fashion, the coil is unwound, cleaned, pre-treated, primed, and pigmented
mono-coat applied before being recoiled and packaged for distribution (Figure 1.2).

3

Figure 1.1: Cross-sections through (a) an automotive and (b) a coil coating. The layer thicknesses shown
are not to scale and typical dimensions of individual layers are: clear-coat 40–50 µm, base-coat 20–50
µm, primer 20–30 µm, electro-coat 20–30 µm, phosphate layer ~ 2 µm. Photographs of (c) automotive
coating and (d) coil coating application, highlighting the application of paint post- and pre-shaping of the
substrate, respectively. (e) A photograph of a coil coating used as roofing material.

4

Figure 1.2: An illustration of the coil coating process.

1.2 Degradation of polymer-based surface coatings
For surface coatings to retain their protective and aesthetic properties, the
structure of the polymeric binder material must not be compromised, therefore
protection against degradation is paramount to the longevity of the coating.1,

3

Unfortunately, surface coatings exposed to the environment are subjected to an
onslaught of physical, chemical and biological degradation.

1.2.1

Physical degradation
By far the most adverse environmental factor to polymeric materials is the

physiochemical degradation caused by light in the ultraviolet (UV), visible, and infrared
5

(IR) ranges. UV light at wavelengths between 285-315 nm (UV-B) is the most
detrimental to the long term durability of surface coatings, capable of delivering the
most energy (ca. 400 kJ.mol-1). Fortunately, most UV-B wavelengths are absorbed by
the ozone layer before reaching the Earth’s surface, significantly reducing the threat to
surface coatings.7, 8 Together with the less energetic UV-A light at longer wavelengths
(315-400 nm), these portions represent ca. 5% of the total solar radiation that a surface
coating is exposed to, causing direct photolysis of covalent bonds and scission of the
polymer backbone and extensive degradation.8 Light in the visible region (400-760 nm)
is indirectly involved with photo-degradation of polymers by the sensitisation of
chromophores present in the polymer matrix and in the atmosphere. This sensitisation
can lead to the formation of chain-propagating free radicals and other reactive
intermediates. Absorption of radiation in the IR range between 760-1100 nm (ca. 50%
of the total solar radiation) by a surface results in its heating causing thermal polymer
degradation, especially in dark pigmented coatings.7 The simplest method to increase
IR reflectivity is to use white pigments such as titanium dioxide; however, this limits
the accessible colours. The design of novel IR reflecting colour pigments has to some
extent overcome this problem. These pigments reflect wavelengths in the IR region in
addition to absorbing some visible light selectively. The reflectivity and absorptivity of
the pigment are independent of each other, thus allowing for a much broader colour
range and more thermally stable products.9
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1.2.2

Chemical degradation
With respect to chemical degradation, the major contributors are atmospheric

pollutants and oxidants. Understandably, the composition of these atmospheric
components vary greatly from region to region making attempts to estimate polymer
lifetimes or model accelerated weathering tests difficult.8 Atmospheric oxidants
involved in photochemical reactions with polymers include persistent species such as
molecular oxygen (O2), ozone (O3) and nitrogen oxides (NO, NO2 and NO3) as well as
short-lived oxidants such as atomic and singlet oxygen, hydroxyl radicals.10 The fact
that ozone is a strong oxidant of some organic polymers and is a precursor of hydroxyl
radicals makes it an important consideration to surface coating stabilisation.11 Although
in a standard environment the ground-level concentration of ozone is very low (10-30
ppb), this is enough to induce chemical degradation within most polymeric systems.
However, in regions with elevated pollution levels, concentrations can reach up to 100
ppb – facilitating accelerated degradation.12

1.2.3

Biological degradation
Biological agents such as fungi, mildew and bacteria are the least threatening of

the three sources of polymer degradation but represent the biggest problem when trying
to maintain a surface coatings aesthetic integrity. Microorganisms typically grow on
surfaces as mixed species consortia encased in an extracellular matrix known as a
‘biofilm’. Biofilm formation is associated with a range of surface-coating problems
including sick building syndrome, corrosion of materials, and discoloration and odour
from the microorganism’s metabolic products.13-16 Synthetic polymers are usually too
7

large and densely packed from cross-linking to be susceptible to assimilation by
microorganisms under standard conditions unless the coating has experienced prior
oxidative degradation.17 Thermal or photo-oxidative degradation and biodegradation
can then act synergistically in accelerating the deterioration of the polymer with UVvisible light producing low molecular weight fragmentation of the large polymer
chain.17 These smaller fragments, usually containing oxygenated moieties, increase the
hydrophilicity of the coating surface and increasing the retention water which is
necessary for microbial reactions.1 Fragmentation due to photo-oxidation also promotes
physical alterations such as cracking and roughness to the coating surface that provides
sites for nutrient build up and allows for mechanical adhesion by the microorganisms. 1
Despite these health and economic effects, very little is known about the process of
biofilm development on such surfaces or the identity of the organisms involved.

1.2.4

Mechanisms of polymer degradation
Changes in the chemical structure of a polymer coating due to degradation

manifest as changes in physical appearance including reduced glossiness, cracking,
roughness, discolouration and chalking, all of which are a result of free radical
processes initiated by various mechanisms.18 As shown in Scheme 1.1, although there
are many pathways that lead to its formation, the crux of the mechanism is the
production of the macroalkyl radical (R•) from the polymer (RH). This may proceed by
direct photolysis, free radical initiators (X•), sensitised by excited state chromophores
(Ch*), thermolysis, or metal catalysis (M) and is the initiation step of polymer chain
degradation.1,

17, 18

In the absence of oxygen the alkyl radicals may undergo self8

reactions (recombination, cross-linking or in-chain unsaturation), however, this is rarely
the case, especially with coatings exposed to the environment. In the presence of
oxygen, alkyl radicals will preferentially form alkylperoxyl and alkoxyl radicals over
recombination reactions, entering into a self-propagating cycle that continues to destroy
the polymer matrix or terminates by forming non-radical products.19 Several classes of
additives (Scheme 1.1; dashed box) have been designed to retard degradation by
interfering at various stages of the process (dashed lines) by either inhibiting the
initiation of detrimental free radicals or catalysing their termination to even-electron
species. The major classes of additives used in this way are denoted by the following
abbreviations: UVA, UV light absorber; LSP, light-screening pigment; Q, quencher;
MD, metal deactivator; HD AO, hydroperoxide-decomposing antioxidant; HALS,
hindered amine light stabilisers.
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Scheme 1.1: The degradation pathways of polymer-based surface coatings and sites of interference by
different classes of stabilisers; UV light absorbers (UVA), light-screening pigments (LSP), quenchers (Q),
metal deactivators (MD), hydroperoxide-decomposing antioxidants (HD AO), and hindered amine light
stabilisers (HALS). The self-propagating, free-radical degradation of polymers is highlighted in red.

1.3 Additives to retard polymer degradation in surface coatings
Many different classes of stabilisers added to the surface coating mixture prior
to its application inhibit or potentially slow down the rate of degradation of the
polymeric binder material. However, not all polymer additives are suitable for surface
coating applications due to their incompatibility with other surface coating components
10

or their mode of action and will be mentioned only briefly. These additives include
metal deactivators, hydroperoxide decomposing antioxidants, and quenchers of excitedstate chromophores. Each of these additives will be briefly discussed in turn noting their
relevance to the current study.

1.3.1

Metal deactivators
Metal ions and metallic compounds interact with polymers either as formulation

components (e.g., pigments and fillers), as catalyst residues, contaminants from the
processing equipment, or from direct contact with metal substrates. The effect metals
can have on polymer degradation (both positive and negative) is complicated and
dependant on several factors including; the metal ions involved, the polymer chemistry,
and the environmental conditions experienced by the system.20 Polymer-based coatings
in the presence of transition metals generally experience elevated levels of thermooxidative degradation. These metals are easily oxidised or reduced by one-electron
transfer, thus becoming active catalysts for hydroperoxide decomposition and lead to
the formation of propagating polymer free radical species (c.f. Scheme 1.1).21 Metal
deactivators are a class of additive designed to form stable complexes with metal ions
rendering them unable to change oxidation states. This type of degradation occurs
primarily in the application of polymers as insulating materials for metal wiring due to
the high amounts of copper, iron, cobalt and other transition metal ions. The use of
metal deactivators for coil coatings in particular is very minor and these additives are
not generally considered when developing strategies to improve in-service performance.
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1.3.2

Hydroperoxide-decomposing antioxidants (secondary antioxidants)
Hydroperoxide-decomposing antioxidants are comprised of two major classes;

organic phosphites, and thioethers that convert detrimental hydroperoxide species
generated in situ to less harmful non-radical products.22 These compounds undergo
oxidation to the corresponding phosphate ester and sulfoxides, reducing hydroperoxides
to alcohols (Scheme 1.2). Secondary antioxidants are commonly used with
thermoplastic coatings – non-cross-linked coatings that become pliable above their Tg,
able to be remoulded and then regain their bulk physical properties when cooled.
However, secondary antioxidants interfere with the cross-linking process of thermoset
coatings, which include coil coatings, and rely on irreversible cross-linking for
increased structural integrity.22

Scheme 1.2: Phosphites and thioethers convert detrimental hydroperoxide species generated in situ into
less-harmful alcohols.
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1.3.3

Quenchers
Quenchers (Q) deactivate excited-state species present in polymeric material by

absorbing the energy from excited-state chromophores (e.g., carbonyl groups) under
photooxidative conditions and dissipate that energy via less detrimental routes (i.e.,
heat, fluorescence, or phosphorescence). The energy is transferred from the excitedstate chromophore (Ch*) to the quencher according to two general mechanisms. The
first mechanism occurs by collisional energy transfer between the donor and the
acceptor molecules and takes place over very short distances (< 1.5 nm). Energy
transfer can also take place over extensive regions of space (up to 10 nm) following
Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET).23 This process is based on classical dipole–
dipole interactions between the transition dipoles of the donor and acceptor and is
dependent on the donor–acceptor distance. FRET also depends on the donor–acceptor
spectral overlap and the relative orientation of the donor and acceptor transition dipole
moments.23
The efficacy of quenchers is independent of surface coating thickness and can
therefore be effective in thin films and fibres. However, most quenchers are based on
salts or chelates of nickel, imparting a green colour to the polymer making them
undesirable for many pigmented coating applications. These compounds also pose a
significant environmental hazard due to leaching of chelated toxic metals. For these
reasons, quenchers are no longer considered suitable for use in polymer-based surface
coatings.24
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1.3.4

Light screening pigments
Pigments and other particulate matter added to polymer-based surface coatings

to modify aesthetic attributes such as colour and opacity can also impart a
photostabilisation effect. This occurs in surface coatings by physically blocking harmful
radiation, preventing it from reaching regions of the binder material.18, 25, 26 Due to the
physical mode of stabilisation, the effectiveness of light screening pigments depends on
the construction of the coating as photo-degradation takes place preferentially at the
surface. In mono-coat systems such as coil coatings, the penetration of light to the bulk
of the polymer is restricted by the pigment. In clearcoat–basecoat systems such as
automotive coatings (Figure 1.1a), the clear topcoat provides a physical shield to the
functional pigmented basecoat underneath but its own transparency leaves it vulnerable
to extensive photo-degradation.18, 25, 26 Hence, the pigments underneath cannot protect
the surface layer (clearcoat) of these types of dual coating systems, thus requiring
alternative means of polymer stabilisation.
Of the many pigments and ﬁllers used commercially, titanium dioxide (TiO2) is
by far the most complex and widely utilised. Routinely employed in coatings as a white
pigment or an opacifier, TiO2 is also a known photocatalytic agent, the activity of which
is highly dependent on the morphology, particle size, and surface chemistry of the
pigment.27-32 TiO2 can exist in two morphological crystalline forms: (i) rutile, consisting
of slender prismatic crystals; and (ii) anatase, a distorted octahedral structure that is
generally more photoactive than rutile pigments. Both morphologies are considered
photoactive to varying degrees and able to catalyse the photooxidation of polymerbased surface coatings, with rutile considered the higher quality pigment. The oxidation
of polymers by TiO2 (and other white pigments such as ZnO) in the presence of water is
14

the result of free radicals (HO• and HOO•) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) generated
upon irradiation of light of at wavelengths less than 405 nm according to Reactions 1.11.5.1, 27

→

(1.1)
(1.2)
→

→

(1.3)
(1.4)
(1.5)

The photo-activity of TiO2 can be reduced by coating the pigment surface with
precipitated aluminosilicates, zirconates, and in some cases manganese silicates or
phosphates. However, due to the generation of detrimental reactive oxygen species, care
must be taken to account for the influence on polymer degradation and the effect on
other components present.
Another example of a common light screening pigment is carbon black, a form
of amorphous carbon with a high surface-area-to-volume ratio. Predominantly used as a
reinforcement filler in rubber products to increase tensile strength and wear resistance,
carbon black is also a popular inorganic pigment to impart black colouring or, where
colour is not important, for its protective properties.33 Carbon black protects polymers
by acting as a UV absorber through energy level transitions in its polynuclear
polyconjugated structure arranged in parallel ring-forming layers and as an effective
singlet and triplet excited state quencher of photoactive carbonyl chromophores.34,

35

Effective photostabilisation of pigmented mono-layer coatings can be obtained with
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formulations of 2.5–5% (w/w) carbon black of particle size 15–25 mm.36 However, to
minimise polymer degradation at or near the surface where light screening pigments
become less effective, the coatings must also be formulated with additional (chemically
acting) stabilisers (e.g., HALS). This can be problematic as studies have shown that
carbon black can reduce the total active content of UVA’s and HALS through surface
adsorption. This interaction will be discussed further in Section 1.4.3.

1.3.5

UV light absorbers
The role of UVA’s is to absorb harmful actinic solar radiation between 290 and

400 nm preferentially to the binder material, thus preventing photochemical reactions
leading to degradation of the coating and consequently of the substrate. The absorbed
radiation is then dissipated as less harmful vibrational (thermal) energy (Figure 1.3),
typically through a photo-physical process known as excited state intramolecular proton
transfer (ESIPT). This process is facilitated in planar five- and six-membered ring
structures that possess a hydrogen-donor group (generally a phenol) and either a
nitrogen or oxygen hetero-atom acting as a hydrogen-acceptor, both in positions
favouring intramolecular hydrogen bonding between one another. Upon absorption of
the incident radiation, the UVA molecule is promoted to an excited singlet state (S 1)
that enhances the acidity of the hydrogen-donor in comparison to the ground state (S0).
The electronic distribution in the first excited singlet state (S1) favours a fast proton
transfer to the heteroatom and accounts for proton-transferred (zwitterionic) excited
singlet state of the tautomer form (S1’).37 Through a rapid internal conversion (IC), the
excited tautomer (S1’) dissipates the excitation energy by internal vibrations, generating
16

the ground state of the tautomeric form S0’. From this ground state, reverse ESIPT
occurs transferring the proton back to hydrogen-donor and to the original ground state
(S0) is regenerated. The entire process occurs on an ultrafast timescale (< 40 ps) for
highly photostable UVA molecules and can be repeated as long as the intramolecular
hydrogen-bonding and planarity of the molecule are conserved.38, 39
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Figure 1.3: A simplified Jablonski diagram illustrating the electronic states involved in the excited state
intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT) of the UV absorbing compound o-hydroxybenzophenone.

Currently, the most prominent UVA’s for coatings, plastics, and other end uses
are based on derivatives of 2-(2-hydroxyphenyl)-benzotriazoles, 2-hydroxyphenyl1,3,5-triazines, and non-phenolic oxanilides.40,

41

Like light screening pigments, the

efficacy of UVA additives is a function of the absorbance of light, being directly
proportional to path-length and additive concentration according to the Beer-Lambert
law. UVA’s therefore represent effective stabilisers in thick, clear coatings such as
automotive top-coats but are less effective within thin, pigmented coatings (e.g., coil
coatings) or at the surface of a coating. The photo-stabilising efficiency of UVA’s can
also be reduced in complex polymer matrices due to physical losses through migration
or volatilisation, interruption of the ESIPT process by intermolecular hydrogenbonding, or by free radical degradation.
18

1.3.6

Hindered phenols (primary antioxidants)
Most commercialised hindered phenols have structures based on 4-substituted

derivatives of 2,6-di-t-butyl- or 2-t-butyl-6-methylphenol. Hindered phenols interrupt
the propagation of peroxyl radicals in the first instance by a concerted transfer of the
phenolic hydrogen as a proton and of one electron to an oxygen-centred radical species
(proton-coupled electron transfer mechanism). This mechanism results in the formation
of a phenoxyl radical intermediate (Scheme 1.3).42-44 The phenoxyl radicals can then
undergo a series of complicated dimerisations and photo-Fries rearrangements (when a
phenyl ester rearranges as a result of the absorption of UV-radiation) but in most cases
ultimately form quinone methides (Scheme 1.3) or peroxycyclohexadienones.45
Unfortunately the effectiveness of phenolic antioxidants drops considerably
above temperatures of 100 °C as the trapped radical species degrade, reverting back to
free radical species that are able to once again destructively propagate through the
polymer.46 Additionally, conventional phenols are not suitable as long-term stabilisers
due to their low photostability and their rapid consumption.46, 47 Typically, one molecule
of phenol can trap at most two radical molecules (c.f. Scheme 1.3). However, recycling
of the phenol may occur as a synergistic interaction with other additives present,
specifically hydroxylamine intermediates derived from the stabilisation of polymers by
hindered amine light stabilisers.48 Isomerisation of quinone methides produced from
propionate-type phenols can also result in regeneration of the phenolic function.49, 50 For
these reasons, phenols are typically used in conjunction with more persistent additives
(i.e., UVA’s and/or HALS).
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Scheme 1.3: A

generalised

mechanism

for

free

radical

scavenging

by

4-substituted

2,6-di-t-butylphenol.

1.4 Hindered amine light stabilisers (HALS)
Of the different classes of additives discussed only one interferes directly with
the self-propagating, free-radical degradation cycle (c.f. Scheme 1.1; red) while
retaining a high enough inherent photostability to remain viable in outdoor applications.
These types of additives are known as hindered amine light stabilisers (HALS) due to
the nature of the active functional group(s) present in the molecule. The majority of
commercially available HALS possess a 4-substituted 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine
moiety (Figure 1.4) with additional chemical modifications tailored to specific
applications. For example, adding high molecular weight substituents at the 1- and 4position of the piperidine to decrease volatility for higher curing temperatures or
substituting functional groups at the piperidinyl nitrogen to lower basicity, reducing the
interference with acid catalysed polymerisation (Figure 1.4; R = C(O)CH3, O-alkyl).51-53

20

R=

Figure 1.4: The structures of some commercially available hindered amine light stabilisers (2,2,6,6tetramethylpiperidine moieties shown in red).
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1.4.2

HALS mechanism of action
Due to the complexity of the polymer coating matrix and the diversity of

commercial HALS available, mechanistic studies have generally been carried out in simpler
model systems. From these studies the generalised model for HALS antioxidant action,
known as the Denisov cycle (Scheme 1.4) has been proposed. Although oversimplifying
interactions in complex polymer matrices, this model is broadly applicable to most
commercial HALS and across different polymer systems. 53 The Denisov cycle posits that
under oxidative conditions the parent HALS molecule will undergo transformation to the
active aminoxyl radical: a process that consumes oxidants present in the material and thus
provides some stabilisation. The aminoxyl radical then terminates self-propagating alkyl,
alkoxyl and alkylperoxyl radicals present in the polymer by catalysing their transformation
to non-radical products. On formation of these non-radical products the aminoxyl radical is
regenerated to enter the cycle again.1, 19, 51, 54-57


[O]


Non-radical products



Scheme 1.4: The Denisov cycle – a simplified mechanistic representation of the catalytic stabilisation of
polymers by HALS.
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The rate of aminoxyl radical generation from the parent HALS is a key factor in
determining the efficacy of compounds within this class of stabiliser. If the conversion
rate is low, the HALS is not sufficiently effective, particularly at the initial stages of
coating degradation.46,

58

A study exemplifying this phenomenon was reported in a

series of papers by Gerlock et al. that compared the rate of aminoxyl radical generation
to the inhibition of photo-oxidation of acrylic melamine coatings.58-64 Using electron
spin resonance spectroscopy (ESR) they showed that; high rates of conversion were
possible with N-H and N-CH3; moderate rates with tertiary oligomeric species NCH2CH2-polymer; and low rates for N-C(O)CH3 substituted HALS within acrylic
melamine coatings.58, 64 As the rate of aminoxyl radical conversion increased, so did the
inhibition of coating photo-oxidation. In this instance, photo-oxidation of the coatings
was inferred by the reduction in carbonyl absorbance as measured by infrared
spectroscopy (IR).58-64 The rate of the sacrificial transformation of alkoxyamine
substituted HALS (N-OR, where R is an alkyl group) in the form of the precursor
additive to an aminoxyl radical or part of the regeneration of the aminoxyl radical after
its trapping of a carbon-centred radical is comparable with that of secondary and tertiary
amines.1

1.4.3

Depletion of HALS in situ
Although the Denisov cycle (Scheme 1.4) demonstrates the effective

regeneration of the active aminoxyl radical species, there are competing reactions that
can interfere with this cycle. Irreversible reactions exist that act to inhibit the formation
of the aminoxyl radical from the precursor amine as well as altering the aminoxyl
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radical functionality leaving it unable to regenerate.60 The presence of ketone moieties
in the polymer matrix as a result of polymerisation reactions or photo-oxidative
products can be detrimental to HALS performance. In the presence of UV radiation
ketone groups can form acyl radicals (Scheme 1.5a) by the Norrish type I reaction.
These radicals can combine with aminoxyl radicals to form acyloxy derivatives
(Scheme 1.5b) that are unable to regenerate the aminoxyl radical (Scheme 1.5).

(a)

(b)

Scheme 1.5: The irreversible termination of aminoxyl radicals (b) by combination with acyloxy radicals
(a).

Another source of HALS depletion is their formation of salts. Relatively basic
secondary and tertiary amine HALS are susceptible to salt formation in acidic
conditions, whether from acid catalysed polymerisation or from environmental sources
such as pollutants and acid rain.65 The formation of salts allows HALS compounds to be
leached from the coating by repeated rain exposure. This can be overcome, however, by
the substitution of less basic moieties to the piperidinyl nitrogen in the parent additive,
i.e. prior to activation (e.g., Figure 1.4; R = C(O)CH3, O-alkyl).65
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1.4.4

Interaction with pigments and fillers
Initial studies concerned with changes in additive concentration within the coating

(particularly in the automotive coating industry) revealed a loss of HALS that could not be
rationalised by losses attributable to the curing process alone.66 It was postulated that the
presence of certain pigments and fillers in surface coatings reduced the amount of HALS
able to be recovered by conventional solvent-based and supercritical fluid extraction
techniques. The interaction of HALS with pigments (both organic and inorganic) and fillers
has since been studied extensively within model solvent systems and within polymer-based
surface coatings.67-71 A study by Haacke et al.67 measured the amount of HALS ranging in
chemical diversity recovered from solutions of various organic and inorganic pigments in
xylene. Of the three organic pigments studied, little or no adsorption of HALS was detected,
which is consistent with previous observations.69 Conversely, the inorganic pigments tested
exhibited varying degrees of adsorption depending on two key factors: (i) the basicity of the
HALS present; and (ii) the size and surface chemistry of the pigment particle. Further
studies concluded that chemisorption is the dominant interaction between HALS and
pigment particles due to hydrogen-bonding between basic amine groups or carbonyl
oxygens in the HALS and acidic moieties on the surface of the pigments. 68,

72

Chemisorption of HALS reduces their efficacy indirectly by limiting their mobility within
the coating as well as catalysing the hydrolysis of ester linkages forming volatile low
molecular weight fragments prone to leaching. For more basic HALS (pKa >7),
chemisorption can directly interfere with polymer stabilisation through interaction with the
piperidinyl nitrogen. This results in the formation of ammonium salt species (Figure 1.5)
strongly bound to the pigment surface and unable to convert to the active aminoxyl radical
form.67-69, 72
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Figure 1.5: The ammonium salt form of HALS.

Of the pigments tested, carbon black and ferric oxide based pigments exhibited
the largest chemisorption of HALS. For instance, in a xylene solution of carbon black
(30% w/w), TINUVIN770 (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine sebacate) added at 3% w/w
was completely and irreversibly adsorbed.67 For ultrafine pigments such as nano-grade
TiO2 and colloidal silica, physical adsorption caused by van der Waals forces is the
dominant interaction. These interactions are substantially weaker than chemisorption as
the bound stabilisers are readily desorbed after the curing process and free to migrate
through the coating.67

1.4.5

Relation between physical properties and stabiliser efficacy
As the stabilisation activity of HALS compounds are largely dictated by the

kinetics for initial HALS oxidation and subsequent radical-radical interactions
thereafter, the overall effectiveness of a HALS compound can then be directly
correlated to the persistence of active species, or its effective lifetime within the
polymer-based coating.73 This means that the physical properties of a HALS compound
such as its solubility, volatility and diffusion within the polymer matrix, factors
influencing physical losses of additive from the coating, are of paramount importance to
stabiliser efficacy. This is especially the case in coil coating applications due to the
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inherently harsh curing conditions used in their production and long in-service lifetime
requirements.
Traditionally, it was believed for a HALS compound to be highly efficient it had
to have ‘optimal mobility’ within the polymer-based coating, allowing for facile
diffusion of additives through the polymer matrix to sites of oxidation. This hypothesis
was based on empirical data measuring stabiliser efficiency against average molecular
weight. It was assumed that the correlation between increasing molecular weight (>
3000 g.mol-1) and the resulting decrease in stabiliser efficiency was due to the decrease
in mobility. Malik and co-workers74 have suggested an alternative explanation, the
decrease in stabilisation efficiency as the molecular weight increases over 3000 g.mol-1
may be due to the increase of non-functional molecular structure relative to functional
within the HALS compound. The result would be an inhomogeneous distribution of the
piperidine moieties and increased regions without the functional part of the molecule
present.
In contrast to the ‘optimal mobility’ premise, a relationship between the physical
properties and stabiliser efficiency was reported firstly by Moisan and co-workers for
another class of additives and then later observed specifically for HALS within simple
polymer systems.73,

75, 76

From their observations it was concluded that stabiliser

effectiveness increased as the solubility of additive within the polymer matrix increased.
However, over extended exposure periods increased additive mobility led to an overall
decrease in HALS effectiveness due to physical losses of active material from the
coating due to leaching and volatilisation. Therefore optimal HALS efficacy may be
achieved with high solubility, minimal diffusion and a homogeneous distribution of the
functional piperidine moieties within the polymer.
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1.4.6

Polymer-bound HALS
It is clear from the above section that high molecular weight HALS compounds

are not ideal as stabilisers and low molecular weight HALS may not be persistent
enough for long-term coating protection. Stabilisers with a relatively low molecular
weight or those susceptible to hydrolysis resulting in low molecular weight fragments
are highly mobile within the polymer matrix. Within surface coatings where the
distribution of the active HALS species is heterogeneous this becomes advantageous,
allowing diffusion of the active free radical scavengers to the site of polymer
degradation. Conversely, this can become detrimental under conditions of elevated
temperatures (> 80 °C) that accelerate volatilisation or with applications needing midto long-term protection from weathering, both of which are physical requirements for
most coil coating applications.77
In an attempt to overcome the depletion of active HALS species due to
mobilisation out of the polymer matrix, the development of structurally diverse HALS
compounds designed with reduced mobility has led to alternative products emerging on
the market.78-82 The design of HALS with chemistries that allow the stabiliser to be
grafted to the polymer backbone allow low molecular weight stabilisers to be
“anchored” to the binder material. This effectively reduces their mobility to zero while
maintaining a high degree of solubility and homogenous dispersion of active functional
groups. Figure 1.6 shows three examples of HALS able to be covalently bound to the
polymer backbone. bis-(2,2,6,6-Tetramethyl-4-piperidinyl) maleate (Figure 1.6a) and 2((4-methoxyphenyl) methylene)-1,3-bis-(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidinyl) malonate
(Figure 1.6b) are functionalised with a reactive double bond that, when melt-processed
with a polyolefin (usually in the presence of peroxide), results in the attachment of the
28

HALS

molecule

to

the

polymer.

2,4-bis-(N-butyl-N-(1-cyclohexyloxy-2,2,6,6-

tetramethyl-4-piperidinyl) amino)-6-(2-hydroxyethylamine)-1,3,5-triazine (Figure 1.6c)
contains a primary alcohol substituent and is designed to mimic polyol monomers
allowing it to co-condense with many coating chemistries.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.6: Examples of HALS able to be grafted to the polymer backbone to reduce their mobility
within polymer-based surface coatings; (a) bis-(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidinyl) maleate, (b) 2-((4methoxyphenyl)methylene)-1,3-bis-(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidinyl) malonate, and (c) 2,4-bis(N-butylN-(1-cyclohexyloxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidinyl) amino)-6-(2-hydroxyethylamine)-1,3,5-triazine.

1.5 Anti-microbial additives
Microbial infestation causing structural degradation to polymer-based surface
coatings is not as prevalent in comparison to that of thermo- and photo-oxidative
processes. Usually biodegradation is restricted to the later stages of the coatings lifetime
where material failure has already occurred. However, the mere presence of microbes
such as fungal and mildew growth in the early stages of the in-service lifetime can
reduce the aesthetic appeal and have adverse health effects on people in close proximity.
Widespread application of anti-microbial additives in polymer coatings has been
limited as many common biocides are toxic to humans thus present a risk through
leaching into the environment. This is particularly problematic as the mode of action for
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many anti-microbial additives requires high mobility within the polymer to allow
migration across the surface coating interface and through the microbial cell membrane.
Early examples of additives included mercuric and stannic-based biocides but the use of
such toxic heavy metals that bio-accumulate has largely been banned.83 Halogenated
aromatic compounds have also been used but are currently being phased out and include
pentachlorophenols (PCP’s), a weak human clastogen

84

or polychlorinated biphenyls

(PCB’s), a persistent organic pollutant. As an additional consequence of their high
mobility, high initial concentrations of antimicrobial additives are usually required for
adequate protection over long periods. This makes these types of additives even less
attractive commercially.83, 85 Trends are now moving towards additives that if mobile,
are also biodegradable to non-toxic products if released into the surrounding
environment, for instance isothiazolinones that easily degrade under standard
environmental conditions.83
An alternative approach is the design of additives that resist leaching out from
the polymer coating but can still exert a biocidal effect at the coating’s surface.
Quaternary ammonium compounds are one class of compound that have been shown to
be effective as the active component in self-sterilising surfaces providing anti-microbial
properties without being released from the material.85 The quaternary ammonium
structure is also amenable to modification allowing a high degree of tailoring to specific
polymer systems. Such modifications can promote pre-concentration of the quaternary
ammonium at the polymer coating surface thus requiring a lower initial concentration
during formulation.85
Another noteworthy alternative, albeit unsuitable for coil coating systems, is the
incorporation of porphyrins capable of producing reactive oxygen species (ROS) into
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the polymer.86 These have the advantage of not needing to migrate to site of microbial
infestation but rather catalyse the production of reactive species such as singlet oxygen
on irradiation with UV light. Such ROS can passively diffuse through the polymer
matrix and attack the cell envelope of microorganisms, however, the disadvantage is
that such generated ROS are also detrimental to the polymer itself causing oxidative
degradation.
A relatively new direction in biocidal additive design is the hybridisation of
existing classes of polymer coating additives with anti-microbial functionalities. One
such attempt has been to convert the functional piperidine of HALS to N-halamines;
compounds containing one or more nitrogen-halogen covalent bonds.87 The biocidal
action of N-halamines involves the transfer of positive halogens from the N-halamines
through the charged microbial cell walls to appropriate receptors in the cells (either
directly or indirectly).88 This process can effectively destroy or inhibit the enzymatic or
metabolic cell processes, resulting in apoptosis.89-92 Compared with inorganic halogens
(e.g., chlorine or bromine), N-halamines are much more stable, less corrosive, and have
a much less tendency to generate halogenated hydrocarbons. Thanks to these attractive
properties, monomeric N-halamines have been widely used as food and water
disinfectants.87 It has been suggested – although it remains to be demonstrated – that Nhalamines formed from derivatisation of piperidine-based HALS will exert antimicrobial properties while remaining a viable precursor to aminoxyl radical formation
able to participate in free radical scavenging processes.89-91, 93
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1.6 Monitoring coating performance
The performance (or durability) of polymer-based surface coatings is defined as
the continuance of decorative and protective properties of coatings and their
components under the influence of weathering.94 However, the performance of coatings
cannot be measured directly nor predicted quantitatively. At present the closest
alternative is to rank coatings based on changes in appearance characteristics such as
loss of gloss, colour change, and chalking.

1.6.1

Gloss
The glossiness of a surface relates to the amount of light it reflects at the

specular angle – the angle equal to but opposite the angle of incidence – causing it to
have a shiny, lustrous, metallic or matt appearance. Gloss measurements quantify this
by directing a light source at the test surface and simultaneously measuring the amount
of specular reflection (Figure 1.7). The measurement scale, gloss units (GU), of a gloss
meter is a scaling based on a highly polished reference black glass standard with a
defined refractive index having a specular reflectance of 100 GU at the specified
angle.95, 96 This standard is used to establish an upper point calibration of 100 with the
lower end point established at 0 on a perfectly matt surface. As a coatings surface
begins to degrade due to weathering or other detrimental factors, the top layer of the
binder material erodes unevenly and scatters light in all directions. This reduces the
amount of specular reflection and lowers perceived gloss levels allowing for a very fast
and simple method for indirectly measuring surface degradation.
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Figure 1.7: An illustration showing how gloss levels are measured from the surface of a polymer-based
surface coating. A 20 º angle of incidence is used for high gloss coatings, 60 º is a universal measurement
geometry, and 85 º is used for improved resolution on matt (low gloss) surfaces.

1.6.2

Colour change
Many surface coatings are pigmented to impart colour, increasing aesthetic value to

coated products. Consumers make purchasing decisions based on these initial colours and
therefore changes to these colours in-service are undesirable. Unfortunately for surface coating
manufacturers, human beings are very adept at detecting colour change, being able to
differentiate between about 10 million different colours.97 Furthermore, the perception of the
same colour can vary from person to person and our ability to describe colours varies widely,
making the assessment of colour even more challenging. This problem has led to the
establishment of a standardised measure of colour by the CIE (Commission Internationale de
l’Eclairage) known as the CIE 1976 L*a*b* colour scale (Figure 1.8).98
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Figure 1.8: The CIE 1976 L*a*b* colour scale used for routinely measuring colour change in polymerbased surface coatings.

The scale is based on the human eye’s perception of colour as the following pairs of
opposites: light-dark, red-green, and yellow-blue (known as the Opponent Colours
Theory).99 This theory says that a colour cannot possess both red and green or yellow and
blue components at the same time. The three opponent pairs constitute the x-, y-, and z-axes
on the colour scale and any colour can be represented by three numbers that specify its
coordinates in the three-dimensional volume. Specifying colours in terms of numbers makes
it relatively simple to express the total colour change of a coating:

where δE represents the magnitude of difference in colour without indicating the direction
of colour change, such as fading, yellowing, or hue shift and L*, a*, and b* represent the
coordinate numbers on the light-dark, red-green, and yellow-blue axes, respectively.
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1.7 Exposure conditions

1.7.1

Outdoor weathering
In order to rank the performance of coatings and coating components, as well as

investigating the chemistry of HALS, weathering tests are needed. The most suitable
method involves exposing coatings to conditions that closely resemble the in-service
environment.100 However, the longevity of coil coatings requires ageing in outdoor
conditions for several years to obtain meaningful data. To some extent this problem can
be overcome by using accelerated laboratory tests, but these results should always be
compared with environmental tests,101,

102

as will be discussed in the next section.

Acceleration of the natural weathering processes can also be achieved by exposing
samples to extreme climates, e.g., Rockhampton QLD, Australia, where a high intensity
of natural sun light and high humidity is provided all year round. Results can be
correlated, albeit difficult, to the results obtained in any other natural service
environment.
Alternatively, acceleration of weathering outdoors can be achieved by increasing
the light intensity by angling mirrors to direct sunlight or maintaining higher
temperatures using insulated racks to hold the samples. In addition to long exposure
times, the lack of reproducibility and repeatability of the results is a major drawback of
outdoor testing. The climate is fluxional and almost every location shows variation year
to year. Thus, the results obtained even at one individual location may differ
significantly over time. Consequently, proper monitoring of environmental factors
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(spectral distribution and intensity of light, temperature, humidity, and rainfall) is
needed for accurate interpretation of results.

1.7.2

Artificial weathering
As mentioned in the previous section, to obtain weathering data on a short

timescale, artificial weathering tests are often conducted in the laboratory. Artificial
weathering exposures are achieved by using purpose built chambers designed to mimic
and even magnify natural outdoor conditions.103
Artificial weathering on short timescales can provide useful information on the
initial performance of surface coatings, however, it is generally accepted that the higher
the acceleration of weathering, the lower the correlation to outdoor exposure.100, 104 The
main factor affecting weathering durability of surface coatings is photo-degradation
induced by UV radiation. Therefore most artificial weathering instruments used for
laboratory testing are equipped with UV lamps (mercury, xenon, or fluorescent) that
provide light in the 200-400 nm region. Higher rates of photo-degradation can be
achieved by using lamps that provide short wavelength UV (λ < 300 nm). The presence
of UV light with λ < 300 nm can accelerate the kinetics of photo-degradation but may
also initiate processes not representative of outdoor conditions with 95% of solar
radiation reaching the Earth’s surface at wavelengths longer than 400 nm.100,

103

To

circumvent this problem, light provided by different lamps can be filtered; for instance,
the spectral distribution of a xenon light source filtered with borosilicate type filters
resembles the spectral distribution of natural sun light. In this case acceleration of
photo-degradation can be achieved by using higher intensities of light. However, care
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must be taken as high intensity UV light for short periods can cause degradation
extending into deeper layers of the polymer that is unlikely to occur in outdoor
conditions.
Thermal degradation can also be accelerated by exposure to heat, and most
artificial weathering tests are performed at elevated temperatures. Again, the increased
temperature can also influence the chemical pathways of certain photo-degradation
processes (as described previously) and deviate trends away from natural weathering.105
Elevating temperatures above the Tg of the polymer can significantly change the rate of
oxidative degradation. In accelerated tests at temperatures above Tg, the surface coating
transitions from a hard state into a molten or rubber-like state, allowing greater
diffusion of oxygen into the bulk material and facilitating photo-oxidation.
Relative humidity is another important factor in artificial weathering tests as the
presence of water accelerates the photo-degradation processes of certain polymers. High
moisture content can also cause certain polymers to hydrolyse. For example, in water,
acid rain environments, and humid conditions, acrylic–melamine coatings undergo
hydrolysis at the cross-link and alkoxy ether bonds.106-108 It is clear from preceding
discussions that the selection of the proper parameters like spectral distribution and
intensity of light, temperatures and humidity levels are crucial for obtaining results
relevant to performance in end-user applications.
Even though there is a divergence between natural and artificial weathering data,
artificial testing has some distinct advantages over outdoor exposure. For instance,
artificial weathering tests can supply a continuous light source, unlike natural conditions where
the light source is absent at night. Also, because of greater user control over the experimental
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conditions (light intensity, temperature, humidity), results obtained using artificial weathering
show greater reproducibility compared to those obtained outdoors.

1.8 Research problem
The performance of coil coatings is unequivocally improved when formulated with
HALS. This is evidenced by empirical testing of coil coatings under natural or artificial
weathering conditions. To illustrate this point, Figure 1.9 is a photograph of two coil coating
samples side-by-side. Sample A contains no HALS (control sample) while sample B has been
formulated with HALS. To the right of the dashed line both panels were exposed to UV light
from a xenon arc lamp. The unstabilised panel (A) exhibits a high degree of gloss and colour
change from its initial appearance due to degradation of the polymer substrate. In comparison,
the stabilised panel (B) displays very little visual change to the right of the dashed line
compared to its initial appearance on the left. Figure 1.10 is a graph showing the percentage of
initial gloss retained for coil coatings formulated with structurally different HALS. This graph
shows two things; firstly, coil coatings formulated with HALS retain their aesthetic qualities
longer than unstabilised coatings on exposure to natural outdoor weathering. Secondly, that
although the stabilised coatings are performing better, they are still degrading and with enough
time will eventually fail. This eventual failure indicates that HALS are not truly catalytic and
previous attempts to describe their action mechanistically are incomplete. Thus raising the
major research problem of identifying what is happening to HALS within coil coatings that may
affect their efficacy. To achieve this we require analytical methods sensitive to changes in
molecular structure and abundance of HALS present in polymer-based surface coatings.
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A

B

Figure 1.9: A photograph of two coil coating samples side-by-side after both samples were exposed to
UV light from a Xenon arc lamp below the dashed line. Sample A contains no HALS (control sample)
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and sample B was formulated with HALS.
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Figure 1.10: (a) The percentage of initial gloss retained by coil coatings formulated with HALS
following 24 months of continual exposure to natural outdoor weathering at the BlueScope testing site in
Rockhampton, QLD.
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1.9 Project objectives and relationship to research papers
This research project encompassed two major objectives:


To develop ambient ionisation mass spectrometric methods capable of

interrogating polymer-based surface coatings. Mass spectrometry as an analytical
tool is frequently employed for the characterisation of both polymers and polymer
additives. However, the true potential of ambient sampling and ionisation methods
for mass spectrometry of synthetic polymers and their components has yet to be
realised.


The second objective was to use these optimised techniques to characterise

changes in molecular structure and abundance of synthetic polymer components. In
particular, the characterisation of HALS as additives within coil coatings. HALS
represent a class of polymer stabiliser prominently used in many polymer-based
surface coating applications and yet their mechanism of action is not fully
understood.

The following flow diagram, Figure 1.11, describes the relationship between the aims of
this project and the outcomes reported in published articles arising from this
candidature.
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Figure 1.11: A flow diagram describing the major research outcomes reported in published articles and
their relationship to the project aims.
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2.1 Abstract

T

he purpose of this review is to showcase the present capabilities of
ambient sampling and ionisation technologies for the analysis of
polymers and polymer additives by mass spectrometry (MS) while

simultaneously highlighting their advantages and limitations in a critical fashion. To
qualify as an ambient ionisation technique, the method must be able to probe the
surface of solid or liquid samples while operating in an open environment, allowing a
variety of sample sizes, shapes, and substrate materials to be analysed. The main
sections of this review will be guided by the underlying principle governing the
desorption/extraction step of the analysis; liquid extraction, laser ablation, or thermal
desorption, and the major component investigated, either the polymer itself or
exogenous compounds (additives and contaminants) present within or on the
polymer substrate. The review will conclude by summarising some of the challenges
these technologies still face and possible directions that would further enhance the
utility of ambient ionisation mass spectrometry as a tool for polymer analysis.

Keywords: Synthetic Polymer; Polymer additive; Ambient mass spectrometry;
Direct analysis; Hindered amine light stabiliser (HALS); Surface analysis.
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2.2 Introduction
Whether it is determining the molar mass distributions, quantifying associated
additive compounds, or characterising the chemical composition of synthetic
polymers; mass spectrometry has delivered in terms of providing a powerful and
sensitive tool to meet each of these demands. Several reviews outlining the advances
in polymer mass spectrometry have recently appeared.109-112 Within the field of
polymer mass spectrometry (MS), but also the greater mass spectrometric
community, there is a drive to increase the versatility of MS methods and to widen
the range of their application. There are three major avenues one can take to increase
the capability and versatility of mass spectrometry: (i) technological advancement of
the analyser and detector components of the instrument, (ii) allowing MS to be
undertaken outside the laboratory environment through instrument miniaturisation
and portability, and (iii) broadening the range of samples amenable to MS analysis
through the development of direct ionisation techniques or “ambient ionisation” mass
spectrometry. Due to the ever increasing complexity of synthetic polymer materials
being produced and the growing diversity of chemical additives formulated therein, it
stands to reason that developments pertaining to avenue (iii) would potentially have
the largest impact in the field of polymer MS and hence form the subject of this
review.
The ability to directly sample solid material in its native-state using ambient
ionisation techniques can provide complementary information to conventional
methods. For instance, many contemporary ionisation sources rely on digestion
and/or extraction of analytes into the solution phase followed by direct infusion, e.g.,
electrospray ionisation (ESI). Digestion/extraction is necessary to obtain information
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about the bulk composition of certain samples but can limit the analyst’s ability to
derive spatial information on analyte distribution in 2- or 3-dimensions. Traditional
extraction-based methods for polymer and polymer additive analysis also tend to rely
on chromatographic separation. Chromatography aids in reducing sample complexity
and offers the potential for quantitation.113-120 However, chromatographic separations
can increase analysis times considerably and, in the case of gas chromatography
(GC), suitable only for volatile compounds.52, 121-125 Conversely, methods that retain
spatial distribution of analytes by probing solid samples in their native state, such as
matrix-assisted laser desorption ionisation (MALDI), require stringent operating
conditions involving the application of matrices to the sample substrate with ions
typically produced under vacuum at pressures of 10 mTorr or less. The heightened
amount of sample preparation and necessity to break and re-equilibrate the low
pressure environment can also place a heavy burden on analysis times. Generally,
polymer substrates and formulations are relatively homogeneous placing a greater
emphasis on high throughput capabilities rather than analyte distribution analysis via
MS imaging. Though in certain applications, valuable insight can be gained from
depth profiling experiments or assessing lateral migration of analytes within polymer
substrates, particularly when characterising the weathering of materials under
different in-service conditions. In the following sections of this review, the
application of ambient ionisation techniques for the analysis of polymers and
polymer additives are grouped according to the desorption process employed as
listed in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: List of techniques and references reporting ambient mass spectrometric analysis of
synthetic polymers and polymer additives.

Class of
Techniquea

Applicationsb

References

desorption


PEG, PTMG, PAM, PPG, PMMA, PMS, PDMS,
PUR, and polyglycol esters characterisation

DESI

126-135



HALS additives in polyester and PP



Diphenylamines in PTFE



Insecticides on polyester bednets



2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid analogues on
poly(propylmethacrylate) MIP’s

Liquid
extraction
EASI

LESA

Paint spray

Thermal
DART



Organo-functionalised silane and siloxanes



Phenothiazines on methacrylic MIP’s



HALS additives in polyester



Polyester degradation products



Lipids on hydrogel contact lenses



HALS additives in polyester



Phthalates detected in PVC and plastic toys



Detection of stabilisers in PP and PE



Tackifier additives detected in synthetic rubber and

135-137

138, 139

140

141-146

desorption

acrylic adhesives


(See also Table 2.2)
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TM-DART

FAPA

ASAP

131



Insecticides on polyester bednets



PIR, PEG, PET, PS, PBS, POM, and POM
copolymer characterisation

147, 148



Phthalate plasticisers detected in PVC



PEG and PS characterisation



PP characterisation and stabiliser identification



Erucamide and stabilisers in PET and PET

149-151

degradation products

DP-APCI

PADI

DAPPI

AP-

152



Amphiphilic copolymer network analysis

153



PMMA, PET, PLA, and PTFE characterisation



Human metabolites, pharmaceuticals, and toxic

154

compounds detected on PDMS



PEG and ethoxylated surfactant characterisation



PEG eluting from a LC column

159



PEG, PPG, and PMMA characterisation

160



PEG 400

155-158

MALDI
Laser ablation
ELDI

LAESI

a

AP-MALDI, atmospheric pressure-matrix assisted laser desorption ionisation;

ASAP, atmospheric solids analysis probe; DART; direct analysis in real time;
DAPPI, direct atmospheric pressure photoionisation; DESI, desorption electrospray
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ionisation; DP-APCI, direct probe-atmospheric pressure chemical ionisation; EASI,
easy ambient sonic-spray ionisation; ELDI, electrospray-assisted laser desorption
ionisation; FAPA, flowing atmospheric pressure afterglow; LAESI, Laser ablation
electrospray ionisation; LESA, liquid extraction surface analysis; PADI, plasmaassisted desorption/ionisation; TM-DART, transmission mode-direct analysis in real
time.
b

HALS, hindered amine light stabiliser; PIR, cis-poly(isoprene); MIP, molecularly

imprinted polymer; PAM, poly(acrylamide); PBS, poly(butanediol succinate);
PDMS, poly(dimethylsiloxane); PE, poly(ethylene); PEG, poly(ethylene glycol);
PET,

poly(ethylene

terephthalate);

PLA,

poly(lactic

acid);

PMMA,

poly(methylmethacrylate); PMS, poly(α-methylstyrene); POM, poly(oxymethylene);
PP, poly(propylene); PPG, poly(propylene glycol); PS, poly(styrene); PTFE,
poly(tetrafluoroethylene); PTMG, poly(tetramethylene glycol); PUR, poly(urethane);
PVC, poly(vinyl chloride).

2.3 Extraction-based ambient ionisation mass spectrometry
Ionisation techniques utilising solvents to facilitate the extraction/desorption
process are the most widespread among ambient sampling methods. Solid-liquid
extraction-based techniques enjoy their popularity due to the relatively simple
instrumentation involved and the ease with which they can be coupled to existing
commercial ESI-based mass spectrometers: one of the most commonly used
ionisation

methods

in

mass

spectrometry.

The

first

reported

ambient

ionisation/sampling method for MS was desorption electrospray ionisation (DESI)
which relies on an extraction-based mechanism.134 Since the initial study by Cooks
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and co-workers, DESI has been regarded as the flagship ambient ionisation method
with the majority of publications within ambient ionisation mass spectrometry during
the 2009-2011 period.161 This is also true for the number of publications involving
polymer research with 10 of the 31 research articles sourced for this review. The
DESI process is illustrated in Figure 2.1 and promotes analyte desorption through a
pneumatically assisted electrospray directed at the sample surface. The fine mist of
charged microdroplets generated by the spray emitter wets the surface forming a
dynamic solid-liquid interface and it is here that rapid extraction of analytes into the
thin solvent film occurs.162 The continual barrage of microdroplets impacting the
solvent layer combined with pneumatic forces shear away charged droplets from the
surface. These plumes of secondary droplets contain dissolved analyte that splash
towards the inlet of the mass spectrometer.162 From there solvent evaporation and
droplet fission processes result in gas-phase analyte ions analogous to mechanisms
that dictate ESI.163
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Figure 2.1: An illustration of the desorption electrospray ionisation (DESI) process where a
pneumatically assisted electrospray generates a fine mist of charged microdroplets directed at the
sample. Upon continual wetting of the surface, analytes are extracted into a thin solvent film and
desorption occurs by microdroplets impacting the solvent layer producing secondary droplets
containing dissolved analyte that splash towards the mass spectrometer inlet.

2.3.1

Characterisation of polymers by extraction-based methods
In 2006, Nefliu et al. published the first example of DESI being applied to

synthetic polymers: poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), poly(tetramethylene glycol)
(PTMG) and poly(acrylamide) (PAM) with average molecular weights up to 3000
g.mol-1.135 Condensed phase polymers deposited on to paper surfaces were detected
in positive-ion mode (and PAM also in negative-ion made) using methanol:water
(1:1) as the spray solvent and a linear ion trap mass spectrometer with a mass range
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of m/z 2000. DESI analysis of solid PEG produced spectra that closely resembled the
mass spectra acquired by ESI of PEG in solution. Both the number average molar
mass (Mn) and molecular weight averages calculated from the DESI-MS data were
in good agreement with expected values.164 The analysis of PTMG and PAM proved
to be more difficult due to their incompatibility with the DESI solvents leading to
inefficient desorption, particularly with the more hydrophobic PTMG.
Jackson et al. took this one step further and applied DESI with various spray
solvent mixtures to a range of ‘real world’ samples. They reported the detection of
PEG spraying methanol containing 0.1% v/v formic acid, poly(propylene glycol)
(PPG) and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) spraying methanol with lithium
bromide (5 mg/mL), and poly(α-methyl styrene) (PMS) spraying methanol with
silver nitrate (5 mg/mL). In each case, methanolic solutions containing the polymer
were deposited onto matt-finished cardboard surfaces and allowed to dry. Oligomers
from the cyclic trimer to tridecamer of poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) were also
detected directly from a pharmaceutical tablet using methanol/water (1:1) containing
0.1% formic acid as the solvent spray.165 Tandem mass spectrometry (i.e., DESIMS/MS) experiments were also carried out, providing structural information and
identifying the end group chemistry of the polymers investigated.
In a follow up publication by the same group, more accurate structural
information was obtained for a series of polyglycol esters and ethers by incorporating
tandem MS experiments and peak assignment software. Solutions of each PEG
sample were deposited onto matt-finished cardboard surfaces, allowed to dry, and
detected using DESI with methanol:water (1:1) as the spray solvent. Microstructural
characterisation of PEG dibenzoate, PEG monooleate, PEG butyl ether, PEG
diacrylate, and PEG bis(2-ethylhexanoate) (Mn < 800 g.mol-1) was achieved through
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cationisation with different Group I metal ions (Li+, Na+, K+, Rb+, and Cs+) by the
addition of the appropriate salts to the solvent spray. Li+ adduct ions provided the
most informative product-ion spectra, exhibiting more product ion peaks than other
cation adduct precursor-ions tested.166
A very useful application that ambient ionisation techniques have always
been associated with is the rapid monitoring of qualitative changes to material as a
function of various exposures or treatments. An example of this is the bulk analysis
of poly(urethane) (PUR) films by ESI and direct surface analysis by DESI that
investigated the degradation products observed upon irradiation with an electron
beam to simulate ageing of the polymer within waste storage.126 Comparison
between ESI and DESI for bulk and surface analysis of PUR after irradiation showed
that the same degradation species are observed for bulk analysis and confirmed the
homogeneity of the PUR irradiation. Slight differences were observed at the surface
of the films with the authors attributing those to degradation products that could react
after irradiation with atmospheric oxidants.126 The study also provided a thorough
optimisation of the DESI spray parameters used during the experiments noting that a
much higher gas flow rate and spray voltage were needed for maximising PUR signal
intensities compared to PEG. Higher gas flow rates and spray voltages promoted
smaller droplet sizes which enhanced desolvation efficiency and generated droplets
with higher velocity, producing more secondary droplets upon impact.
DESI mass spectra can become too complex to interpret due to multiple
charge states when the polymer molecular weight increases, but advances in highresolution mass analysers are broadening the molecular weight range accessible by
this technique by resolving different oligomers from higher charge states. A study
reporting the use of DESI coupled with an Orbitrap mass spectrometer demonstrated
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the

effectiveness

of this

configuration

for

the

characterisation

of

various

industrial synthetic polymers with masses ranging from 500 g.mol -1 to more
than 20 000 g.mol-1.130 A range of average molecular weight PEG (620, 1080, 1470,
4120, 7100, 11840, and 22800 g.mol-1), PPG (1200 and 2000 g.mol-1), PMMA (855,
1970, and 2710 g.mol-1), PDMS (770, 1200, and 2000 g.mol-1), and copolymers of
ethylene and propylene glycol standards were investigated. For the homopolymers,
number average molecular weight (Mn), weight average molecular weight (Mw), and
polydispersity index (PDI) were calculated from DESI-Orbitrap MS data. These
calculated values were compared with the more established and well characterised gel
permeation chromatography (refractometric detection) and MALDI-time of flight (TOF)
MS techniques.167 For the homopolymers (except in the case of PMMA), molecular
weights of polymers deduced from DESI-Orbitrap MS were slightly superior to those
deduced from MALDI-TOF MS and were in good agreement with the GPC data.
In the case of copolymers (Figure 2.2), ions with a charge state > 1 caused
overlapping peaks that were unable to be discriminated – even with the high resolving
power (100,000) of the Orbitrap mass analyser and the help of deconvolution software.
PEG was also detected from two commercially available cosmetic products as examples
of complex matrices. Diluted samples of the two cosmetic products were spotted onto a
hydrophobic substrate and analysed by DESI, revealing the presence of sodium and
potassium adducts of PEG.130 The authors conclude by making a critical comparison of
DESI-Orbitrap versus MALDI-TOF for the mass spectrometric analysis of low
molecular weight synthetic polymers. On the one hand, DESI offers a much simpler
experimental set-up – once the spray solvent and surface composition are optimised – by
operating at atmospheric conditions and without the need of matrix application.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 2.2: DESI-Orbitrap spectra (positive-ion mode) of three PEG/PPG copolymers: (a) whole
spectrum of random PEG/PPG 2500 copolymer, (b) zoom in the m/z 2100 - 2170 mass range of the
spectrum (a), (c) whole spectrum of PEG-PPG-PEG 1900 copolymer, (d) zoom in the m/z 1500 - 1570
mass range of the spectrum (c), (e) whole spectrum of PPG-PEG-PPG 2000 copolymer, (f) zoom in
the m/z 1800 - 1870 mass range of spectrum (e). The figure is adapted from Ref.130 with kind
permission of John Wiley and Sons and is an example of complex spectra caused by overlapping ion
signals.

DESI also has an ionisation mechanism akin to ESI and is therefore prone to
generating multiple charge states. The higher charge states observed effectively
increases the mass range beyond the 4 kDa limit of the orbitrap analyser. However,
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spectral complexity eventually reaches a limit as deconvolution of multiple charge
states and oligomers becomes challenging requiring substantially more postacquisition data processing than MALDI-TOF data, capable of mass-resolved spectra
up to 70 kDa and beyond.130, 167 These results highlight some of the major limitations
with DESI and, to a greater extent, most solid-liquid extraction based techniques in
that they suffer from the same problems experienced with ESI analysis of polymers.
Problems such as the inability to generate higher charge states in low-polarity
solvents, overlapping peaks and discrimination among different molecular weight
oligomers have to be considered when higher molecular weight polymers are
investigated.
An alternative extraction-based approach is easy ambient sonic-spray
ionisation (EASI)168, formerly known as desorption sonic spray ionisation
(DeSSI).169 EASI is an ambient adaptation of sonic spray ionisation170,

171

and is

considered to be one of the simplest ambient ionisation techniques to implement.172
The technique is very similar to DESI, the major difference being a higher nebulising
gas pressure is used to form small droplets rather than a high voltage applied to the
spray solvent. With EASI, the solvated analytes are ionised due to a non-statistical
charge distribution within the micro-droplets.170 Removal of the high voltage
requirement is not only advantageous for instrumentation simplification but also
eradicates electrochemical or oxidative processes occurring at the source that might
otherwise drive unwanted chemistry.173
This technique has been employed for the real-time monitoring of
polymerisation reactions occurring on surfaces in the open atmosphere.
Commercially available nanofilm products (NFPs) consisting of 1% solutions of
hydrolysates and condensates of 1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-perfluorooctyl triisopropoxysilane
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in 2-propanol (NFP-1) and hexadecyl triethoxysilane in ethanol (NFP-2) were
applied to glass, filter paper or cotton surfaces and monitored over time by EASIMS.137 The organo-functionalised silane and siloxane compounds present in NFP-1
and -2 form thin films on surfaces by self-organisation that involve a series of
hydrolysis and condensation reactions during evaporation of the solvent.174
Consumption of the monomers and the formation of heavier oligomers could be
observed directly by continuously scanning the surface over time. Interactions with
the EASI spray itself was found to have only a minimal impact on the rate of
polymerisation.137

2.3.2

Analysis of additives, adsorbents and contaminants by extraction-based
methods
Equally as important as characterising the bulk material of synthetic polymers

is evaluation of the chemical additives that render the polymeric material
commercially viable. The qualitative and quantitative measure of additives such as
stabilisers, plasticisers, and flame retardants directly by mass spectrometry from the
bulk polymer material represents the ideal technique for rapid analysis of synthetic
polymers yet there have been limited studies reported in this area. The limiting factor
that impeded progress in this area was the inability of ambient ionisation techniques
to successfully extract the additive from the bulk material without destroying or
severely altering the physical nature of the polymer substrate, e.g., milling the
polymer. Reiter et al.133 were able to facilitate additive extraction using DESI by
rapidly heating the polymer samples with a heat gun (400 °C) for up to 5 s – enough
to liberate the analyte without substantially deforming the substrate. A series of
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laboratory prepared poly(propylene) samples containing the stabilisers Chimassorb
81, TIN328, TIN326, and TIN770 in concentrations between 0.02% and 0.2% (w/w)
were analysed with the aid of the heat gun. Signal intensities from extracted ion
chromatograms were used to construct calibration curves, giving R2 values of 0.994
or better. Using these calibration curves, the amounts of stabiliser present in an inground swimming pool liner and commercially available poly(propylene) (PP)
granules were calculated by DESI-TOF-MS analysis. The DESI results were
compared with traditional quantitative methods including high-performance liquid
chromatography with detection by ultraviolet (UV) absorption (HPLC-UV) and
thermal desorption system-(TDS) GC-MS and deemed to be in “excellent
accordance”.133
An alternative to heating the sample is to exploit the solubility properties of
the polymer investigated. Recently, detection of the stabiliser TIN123 within a crosslinked thermoset polyester-based surface coating by DESI-MS was accomplished by
a simple and easy pre-treatment involving acetone vapour.132 Prior to DESI-MS
analysis, the samples were placed in a standard laboratory glass desiccator that had
the desiccant replaced with a small volume of acetone. The polymer sample was
placed such that it was not physically wet by the acetone rather the acetone vapour
present in the enclosure was enough to swell the polymer and dissolve/mobilise the
stabiliser from the bulk polymer material to the surface. Exposure to the acetone
vapour for 1 minute was enough to afford detection by DESI-MS and was shown not
to disturb the morphology of the sample nor the lateral distribution of the analyte.132
Coupled with a linear ion-trap mass spectrometer, DESI-MSn experiments were
conducted that enabled the characterisation of specific structural changes occurring
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as a result of the elevated curing temperatures associated with the surface coating production
and after exposure to simulated weathering.132
These initial findings led to a broader follow-up study using the aforementioned
DESI-MS method to investigate the major structural changes occurring to ten hindered
amine light stabilisers (HALS) in cross-linked thermoset polyester-based surface coatings
including; TIN770, 292, 144, 123, 152, NOR371; HOST3052, 3055, 3050, and 3058.175
HALS containing a 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine functionalised at the piperidinyl nitrogen
all gave indications of undergoing conversion to the corresponding secondary amine (N-H)
moiety during thermal and/or photodegradation of the polymer, a finding that has
implications for understanding the mechanism(s) via which HALS additives stabilise
polymers, especially in high temperature applications.175
DESI has also been employed for the desorption and analysis of non-volatile
pyrolysis products of PEG and biological samples directly from the pyrolysis probe.129
DESI-MS data were in agreement with analyses of non-volatile pyrolysis products by ESIMS

or

MALDI-MS,

which

were

pyrolysed

off-line,

required

sample

extraction/solubilisation, and in the case of MALDI, the use of a matrix compound and a
cationising agent.129
An interesting example where DESI provides selective extraction of small molecules
from polymeric material is in the reported detection of nitrated derivatives of the
diphenylamine

stabiliser:

dinitro-,

trinitro-,

and

tetranitrodiphenylamine,

from

poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE).128 PTFE seals became visibly discoloured over time when
used in the storage of double-base propellants consisting of nitrocellulose, nitroglycerin, and
stabiliser. The nitrated derivatives of diphenylamine preferentially absorbed to the PTFE
liner of double-base propellants due to changes in their solubility as the propellants aged.
Such changes went undetected when extracts from the seals were analysed by HPLC128 but
when the PTFE seals were analysed directly by DESI as shown in Figure 2.3(a), nitrated
diphenylamine additives present after 6 days of ageing were readily detect (Figure 2.3b).
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(a)

*
(b)

*
*

Figure 2.3: (a) A photograph of the experimental set-up for the DESI-MS analysis of
poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) with the incident (α) and collection (β) angles set at 50 ° and 10 °,
respectively. (b) DESI analysis of the PTFE liner after aging for 6 days. Detection of ions at m/z 258,
303 and 348, denoted by (*), were later identified as nitrated derivatives of the diphenylamine
additive. The figure is adapted from Ref.128 with kind permission of John Wiley and Sons.
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‘Transmission-mode’ DESI is an alternative to the conventional DESI
configuration where specific types of sample can be analysed rapidly without
rigorous optimisation of spray distances or angles.176 This modified configuration
directs the electrospray towards a porous or mesh-like sample with a zero degree
angle between the electrospray tip, sample, and capillary inlet of the mass
spectrometer. Transmission mode DESI (TM-DESI) is obviously not applicable to
solid materials, but is designed to simplify the sample preparation process for liquid
samples deposited on a substrate.176 A particularly interesting example of the use of
TM-DESI is the application to the analysis of a polyester bednet treated with the
insecticide deltamethrin (16 mg.m-2) for malarial control.131 TM-DESI was used in
this instance as a comparative measure for the assessment of transmission-mode
direct analysis in real time (TM-DART) – DART will be discussed in a following
section. Under the conditions tested, TM-DART’s limit of detection (LOD) was 0.5
mg.m-2, providing better sensitivity than TM-DESI (LOD = 8 mg.m-2) primarily due
to the larger sampling diameter of TM-DART. However, the smaller sampling
diameter of TM-DESI made it possible to analyse one bednet fibre at a time,
therefore providing complementary information to TM-DART by evaluating the
spatial distribution of the insecticide.131
The design of smart polymer substrates capable of selective separation of
components from complex matrices has resulted in their use in many applications.
One example of a smart polymer in use is the selective extraction of analytes by
molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs). A poly(propylmethacrylate) MIP formed
with 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D) as the template was used for the
extraction of this analyte and four chemical analogues from tap and river water.
Following the selective extraction, performing DESI on the MIP surface allowed
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rapid detection of the analytes – free from matrix interferences – by mass
spectrometry.127 The detection of 2,4-D was linear from 0.005 up to 0.50 mg.L-1, and
then levelled off due to saturation of the active sites of the MIP. EASI has also been
employed for the detection of five phenothiazines (chlorpromazine, perphenazine,
triflupromazine, thioridazine and prochlorperazine) from

an MIP.136

The

phenothiazine compounds were selectively adsorbed from urine samples by a
chlorpromazine-imprinted methacrylic polymer and quantified using MIP-EASI-MS
at a limit of quantitation (LOQ) ca. 1 mM.136
Liquid extraction surface analysis (LESA) is a commercially available liquidsolid extraction technique descended from an in-house ambient surface sampling
probe first constructed by Wachs and Henion in 2001.177 The key to the success of
this technique lies in the formation of a liquid microjunction created between the
sample surface and the sampling probe when the probe is within ~ 1 mm to the
surface. This is achieved through adaptation of the commercially available Advion
NanoMate chip-based infusion nanoelectrospray system that uses a robotic pipette tip
and has also recently been implemented in its continuous flow form by Prosolia.
Accurate control of the dispensation height and solvent volume allow formation of
liquid-surface microjunctions that extract analytes into small volumes of solvent
before being aspirated back into the pipette tip, ready for introduction to an
ionisation source (Figure 2.4).178 Creating the liquid microjunction can be difficult on
rough, wettable, or absorbent surfaces and represents the greatest limitation of this
technique. Generally, LESA works best on flat, homogeneous and hydrophobic
surfaces that facilitate the stabilisation of the liquid microjunction: making it highly
suitable for many synthetic polymer applications.
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Figure 2.4: An illustration of the liquid extraction surface analysis (LESA) process. (a) A robotically
controlled, disposable pipette tip aspirates a small volume of solvent into the tip. (b) The pipette tip is
positioned above the sample and dispenses a portion of the solvent, forming a liquid microjunction
with the sample. (c) The solvent containing the extracted analyte is re-aspirated back into the pipette
tip. (d) The pipette tip docks with a nanoelectrospray chip nozzle and the extraction solvent sprayed
forming a mist of charged microdroplets.

The first reported use of LESA-MS for the analysis of synthetic polymers
involved the characterisation of stabilised and unstabilised thermoset, polyesterbased surface coatings.138 The high extraction efficiency aided by the controlled
solid-liquid extraction process allowed for thermoset polymers to be interrogated
without any sample pre-treatment or preparation prior to analysis. The detection of
the additive TIN123 and its associated degradation products directly from stabilised
coatings under ambient conditions was fast, simple, and highly reproducible as the
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technique is fully automated. The analysis of unstabilised coatings of the same
composition after exposure to four years of outdoor field testing revealed elevated
levels of melamine (1,3,5-triazine-2,4,6-triamine) present on the surface. The
detection of melamine was supported by the comparison of LESA-MS/MS spectra to
that reported for authentic melamine. The detection of melamine on the degraded
sample also correlated with changes in the coatings visual appearance, i.e., powderlike deposits on the surface, indicative of polymer blooming. These visual changes
may be directly attributable to the presence of melamine as a degradation product
concentrating at the surface or may be indirectly responsible as an association with
one or more other components, possibly an organic acid, capable of forming a
hydrogen donor-acceptor complex.138
LESA is not only adept at investigating analytes within polymers but can also
target material residing on the surface of polymers through judicious selection of the
extraction solvents. This can help reduce spectral complexity and signal suppression
from polymer contaminants and leachables. An interesting example of selective
analysis of surface material on a polymer substrate is the lipid profiling of biological
material deposited on worn contact lenses.139 The biofouling of contact lenses can
cause major discomfort to those who wear them yet little is known about (i) the
chemical nature of the biological material deposited, and (ii) how the composition of
the silicon hydrogel that constitutes the contact lens affects this deposition.
Employing LESA with tandem mass spectrometry enabled the selective detection of
different lipid classes and the construction of lipid profiles of biological samples and
off surfaces. By comparing the lipidome of tear film secretions and meibum extracts
to those from worn contact lens surfaces, lipid molecular species representing all
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major classes present in the human tear film were identified as being present on the
hydrogel.139
Thanks to the improvements in sensitivity of modern instrumentation,
analysts have greater freedom to create new ionisation sources or modify existing
equipment ‘in-house’. Such modifications have the potential to increase experimental
flexibility and broaden the range of substrates amenable to mass spectrometric
analysis. An example of a very simple modification to a commercial ionisation
source is the analysis of thermosetting paints on conductive surfaces by paint spray
MS. Paint spray MS was inspired by the paper spray179,

180

and leaf spray181

ionisation methods developed by Cooks, Ouyang and co-workers. The paint spray
method can be coupled with any mass spectrometer with an atmospheric pressure
ion-source interface; requiring only a voltage applied to the wet substrate for
generation of an ion signal (Figure 2.5).140 Paint spray mass spectrometry shares
characteristics of ESI and ambient ionisation methods but does not require pneumatic
assistance to transfer the analytes to the gas phase. Analyte desorption is achieved by
liquid extraction of analytes at or near the surface, and a high electric field is used to
facilitate ionisation. The paint spray source was constructed by simply attaching a
high-voltage power supply directly to the investigated sample using a crocodile-clip
and a flow of solvent from a pipette, which in this case was chloroform:methanol
(2:1) containing 0.1% formic acid (v/v). Paint spray MS was reported for the
qualitative analysis of four stabilisers (TIN770, 292, 123, and 152) present within
polymer-based surface coatings on conductive metal surfaces.140
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Figure 2.5: An illustration of the paint spray ionisation process where analyte desorption is achieved
by liquid extraction and a high voltage applied to the substrate creates a Taylor cone at the edge of the
sample. The result is a mist of charged microdroplets containing the analyte, emanating from the
sample towards the mass spectrometer inlet.

2.4 Thermal- and plasma-desorption ambient ionisation mass
spectrometry
Promoting analytes into the gas-phase from solid and liquid samples can
sometimes be achieved simply through heating of the sample. Passing a flow of
heated gas over the sample or by placing the sample onto a heated probe are the most
common methods for thermal desorption. Due to the involvement of a heated gas
stream, thermal desorption methods are usually coupled with atmospheric pressure
chemical ionisation (APCI).182,

183

Chemical ionisation makes thermal desorption
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techniques amenable to a wider range of analyte polarities compared to extractionbased methods such as DESI and are particularly useful for low polarity compounds.
Plasma-based methods are presented here under the category of thermal desorption
but do not use heat exclusively as the desorption process. Plasma-based techniques
are generally limited to analytes of molecular mass < 1000 Da, however, heating of
the plasma or coupling with a heated sample probe can extend the accessible mass
range.184 These attributes make thermal/plasma-based techniques ideal for polymer
additive analysis and thermal degradation monitoring but less useful for the
characterisation of higher mass, polydispersed polymers.

2.4.1

Characterisation of polymers by thermal- and plasma-desorption methods
In a study focusing on low molecular weight synthetic polymers, the use of

an atmospheric solids analysis probe (ASAP) provided a fast and efﬁcient method of
identiﬁcation of PEG (Mn = 1430 g.mol-1) and poly(styrene) (PS) (Mn = 1770 g.mol1

), directly from the solid polymer material.151 ASAP can be accomplished with a

simple modification to an APCI source with desorption of material arising from
either a heated nitrogen gas stream or from directly heating the probe itself.
Ionisation of the thermally vaporised sample then occurs by corona discharge under
standard APCI conditions with solids, as well as liquid samples, being analysed in
seconds.185 Employing ASAP-MS, PEG was observed as protonated oligomers while
PS, a non-polar polymer that is difficult to analyse by MALDI or ESI, was found to
form radical cations. The key instrument parameter in optimising this experiment
was the additional heat from gas flowing over the probe that aided desorption. At 600
°C, the heated flow of nitrogen gas was sufﬁcient to desorb the heavier oligomers for
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ionisation. Ion fragmentation caused by in-source dissociation increased spectral
complexity but could be minimised by optimising the sampling cone voltage and gas
temperature. Fortuitously, in-source dissociation resulted in cleavage of the C–C and C–
O backbone bonds, in contrast with the exclusive C–O bond cleavage observed by
tandem mass spectrometry. This in-source fragmentation thus provided increased
structural information on the polymer through a series of pseudo-MS2 type experiments.
The ability to ramp the N2 gas temperature also provides an extra degree of
experimental flexibility. At 600 °C, many small organic molecules have already
desorbed allowing temporal separation of the polymer from chemical noise. 186 If the
polymer is not the target analyte, ion suppression by abundant oligomers can be reduced
by maintaining the desorption gas at lower temperatures.187 It should be noted however,
that the gas temperature does effect the polymer ion distribution therefore average
molecular weight or polydispersity calculations using ASAP-MS could be unreliable.151
The combination of ASAP and travelling wave ion mobility MS (TWIM-MS)
has recently been reported as an alternative approach for the simultaneous
characterisation of polymers and additives. TWIM is a post-ionisation separation method
based on low-voltage waveforms pushing the ions across a gas-filled ion guide.
Temporal separation of isobaric ions is achieved as drift times through the TWIM cell
change as a function of charge (z), mass (m), and collision cross-section (Ω) of the
ions.188 TWIM-MS has already proven to be a useful tool for synthetic polymers
analysis189-191 and the coupling of ASAP with TWIM-MS offers a fast, simple method of
ionising hydrocarbon species that are often difficult to analyse. Afonso and co-workers
using ASAP-TWIM-MS were able to characterise commercial PP samples and identify
unknown stabilisers that were present without prior separation steps as illustrated in
Figure 2.6.150
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(a)

(c)

(d)

(b)

Figure 2.6: ASAP-TWIM-MS results of a commercially available PP pipette tip. (a) m/z-drift time
plot and the extracted mass spectra obtained, respectively, for (b) Irganox 1010, (c) Irgafos 168, and
(d) PP pyrolysis products. The figure is adapted from Ref.150 with kind permission of the American
Chemical Society.

For a PP sample where no stabilisers were detected, a different pattern of
pyrolysis residues was observed associated with changes due to polymer degradation.
The comparison of stabilised versus non-stabilised PP pyrolysis residues using this
method could provide further insight into stabiliser activity and polymer
degradation.150
Direct probe-atmospheric pressure chemical ionisation (DP-APCI)152 is a
thermal desorption technique almost identical to ASAP, the only difference being
that DP-APCI involves slow heating of samples using the probe to cause gradual
degradation and volatilisation of their constituents according to their intrinsic thermal
stabilities. This differs from ASAP, which generally relies on energetically excited
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species and heat associated with the gas stream or flash pyrolysis from rapid heating
of the probe. DP-APCI produces more background noise and less reproducible
spectra than direct pyrolysis mass spectrometry, which operates under vacuum.
However, carrying out the analysis at atmospheric pressure may provide more useful
information about the thermal properties of materials as it is more similar to a classic
thermogravimetric analysis.152,

192,

193

Four amphiphilic copolymer networks

(APCN’s) were investigated by Wesdemiotis and co-workers using DP-APCI. The
polymers consisted of various amounts of hydrophilic poly(N,N-dimethyl
acrylamide) (PDMAAm) and hydrophobic PDMS domains to form graft copolymers.
Two of the networks were cross-linked with a poly(methylhydrosiloxane) (PMHS)
and the other two were blends of a poly(urethane) and the PDMAAm-PDMS graft.
DP-APCI experiments carried out on these APCN’s were able to provide information
about the nature of the hydrophobic and hydrophilic components present and could
readily distinguish between copolymers with different comonomer compositions,
cross-linked copolymers, and copolymer blends with similar physical properties.152
The experiments were dominated by ions below 1000 Th, being unable to detect
larger oligomers, however, the dependence of DP-APCI mass spectra on temperature
does provide insight into the thermal stability of the different domains within the
copolymer.
Flowing afterglow-atmospheric pressure glow discharge (FA-APGD) – also
known as flowing atmospheric pressure afterglow (FAPA) – is a plasma-based
technique where the sample is spatially separated from the plasma discharge and
ionisation of the analyte takes place in the ambient air region between the plasma
source and the mass spectrometer.194, 195 Direct analysis of liquid and solid (soluble
or insoluble) bulk polymers and granulates is possible and introducing the samples to
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the gas stream outside the discharge chamber overcomes problems of discharge
instability and memory effects while allowing for rapid, high-throughput analyses (<
30 s per sample).194-196 The unfiltered afterglow allows ionisation of lower polarity
analytes but also complicates mass spectra with a greater number of background ions
and different adduct species.197 In the analysis of synthetic polymers, two studies
have been reported that were both restricted to an accessible mass range below m/z
500. The limited m/z range was due to the inability to thermally desorb larger
molecules and constitutes a major limitation of this technique, making it unsuitable
for molecular weight determination and differentiation of polydispersed polymers.147,
148

Using FA-APGD-MS, the homopolymers cis-poly(isoprene) (PIR), PEG, and
poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) were identified by monomer units and fragments
ions without any sample preparation. In combination with principle component
analyses (PCA), differentiation of three natural polymers; pectin, amylopectin, and
cellulose, was achieved quite remarkably as the three differ only by their glycosidic
linkage. The technique was also applied to commercial PVC-based food wrapping
material where the detection and identification of the phthalate plasticisers, DEHP
and DBP was demonstrated.147 In a similar study, a homemade heating apparatus
positioned directly below the APGD source was used to volatilise the samples into
the atmospheric afterglow region. The technique described as thermal assistedatmospheric pressure glow discharge mass spectrometry (TA-APGD-MS) decouples
the desorption and ionisation steps and allows for a more accurate control of thermal
degradation

products

generated

for

analysis.

Polymer

samples

including

homopolymers of PS, poly(butanediol succinate) (PBS), and poly(oxymethylene)
(POM) as well as POM copolymers, were directly characterised and thermal
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degradation products of these synthetic polymers identified by tandem mass
spectrometry.148
Plasma-assisted desorption/ionisation (PADI) consists of generating a nonthermal radio frequency-driven atmospheric pressure plasma and directing it onto the
surface of the analyte as illustrated in Figure 2.7.198 The result is a “cold” plasma
with an operating temperature close to that of the ambient surroundings, which is
particularly useful for thermally sensitive samples. The plasma plume of PADI has a
sub-millimetre diameter, offering comparable spatial resolution to extraction-based
techniques (cf. LESA) and its visibility makes optimising source geometries much
easier.198 Four different polymers, PMMA, PET, poly(lactic acid) (PLA), and PTFE
were able to be detected by PADI-MS. Characteristic ions for all four polymers were
observed in negative-ion mode whereas only PMMA and PLA were detected as
positive-ions. The upper mass limit of detection was assigned as polymer fragment
ions of PTFE at m/z 1200.153
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Figure 2.7: An illustration of the plasma-assisted desorption/ionisation (PADI) process where a low
temperature, non-thermal plasma consisting of positive and negative ions, electrons, and excited state
species is utilised. The plasma is in contact with the sample in close proximity to the mass
spectrometer inlet.

2.4.2

Analysis of additives, adsorbents and contaminants using thermal- and
plasma-based methods
Additives used in polymeric food-contact materials are subject to regulation

due to the possibility of their migration into foods. The US Food and Drug
Administration, concerned with the development of analytical techniques capable of
high-throughput screening, evaluated direct analysis in real time (DART) for its
ability to screen food-packaging material for the presence of 13 common additives
including; plasticisers, anti-oxidants, colorants, grease-proofers, and ultraviolet light
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stabilisers.141 DART involves the creation of a high-voltage plasma by introducing a
flow of gas to a coronal discharge inside a ceramic flow cell. This gas stream can be
heated if desired and exits the source through another grid-electrode that neutralises
counter ions and repels sample ions.184 The additives detected by DART are listed in
Table 2.2 by their common abbreviation or commercial name as these products are
often formulated within polymers as complex mixtures of several compounds. For
each additive, the type of polymeric materials they were successfully sampled from
is also listed. The most abundant and characteristic ion detected in each case (Table
2.2) was assigned from the analysis of standard solutions of each additive by the
same method. As the analyses were performed on a triple quadrupole mass
spectrometer, comparison of product-ion spectra provided further supporting
evidence for direct additive detection. The DART source parameters were optimised
for bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP) except for the DART gas stream temperature
which was generally increased (between 200 – 450 °C) as the molecular weight of
the additive increased. In all cases, the additives were unambiguously detected in the
packaging materials yet method sensitivity and linearity were reported to be difficult
to establish. These difficulties were due to the large effect that sample positioning
relative to the DART source and the mass spectrometer inlet had on signal intensities
– a 0.1 mm change in sample position was enough to reduce the signal by nearly one
order of magnitude.141
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Table 2.2: List of food-packaging materials and the additives detected from them by DART-MS.141

Material detected
Class of additive

Additive name
from

Plasticiser

Dominant ion detected

m/z

ion identity

DEHA

PVC

371.3

[M+H]+

DEHP

PVC

391.3

[M+H]+

ESBO

PVC

992.8

[M+H3O]+

Chimasorb 81

HDPE

327.2

[M+H]+

TIN234

PET

448.2

[M+H]+

Uvitex OB

HDPE

431.2

[M+H]+

Blue 15b

PS

576.1

[M+H]+

Yellow 110

PS

642.8

[M+H]+

diPFAoAA

Paper

489.0

M-

diPAPS

Paper

889.0

M-

Irganox 1076

HDPE, LDPE, PP

531.5

[M+H]+

Irgafos 168

HDPE, LDPE, PP

647.5

[M+H]+

Irganox 1010

HDPE

1196

[M+H3O]+

UV stabiliser

Colorant

Grease proofer

Antioxidant
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Rothenbacher and Schwack also employed DART for the rapid identification
of polymer additives directly from glass jar lid gaskets143 and in a separate study,
additives from toys and childcare articles.144 In PVC-based gaskets, DART analysis
was able to identify phthalates, fatty acid amides, tributyl O-acetylcitrate, dibutyl
sebacate, bis(2-ethylhexyl) adipate, 1,2-diisononyl 1,2-cyclohexanedicarboxylate,
acetylated mono- and diacylglycerides, epoxidised soybean oil, and polyadipates,
with an LOD less than or equal to 1% w/w of polymer.143 In toys, an LOD of 0.05%
was obtained for benzyl butyl phthalate, diisononyl phthalate, and DEHP. For dibutyl
phthalate (DBP), di-N-octyl phthalate and diisodecyl phthalate, the LOD was
0.1%.144 This aligns with the Council Directive 76/769/EEC of the European
Commission that restricts the use of DEHP, DBP, or benzyl butyl phthalate in toys
and childcare articles at concentrations of greater than 0.1% w/w and equivalent if
the articles can be taken into the mouth by children for diisononyl phthalate,
diisodecyl phthalate, or di-N-octyl phthalate.199 The sensitivity of DART-MS in both
cases makes it an attractive candidate for high-throughput screening for both food
packaging and products produced for children. Unfortunately, under these
experimental conditions, most samples rapidly decomposed due to the high gas
stream temperatures (200 – 450 °C) making the technique unsuitable for nondestructive control screening.
In a study by Haunschmidt et al.145, it was demonstrated that DART-MS is
capable of the detection of 21 commercially available stabilising agents directly from
a model polymer system. The additives TIN234, 326, 327, 328, 770; Irgafos 38, 126,
168; Irganox E201, PS 800, PS 802, 1010, MD 1024, 1035, 1076, 1081, 1330, 3114;
Chimassorb 81; PEP 36, and HP 136, were added in various mixtures to PP at a
concentration of 10 mg of each stabiliser in 5 g of base polymer. Without any sample
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pre-treatment, each stabiliser was detected directly from the PP plaques and
identified by accurate mass measurements obtained using a TOF mass analyser. In
addition, DART-MS allowed for the fast identification of some additive degradation
products generated during polymer compounding and processing.145 By comparing
the signal intensities of the stabiliser precursor and its related degradation products
over systematic changes in processing conditions, semi-quantitative trends could be
inferred.
In a similar type of study, the role played by the stabiliser Irgafos 168 in
retarding thermal and photo-oxidation of industrial poly(ethylene) (PE) was
monitored by DART-TOF-MS.146 Accurate mass measurements obtained for
degradation products of both Irgafos 168 and PE directly from the polymer showed
that under thermal treatment the stabiliser reduced degradation by decomposing the
generated hydroperoxides or by limiting the formation of peroxide radicals by
trapping the oxygen present into the bulk of the polymer.200 Under UV light
exposure, the stabiliser acts as a common antioxidant according to the mechanisms
described above but also through homolytic P–O bond cleavage may also be able to
trap harmful, propagating free radicals.146
DART-MS has also been reported for the analysis of tackifier additives in
synthetic rubber and acrylic adhesive matrices.142 This was deemed particularly
useful as the tackifier resins play a critical role in adhesive products and are
commonly comprised of multi-component mixtures that are difficult to fully extract
and analyse. Four key classes of tackifier resins were characterised (rosin, terpene
phenolic, poly(terpene), and hydrocarbon resins) allowing complete pressuresensitive adhesive (PSA) products containing two or three of these tackifiers to be
analysed. Analysis times were less than 10 min per sample and by using the three
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most abundant characteristic ion signals, the tackifiers could be identified when
present in the adhesive material at concentrations as low as 0.1% (w/w).142
The ASAP method can also be used for the detection of exogenous
compounds and is particularly appealing because of its ease of use, sensitivity, and
speed of analysis.149,

185

As an example of the sensitivity, detection of erucamide

present on a piece of PET fabric only required rubbing the closed end of a clean
melting point tube over the material and inserting it into the source.149 When a small
fibre of this polymeric material was introduced into the source and the temperature
ramped from 100 °C to 400 °C not only was erucamide detected but also Irganox
1076 and 3114, Irgafos 168 and oxidised Irgafos 168. At temperatures above 500 °C,
degradation products indicative of the polymer itself were observed including the
cyclic trimer of PET at m/z 577.149 Water stored in PET bottles also tested positive
for the presence of cyclic PET oligomers that were assumed to have leached from the
container. ASAP was also able to detect palmitic acid and possibly bisphenol A from
a new polycarbonate (nalgene) bottle and identify a carpet fibre as being Nylon-6 by
observing characteristic cyclic oligomers.149
Desorption atmospheric pressure photoionisation (DAPPI) is a technique that
can be used to ionise both polar and completely non-polar analytes. The DAPPI
experimental set-up is similar to DESI, in that a pneumatically assisted solvent spray
is directed at a samples surface. The difference being that with DAPPI, desorption of
analytes is a thermal process as the nebulising gas is heated (250-350 °C) and is
highly dependent on the thermal conductivity of the sampling surface.201 Ionisation
still takes place in the gas phase but is promoted by the use of a UV lamp and not by
the application of a high-voltage to the solvent line as is the case with DESI.201
Vaikkinen et al. have reported a method employing DAPPI-MS for the direct
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analysis of pieces of PDMS used as a solid phase extraction media. Human
metabolites, pharmaceuticals, and toxic compounds all ranging in polarity, were
extracted to PDMS from spiked waste water and urine samples.154 Combining solidphase extraction onto PDMS with direct analysis by DAPPI-MS greatly reduced the
background ion signals, circumventing the complexity of the matrices without
laborious, time-consuming separative clean-up protocols. Additional selectivity
towards different analytes could be achieved by varying the solvents used for both
the DAPPI spray and the treatment of the PDMS prior to the extraction. The authors
also suggested that it may be possible to shorten the extraction time and reach even
lower detection limits by changing the dimensions of the PDMS extraction
material.154

2.5 Laser ablation/desorption ambient ionisation mass
spectrometry
Ambient sampling techniques involving laser irradiation of samples are
traditionally less popular than solvent extraction-, thermal- or plasma-based
desorption methods due to the requirement for specialised equipment and the
necessity for additional safety precautions. It can also be difficult to sample unusual
shapes and sizes while containing possible reflections of the laser light. In most
cases, the ionisation source needs to be at least partially enclosed for safety, which
removes some of the inherent advantages of ambient ionisation MS. Nevertheless,
laser ablation/desorption-based ambient ionisation techniques have found useful
application in polymer analysis and are thus included in this discussion.
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In contrast, atmospheric pressure MALDI (AP-MALDI) employs an ion
source external to the mass analyser and, being operated at ambient temperature and
pressure, is not held to such restrictions. AP-MALDI does suffer from reduced ion
transfer efficiencies as compared to conventional vacuum MALDI (vMALDI) but
they can be bolstered by pneumatic assistance with a coaxial gas flow and voltages
applied to the target plate.157, 202, 203 Even with the reduced ion transmission there are
some advantages to AP-MALDI. These include the ease in which AP-MALDI
sources can be coupled to MS instruments capable of analysing atmospheric pressure
ions and simplified sample handling. There is also evidence that AP-MALDI
produces ions with lower internal energies than those produced by vMALDI due to
collisional cooling at atmospheric pressure.204 AP-MALDI is therefore considered to
be a softer ionisation technique than vMALDI and ideal for the analysis of noncovalent complexes or fragile analytes.205

2.5.1 Characterisation of polymers and additives by laser desorption/ionisation
methods
The first reported use of AP-MALDI for the analysis of synthetic polymers
was by Creaser et al.155 as part of an investigation into the capability of an APMALDI quadrupole ion trap (QIT) instrument to provide structural information from
MSn experiments. Combinations of α-cyano-hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA), 2-(4hydroxyphenylazo)benzoic acid (HABA), and 6,7-dihdroxycoumarin (esculetin) with
Li+, Na+, or K+ cationising agents all yielded spectra containing PEG ions. Spectra
recorded using 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) as the matrix exhibited low signalto-noise ratios for PEG ions and the matrix 6-aminothiothymine (6-ATT) did not
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yield PEG ions at all. The use of esculetin with lithium hydroxide as the matrix additive
was deemed to be the most effective combination for PEG analysis by
AP-MALDI

in

terms

of

signal

intensity

and

lowest

abundance

of

[PEG + matrix - H + 2metal]+ ions relative to [PEG + metal]+ ions. Using Li+ as the
cationising agent, highly informative tandem mass spectra were observed for PEG 1500
that were not possible with Na+ or K+ cationisation.206
Using a similar AP-MALDI-QIT configuration, experiments were carried out on
a series of commercially available telomeric ethoxylated surfactants; Surfynol 440, 465,
and 485.158 The increasing Surfynol values indicate increasing amounts of ethoxylation
on a backbone of 2,4,7,9-tetramethyl-5-decyne-4,7-diol (Surfynol 104). The results
obtained from collision-induced dissociation (CID) experiments using the QIT gave
better signal to noise, improved mass resolution on the fragments, and improved mass
accuracy of the fragments compared to previous vMALDI-TOF-MS and post-source
decay (PSD) results.158, 207 Tandem mass spectra also identified analyte matrix clusters
with sodiated DHB that were isobaric with the ethoxylated telomers and allowed the
identification of unassigned peaks from previous MALDI PSD experiments. MS 3
experiments now accessible with a QIT demonstrated that some of the ions detected
contained multiple matrix cluster species.
Like conventional vMALDI, AP-MALDI can be coupled to liquid delivery
systems for post-separative analysis by MS.156 An HPLC-AP-MALDI configuration is
far removed from an in situ analysis of a polymer sample but does highlight the
versatility afforded by AP-MALDI in analysis of both solid- and liquid-phase samples
(previously separated or not). Using a nitrogen laser (337 nm) focused at the exit of a
static fused silica capillary illustrated in Figure 2.8(a), Zenobi and co-workers156 were
able to show the intact Na+ cationised oligomer distribution of 1 mM PEG1000 eluting
from a HPLC column (Figure 2.8b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.8: (a) A schematic of the flow injection setup. The liquid is connected by a HPLC coupling
to the ionisation source, the laser is focused to the end of the exit capillary and the liquid
analyte/matrix mixture is desorbed/ionised. The ions are guided by electric fields to the interface of
the mass spectrometer. (b) Positive-ion mode flow injection AP MALDI mass spectra of a 1 mM PEG
1000 solution in N-(4-methoxybenzylidene)-4-butylaniline:methanol (1:1) at a flow rate of 5 µL
min−1. The figure is adapted from Ref.156 with kind permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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The mobile phase consisted of a liquid matrix, N-(4-methoxybenzylidene)-4butylaniline (MBBA) and methanol (1:1). The analysis was not limited to the use of
liquid matrices as mass measurements were also possible using dissolved solid
matrices, e.g., CHCA.
In a report by the methods developers, the applicability of electrosprayassisted laser desorption/ionisation (ELDI) was demonstrated through the analysis of
various chemical components on the surfaces of different solids and dried liquids
under ambient conditions.159 ELDI involves irradiating samples with a pulsed laser
and entraining the ablated material in an electrospray ionisation plume directed at the
mass spectrometer inlet where post-desorption ionisation occurs.208,

209

One of the

many examples reported was the characterisation of synthetic polymer standards.
One drop of PPG1000, PEG1500, and PMMA1300 standard solutions were
deposited onto a sample plate, allowed to dry, and analysed directly by ELDI-MS.
Only singly charged ion series were observed for PPG1000 and PMMA1300, but
both singly and doubly charged ions from PEG1500. The ELDI mass spectra
obtained were comparable to conventional ESI-MS and MALDI-MS spectra.159
Laser ablation electrospray ionisation (LAESI) is another technique – similar
to ELDI – that combines laser ablation with electrospray ionisation.210 The major
difference between ELDI and LAESI is that the latter employs a mid-infrared laser
(2940 nm) whereas the former typically uses UV wavelengths (~ 337 nm) for
irradiation. This means that LAESI relies heavily on the presence of water in the
substrate for the ablation of material into the electrospray plume. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge the only reported use of LAESI for the analysis of synthetic
polymers or polymer additives is within the patent claim for the LAESI invention.160
The claim reports the use of LAESI for the detection of a drug compound directly
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from the pharmaceutical tablet and in doing so inadvertently identified PEG 400 and
its derivatives from the solid material. The LAESI technology would be well suited
for the analysis of polymer additives accumulating in biological tissues and may also
find application in the characterisation of hydrogels (and/or additives contained in
them) due to the high water content of these materials.

2.6 Future perspectives and challenges
Ambient ionisation approaches are advantageous not just because of speed
and the ability to interrogate objects with non-standard and irregular shapes but
because the desorption and the ionisation of the analyte can be decoupled depending
on the application. For instance, an analyst may choose an extraction method when
focused on exogenous compounds (additives, adsorbents or contaminants) within a
polymer, a laser desorption method when spatial information is required (both lateral
and depth resolution), or a thermal desorption method to interrogate the structure of
the polymer itself. The ability to tailor the desorption and ionisation events
independently, depending on the application, constitutes a major strength of ambient
ionisation technologies and affords the user great versatility. Classical ionisation
methods, although robust, do not share the same flexibility.
There are challenges associated with ambient ionisation approaches that
currently limit their use and require further development. Reliable quantitation still
remains the greatest challenge and although there are examples of successful
quantitative analyses, they are highly dependent on the experimental set-up. The
numerous degrees of freedom that provide ambient ionisation sources with their
versatility also make it difficult to achieve the reproducible sampling required for
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quantitation. Technologies that automate part of the sampling procedure (e.g., LESA)
are helping to overcome this challenge but further method development is needed.
The introduction of internal standards can also limit the quantitative ability of many
ambient ionisation approaches. In particular, how one adds an exogenous compound
to a complex matrix (particularly solid matrices) changes its recovery and possibly
affects the recovery of the analyte and so care must be taken to control for such
variables. For some applications, overwhelming spectral complexity can make
spectra too difficult to interpret and peak assignment inaccurate. Higher resolution
mass analysers can help deconvolute spectra but in the absence of sufficient mass
resolution there are alternatives that are currently being explored. Again, finding the
right combination of desorption and ionisation through experimentation can enhance
the ion signals of interest while actively suppressing chemical noise. Another option
is the post-ionisation separation of ions by ion mobility. Such methods provide an
additional dimension of selectivity, able to reduce background noise and potentially
separate isobars or even isomers prior to mass spectrometric analysis. However, the
simplest method for increasing selectivity is tandem mass spectrometry. Using mass
filtering techniques, for example, precursor-ion and neutral loss scanning using a
triple quadrupole mass analysers, allows for selective detection of ions containing
similar structural motifs from complex matrices.
Taken together, the diverse array of ambient desorption/ionisation
technologies and the power of modern mass spectrometers provide an exciting and
extensive tool-box for the contemporary polymer analyst.
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3.1 Abstract
etection and characterisation of structural modifications to a hindered

D

amine light stabiliser (HALS) directly from a polyester-based coil
coating has been achieved by desorption electrospray ionisation mass
spectrometry (DESI-MS) for the first time. Detection is made possible

by exposing the coating to an acetone vapour atmosphere prior to analysis. This is a
gentle and non-destructive treatment that allows diffusion of analyte to the surface
without promoting lateral migration. Using this approach a major structural
modification to the HALS TINUVIN123 (bis-(1-octyloxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4piperidyl) sebacate) was discovered where one N-ether piperidine moiety (NOC8H17) is converted to a secondary amine (N-H). With the use of 2-dimensional
DESI-MS imaging the modification was observed to arise during high curing
temperatures (ca. 260 °C) and under simulated physiological conditions (80 °C, full
solar spectrum). It is proposed that the secondary amine derivative is a result of a
highly reactive aminyl radical intermediate produced by N-O homolytic bond
cleavage. The nature of the bond cleavage is also suggested by ESR spin-trapping
experiments employing α-phenyl-N-tert-butyl nitrone (PBN) in toluene at 80 °C. The
presence of a secondary amine derivative in situ and the implication of N-OR
competing with NO-R bond cleavage suggest an alternative pathway for activation to
the nitroxyl radical – an essential requirement in anti-oxidant activity that has not
previously been described for the N-ether sub-class of HALS.
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3.2 Introduction
Coil coating is a cost-effective and efficient method of applying polymerbased coatings to pre-finished metal products in large scale industrial applications
and as such has enjoyed rapid growth since the 1960’s. This continuous strip coating
approach where rolled sheets of metals are continuously coated provides a simpler
method than painting the complex shapes of finished products (e.g., automotive
manufacture).211,

212

In exterior applications however, coil coatings can be highly

susceptible to degradation through thermal and photo-oxidative processes; being
exposed to high temperatures in the presence of broad-spectrum solar radiation,
humidity and oxygen for extended periods of time.211, 212
Hindered amine light stabilisers (HALS) are one class of polymer additive
known to be effective in retarding these degradative processes and have been
employed in the automotive, wood and plastic coatings sectors for many years; only
recently finding their way into coil coating applications.1, 3, 11, 17, 18, 72, 213 In empirical
tests the use of HALS has been shown to significantly improve gloss and colour
retention for pigmented polymer-based coatings in addition to maintaining surface
integrity, resulting in a superior commercial product, capable of retaining aesthetic
and functional qualities for longer. Despite its demonstrable efficacy, the precise
mechanism by which HALS assists in protecting such polymer-based coatings
remains a subject for discussion. It is widely believed that HALS operate as chainbreaking antioxidants whereby, initially, the parent compound undergoes sacrificial
oxidation of a heterocyclic amine to a nitroxyl radical. It is this persistent nitroxyl
radical that acts as a free radical scavenging intermediate and is thought to be
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involved in converting harmful free radical propagating species generated in situ to
less harmful even-electron species. As a result, regeneration of the nitroxyl radical
occurs, allowing the process to repeat indefinitely – this process is commonly known
as the Denisov cycle (Scheme 3.1). 1, 2, 53, 58, 62, 214-221

(b)
[o]
(a)

(c)

Non-radical
products

Scheme 3.1: A simplified representation of the Denisov cycle showing; (a) activation of the HALS by
oxidation of the amine, (b) catalytic termination of alkyl radicals and formation of an aminoether by a
nitroxyl radical intermediate, and (c) conversion of alkylperoxyl radicals to non-propagating species
resulting in regeneration of the nitroxyl radical.

The efficacy of particular HALS as stabilising agents can be attributed to
their ability to remain an active participant in the Denisov cycle, forming and
reforming the nitroxyl radical intermediate. It follows therefore that resistance to
chemical deactivation and/or physical losses including leeching or volatilisation are
paramount.74,

222-224

For these reasons, the stabilising efficacy of different HALS

compounds may vary dramatically, being influenced by many factors such as
diffusion and solubility coefficients as well as the properties of the coating itself
including resin systems, pigment components, curing temperatures and the degree of
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degradation experienced.73-75,

214, 225

Comparing the effects of different HALS

compounds on colour change and gloss retention of a coating continues to be the
primary method for determining HALS efficacy, however, this method provides no
molecular-level information and gives little understanding to the physio-chemical
processes that lead to changes in HALS performance. In order to optimise HALS
compounds, particularly for use in coil coatings, understanding the molecular
changes that may occur in situ that lead to activation/deactivation of HALS is vital.
Several techniques have been employed to monitor structural changes of
HALS in polymer-based coatings including various gas chromatography (GC)121, 226
and liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) approaches113, 123 as well as
matrix-assisted laser desorption ionisation (MALDI) mass spectrometry: a solventless technique used to directly analyse oligomeric HALS in polymers.122,

227, 228

However, these methods have inherent disadvantages. GC-MS is restricted to low
molecular mass, highly volatile compounds and therefore is unsuitable as most
HALS fall in the molecular mass range of 500-2000 Da and are designed to resist
volatilisation. Conversely, ions < 500 Da are not usually detectable by MALDI
because of signal saturation by matrix ions, allowing low molecular mass products
from HALS decomposition to go undetected. Furthermore, each of these techniques,
including LC-MS, requires considerable sample preparation and analysis time. To
circumvent these shortcomings, the direct ionisation technique desorption
electrospray ionisation-mass spectrometry (DESI-MS) has recently been employed
for the detection of polymer additives in plastic samples.133 DESI-MS is a soft
ionisation process resulting in spectra comparable to those produced by conventional
electrospray ionisation and when coupled with tandem mass spectrometry, is able to
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provide powerful structural elucidation by interpreting characteristic fragmentation
patterns.134 The detection of additives from plastics by DESI-MS, however, was only
possible following treatment with high temperatures (ca. 400 ºC), making it
unsuitable for our application.133 A less aggressive, non-thermal DESI-MS method
has been developed herein, allowing for the analysis of thermosetting polymer
coatings by this technique for the first time and has been developed for the detection
of analytes in situ under ambient conditions.
Both analytical and mechanistic studies of HALS have been significantly
advanced by electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy: a magnetic resonance
technique which specifically detects odd electron species such as organic free
radicals.229 Nitroxyl radicals are particularly amenable for study through their
inherent persistence in the absence of other chemical reactants. Many mature ESRbased techniques involving nitroxyl radical chemistry are now widely applied,230
including ‘spin-label’ and ‘spin-probe’ methods231 for the study of molecular motion
in synthetic polymers and biopolymers; spin-trapping232,233 for the study of transient
radicals in solution; ESR oximetry234 for the study of cellular oxygen concentration
and others. Thus, not only are ESR-based methods a cornerstone of a variety of
spectroscopic methods for detection and quantitation of HALS in surface coatings, 77
but may also be applied to detect reactive free radical intermediates in chemical
reactions either directly (under suitable kinetic conditions) or indirectly through the
technique of ‘spin trapping’. Here, transient free-radicals generated in-situ are
allowed to react with a diamagnetic ‘spin trap’ to afford a persistent free radical (the
‘spin adduct’) which is detected by ESR. Transient radicals present in the system are
characterised, by implication, through the ESR spectral parameters of the spin
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adduct. There are several families of spin trap for various applications, with organic
nitroso compounds and nitrones being the most widely employed types due to the
persistence of the product nitroxyl radical.
In this paper, DESI-MSn spectra of coil coatings containing compound (A),
the commercial HALS TINUVIN123 (Figure 3.1), are reported with the
identification and characterisation of structural derivatives rationalised by tandem
mass spectra and ESR spin trapping. The evolution of these structural changes in
response to the curing conditions and artificial weathering exposure are investigated
using 2-dimensional DESI-MS imaging in an attempt to understand how the additive
will perform over the lifetime of the coating. Moreover, we also describe the results
of an ESR spin trapping study, employing the spin trap α-phenyl-N-tert-butyl nitrone
(PBN), to study the possible homolytic fragmentation pathways of the parent HALS
molecule in solution at 80 ºC. The synergistic combination of data from MS and ESR
spin trapping methods to elucidate organic free radical reaction mechanisms has
recently been recognised235 and we believe these studies provide an additional
illustration thereof.
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A

B

C

Figure 3.1: The structure of compound (A) the commercially available HALS TINUVIN123 (bis-(1octyloxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidyl)

sebacate),

one

possible

degradation

product

of

TINUVIN123 (B) (1-octyloxy-bis-(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidyl) sebacate) and the corresponding
aminoxyl radical of TINUVIN123 (C).

3.3 Methods

3.3.1

Reagents
Methanol and formic acid were HPLC grade (Crown Scientific, Minto NSW,

Australia). Chloroform and acetone were analytical reagent (AR) grade (Crown
Scientific, Minto NSW, Australia). Anhydrous toluene and –phenyl-N-tert-butyl
nitrone (PBN) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Castle Hill NSW, Australia). The
hindered amine light stabiliser TINUVIN123 (bis-(1-octyloxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-
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piperidinyl) sebacate) was supplied by Ciba Specialty Chemicals (Basel,
Switzerland) and was used without purification.

3.3.2 Preparation of coated steel panels
The topcoat paint system employed in these studies was a solvent-borne,
polyester topcoat paint incorporating a melamine-formaldehyde cross-linker, acid
catalysed and formulated for coil paint-line application. As a wet paint, this sample
was found to be 40% w/w resin solids by thermogravimetry (Perkin-Elmer TGA 7).
A bulk sample of this paint was sub-sampled and weighed into small containers with
(A) added at ca. 2% (based upon total resin solids). In a typical formulation a
subsample of paint weighed 49.61 g, equating to a total resin solids content of 19.84
g. To this sample 0.413 g of (A) was added giving 2.08% on a total resin solids basis.
The coated samples were laboratory prepared upon pre-primed (commercial
chromated polyester primer) panels of a 0.6 mm thick GALVALUME-type steel
substrate. Wet paint was applied using a #28 wire-wound draw-down bar then cured
for 55 seconds in a fan forced oven set at 262 °C. Under these conditions, 55 seconds
equates to a peak metal temperature of 232 °C.

3.3.3 Artificial weathering of cured paint panels
Artificial weathering of cured steel panels was carried out within a Q-Sun
xenon test chamber (Q-Lab Corporation, Westlake Ohio, USA) that utilises a xenon
arc lamp to mimic the full solar spectrum. Cured panels were subjected to a
continuous cycle of 8 hours of xenon arc light at 80 °C (black panel temperature)
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followed by 4 hours of darkness at 50 °C for 300, 600, 900 and 1500 continuous
hours respectively.

3.3.4

Desorption electrospray ionisation-mass spectrometry (DESI-MS)
Metal panels with a thermosetting polyester-based coating were cut into small

sections (7 x 25 mm) using hydraulic shears and affixed to a glass microscope slide.
Prior to DESI-MS analysis the samples were placed for 5 mins on an elevated rack in
a glass desiccator that has had the desiccant replaced with acetone (1 L). Without
wetting the sample the acetone vapour present in the glass enclosure swells the
polymer, mobilising the HALS compounds to the surface of the substrate. This
treatment allows detection of HALS by conventional DESI-MS methods without the
need for exposure to high temperatures that might destroy and/or modify the target
HALS or polymer substrate.

Analyses of neat samples were carried out by

depositing solutions of (A) (1 mg/mL) in methanol/chloroform (2:1) onto a glass
microscope slide containing a hydrophobic anchor-spot (Prosolia Inc., Indianapolis,
USA).
Positive-ion DESI-MS spectra were acquired using an Omni Spray ion source
(Prosolia Inc., Indianapolis, USA) coupled to an LTQ 2-dimensional (2-D) linear ion
trap mass spectrometer (ThermoFisher, San Jose, USA). Xcalibur Tune Plus 2.0
(ThermoFisher, San Jose, USA) and BioMAP 3.7.5.5
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software were used for

spectral acquisition and 2-D image processing, respectively. Typical DESI-MS
experimental conditions are listed in Table 3.1 with automatic gain control switched
off.
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Table 3.1: Typical instrumental settings for positive ion DESI mass spectrometry using the LTQ
linear ion-trap mass spectrometer.

Instrumental Parameter

Setting

Solvent flow (μL/min)

10

Spray voltage (kV)

5

Nebulising gas flow rate (psi)

80

Capillary voltage (V)

30

Capillary temperature (°C)

200

Sample holder velocity (μm/s)

200

Ion injection time (ms)

50

Microscans

2

DESI-MS/MS spectra were acquired on the LTQ by subjecting trapped ions
to pulsed-Q dissociation (PQD).237 PQD allows detection of product ions less than
one third of the selected precursor ion mass as these would normally fall below the
conventional low mass cut-off of ion-trap mass spectrometers. Typical experimental
parameters for PQD are listed in Table 3.2. Baseline subtraction was not used and
mass spectra were averaged over a minimum of fifty scans.
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Table 3.2: Typical pulsed-Q dissociation settings for the LTQ linear ion-trap mass spectrometer.

Instrumental Parameter

Setting

Normalised PQD energy (arb)

25

Isolation width (Da)

1.5

Ion injection time (ms)

100

Microscans

3.3.5

2

Electron spin resonance (ESR)
ESR spectra were obtained using a Bruker ESP300D spectrometer

(Karlsruhe, Germany) operating in the X-band region of the microwave spectrum
and employing a modulation frequency of 100 kHz. A variable temperature
apparatus employing flowing instrument air was used, allowing temperatures
between ambient and 150C to be readily obtained. The experiments described here
took place at 80C. In a typical experiment, a solution of (A) in toluene (0.5% w/w)
was sampled and the ESR spectrum recorded at ambient temperature. As an
aminoether/alkoxyamine, (A) is already intermediate in the Denisov cycle and as
such, a low equilibrium level of oxidised HALS is present in freshly made solutions.
The radicals present in the solution were removed by passage through a short silica
column and 250 L of the resulting solution was added to an ESR tube containing ~2
mg of PBN. A background spectrum was recorded at 25 C and the sample removed
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from the spectrometer. The sample holder was then set up to run at 80 C and when
this temperature was attained and had stabilised for a number of minutes, the sample
was placed in the cavity and a stopwatch commenced. Spectra were recorded at 10minute intervals under spectrometer conditions typical for this family of radicals (2
mW power, 100 G sweep, 1 G modulation amplitude).
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3.4 Results & Discussion

3.4.1

In situ HALS detection using DESI-MS
Preliminary DESI-MS analysis of coatings before exposure to acetone vapour

yielded no detectable signal for HALS from the surface. Following pre-treatment
however, DESI-MS provided rapid detection of HALS from the surface of the
coating with high signal intensity. The use of solvent vapour as a sample pretreatment in this way, to the authors’ knowledge, has not previously been described.
An example of a positive-ion DESI-MS spectrum of a polyester-based coating
containing (A) (2% wt of resin solids) and treated with acetone vapour is shown in
Figure 3.2(a). The spectrum yields an intense signal at m/z 737.5 corresponding to
the [M+H]+ ion of (A) arising from protonation of the heterocyclic nitrogen.
Fragmentation of the [M+H]+ ions arising from (A) have previously been described
based on electrospray ionisation tandem mass spectrometric measurements.238 The
resulting product ions from the DESI-MS/MS spectrum shown in Figure 3.2(b) are
congruent with that study, confirming the detection of (A). In addition to the major
peak at m/z 737.5, Figure 3.2(a) also exhibits an abundant ion at m/z 609.5. The PQD
spectrum of m/z 609.5 (Figure 3.2d) is similar to that of m/z 737.5 – indeed all
product ions in the former are also present in the latter – suggesting a high degree of
structural homology with (A). Furthermore, the ion at m/z 609.5 does not correspond
to the mass of any synthetic by-products detailed by the supplier nor is it a product of
in-source fragmentation of m/z 737.5 instigated by desorption/ionisation processes as
evidenced by the absence of signal at m/z 609.5 within the PQD spectrum of ions at
m/z 737.5 shown in Figure 3.2(b). To determine the origin of this chemical species, a
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positive DESI-MS spectrum of a neat solution of (A) (Figure 3.2c) was acquired that
shows a very small relative abundance of ions at m/z 609.5 (< 1% of base peak
abundance) but this does not explain the large abundance of ions observed in the coil
coating containing (A) (Figure 3.2a). To rule out the possibility of this species arising
from any other source, analysis of an identical paint matrix containing no HALS was
analysed by DESI-MS under the same experimental conditions. The resulting
spectrum exhibited no ion signal at m/z 609.5 (data not shown). These results
indicate that the source of ions at m/z 609.5 is most likely from structural
modification of (A) facilitated by the high curing temperatures associated with the
coil coating process.

3.4.2 Characterisation of the in situ modification of (A)
Having demonstrated that the ion at m/z 609.5 originates from (A), a possible
structure was elucidated by calculating the mass difference between the [M+H]+ ion
of (A) (m/z 737.5) and m/z 609.5. The mass difference corresponds to the mass loss
of one alkylether group from (A) followed by addition of a hydrogen atom (-128 Da).
From this line of reasoning, a plausible structure was inferred to be the [M+H]+ ion
of (B) (1-octyloxy-bis-(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidyl) sebacate, Figure 3.1.). To
support this structural assignment, characterisation of the ion at m/z 609.5 was
carried out using tandem mass spectrometry with a representative product-ion
spectrum shown in Figure 3.2(d). PQD of the ion at m/z 609.5 yields product ions at
m/z 496.4, 470.2, 342.3, 268.2, 186.2, 140.1, and 124.1, identical to the lower mass
product ions yielded by PQD of (A) under the same conditions albeit in slightly
different ratios of abundance. Structural assignments of the product ions provided by
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Lowe et al.238 have been applied here. The product ions support the assignment of
the ion at m/z 609.5 as an ester linked bifunctional HALS containing two 2,2,6,6tetramethylpiperidine moieties, one of which is functionalised at the nitrogen with an
alkylether group (N-OC8H17). Interestingly, there is no clear indication that both
alkoxy groups (C8H17O) are lost from compound (A). There are peaks of low
abundance that correspond to the mass loss of both alkoxy groups from compound
(A) at m/z 481 and the corresponding doubly charged ion at 241, however, both ions
are less than 1% of the relative abundance.
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Figure 3.2: Positive-ion DESI-MS spectra of; (a) a cured thermoset polyester-based containing the
HALS additive (A), (b) the PQD spectrum of the ion at m/z 737.5, (c) a neat sample of (A) (1 mg/mL)
in methanol/chloroform (2:1) deposited onto a Prosolia Omni Slides Hydrophobic Array and (d) the
PQD spectrum of the ion at m/z 609.5 from a thermoset panel.
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3.4.3 2-Dimensional mass spectrometric imaging
Before 2D DESI-MS imaging can be performed with confidence it is
essential to demonstrate that there is no lateral migration of analyte across the sample
surface as a result of the pre-treatment. To probe the amount of lateral migration
caused using this method, a metal panel coated using a “double draw-down” process
was created in which two different wet paint formulations are applied simultaneously
to the substrate. The result is a panel consisting of two different coating systems that,
after cure, are in contact with each other at a paint-paint interface but with minimal
mixing. The photograph in Figure 3.3(a) shows the double draw-down panel used in
our experiment with two polyester-based thermosetting paint formulations pigmented
with different colours (green and brown) for ease of differentiation. The brown paint
was formulated with the addition of (A) at 2% wt of resin solids while the green
paint was formulated as a control with no (A) added.
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Figure 3.3: (a) A photograph of a double draw-down panel consisting of two polyester-based paint
formulations, a green pigmented coating containing no HALS (left) and a brown pigmented coating
(right) containing (A) (2% wt of resin solids). (b) A representative extracted ion chromatogram (XIC)
of the m/z 737.5 ion corresponding to [M+H]+ ion of (A) acquired across the panel left-to-right.

DESI-MS analysis of the double draw-down panel after exposure to acetone
vapour shows no lateral migration of HALS across the surface. This is evidenced by
the extracted ion chromatogram (XIC) for the ion at m/z 737.5 detected across the
surface of the panel, transecting the interface between the two paints. The XIC in
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Figure 3.3(b) shows no significant detection of ions corresponding to (A) in the
region of green paint (no (A) added) followed by a sharp increase in signal at the
exact location where the two paints meet 18.5 mm from the start of the acquisition –
with a continued high signal detected across the brown paint section which has (A)
added at 2% wt of resin solids.

3.4.4 Analysis of artificial weathering effects
Pigmented coil coatings containing (A) (2% wt of resin solids) were exposed
to increasing durations of artificial weathering using the Q-Sun xenon test chamber
and analysed by DESI-MS. An artificial weathering temperature of 80 °C during the
Q-Sun “light-on” cycles was chosen as it is a good representation of the
physiological conditions experienced by pigmented coil-coated products in insulated
domestic roofing applications. 2-Dimensional DESI-MS data acquired across the
surface of these panels was processed and represented as false colour images
(Figures 3.4b and c). The images were constructed to investigate the effects of
artificial weathering on the ion abundances corresponding to (A) and its major
degradation product (compound (B), Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.4: (a) A photograph of samples of coil coated metal cut from panels that have been exposed
to 0 (far left), 300, 600, 900, and 1500 hrs (far right) of Q-Sun artificial weathering and affixed to a
microscope slide, and the resulting false colour images of the extracted ion intensities (ion counts) at
(b) m/z 737.5 and (c) m/z 609.5 by 2-D DESI-MS. (d) Extracted ion chromatograms integrated over 50
mm2 for each exposure interval (0, 300, 600, 900 and 1500 hrs) for the ions at m/z 737.5 (open circle,
Ο) and m/z 609.5 (open triangle, Δ).
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Integrating the ion signal over 50 mm2 for each panel from the false colour
images (Figures 3.4b and c) allowed direct comparison of the signal intensity for ions
at m/z 737.5 and 609.5 (Figure 3.4d). The ion at m/z 737.5 (Figure 3.4d; open circle,
Ο) shows a maximum ion abundance in the control panel (no Q-Sun exposure) that
decreases by ca. 25% over the first 300 hours of artificial weathering. From 300 to
600 hrs of Q-Sun exposure the ion abundance at m/z 737.5 decreases a further 18%
followed by no significant change from 600 to 1500 hrs. Interestingly, the extracted
ion abundance for the ion at m/z 609.5 does not follow the same trend as the ion at
m/z 737.5. At 300 hours of Q-Sun exposure, the ion abundance at m/z 609.5 increases
by ca. 64% from that detected in the control panel. This suggests that not only is a
considerable amount of structural modification occurring during paint cure, in a
relatively short amount of time exposed to simulated solar radiation and 80 °C heat,
further conversion of (A) to the secondary amine analogue is occurring. The ion
abundance at m/z 609.5 then decreases by approximately 5% for each subsequent
time interval up to 1500 hrs. This indicates that after the initial spike of conversion,
the secondary amine analogue is depleted by physio-chemical loss mechanisms and
may be one pathway responsible for the time-dependent reduction in efficacy of the
parent compound (A).

3.4.5 ESR Results
It is evident that the generation of compound (B) from the parent compound
(A) is occurring within the complex paint matrix and may be driven by the high
temperatures experienced by coil coating or subsequent thermal weathering. One of
the simplest mechanistic routes for this process would be N-OR homolytic bond
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cleavage of the aminoether. Although it has generally been accepted that the major
pathway is via NO-R cleavage due to the stability of the aminoxyl radical formed,57
however, Coote and co-workers have recently calculated the bond dissociation
energies (BDE’s) for analogous aminoethers in model toluene systems indicating that
the N-OR homolytic bond cleavage “...may become a competitive minor reaction for
primary alkyl radicals”.239 To investigate if either N-OR or NO-R homolytic bond
cleavage is occurring in a model solvent system we have employed the use of
electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy.
ESR methods have been employed recently by several authors240-242 in the
study of nitroxyl radical mediated ‘living’ polymerisation (NMP), where by analogy
to the HALS propagation step, the critical step in controlling polymerisation
similarly involves fragmentation of an alkoxyamine. Of particular relevance to this
work is a paper where spin trapping has been employed to understand the
fragmentation of alkoxyamines243 and thus we were able to establish broadly
comparable experimental conditions to the methods described therein.
To determine the nature of the N-O-R bond cleavage by which (A) may be
converted to the corresponding secondary amine, the spin-trap α-phenyl-N-tert-butyl
nitrone (PBN) was added to solutions of (A) with the two possible products and their
respective hyperfine coupling constants shown in Scheme 3.2. In the top pathway (a),
alkyl radicals add to the =CH carbon to give a spin adduct with a nitrogen hyperfine
coupling of ca. 14.0 G, while the β–proton coupling constant is ca. 3.1 G. On the
other hand, the lower pathway shows that the alkoxy radical adds to the =CH
carbon to give a spin adduct with a β–proton coupling constant of ca. 2.1 G,
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moreover, thermal decomposition243 of this spin adduct occurs to yield the acyl nitroxyl
which has a unique nitrogen coupling constant of 8.1 G.

 N = 14.0
H = 3.1

.

R

(a)

(b)

-RH

PBN

(c)
 N = 14.0
H = 2.1

 N = 8.1

.

RO

Scheme 3.2: A reaction scheme of PBN with (a) alkyl and (b) alkoxyl radicals and (c) the subsequent
elimination product after addition of an alkoxyl radical, showing the coupling constants for the three
possible unpaired electron products.

Figure 3.5 shows the ESR spectrum of the (A) + PBN solution recorded after 100
minutes at 80C. The spectrum is a mixture of at least three free radicals and although
computer simulation of the spectrum has not been performed, the key analysis is
straightforward. There are two radicals present with larger nitrogen coupling constants, a
1:1:1 triplet with a14N =15.3 G (indicated with +) from (C) (Figure 3.1.) and a 1:1:1:1:1:1
sextet, a triplet of doublets (a14N =14.2 G, aH = 2.2 G) due to the alkoxy radical spin adduct
(o), and significantly, and characteristic of the N-OR cleavage the I = -1 and I = +1 lines of
the acyl-nitroxyl triplet with a14N = 8.1 G (indicated with x). Thus, while we cannot discount
the possibility of a proportion of NO-R cleavage is occurring due to the presence of (C), that
both the RO● adduct and its decomposition product, the acyl nitroxyl are both observed
indicates that a significant portion of fragmentation may occur via the N-OR cleavage.
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Figure 3.5: An ESR spectrum of compound (A) and PBN in toluene after 100 mins at 80 °C.

These ESR observations would suggest therefore, that as an initial step in
thermal oxidation of (A), the parent compound is converted to a highly reactive
aminyl radical that would readily abstract a hydrogen atom from neighbouring
donors to form (B) and is the most probable source for the ions observed at m/z 609.5
(cf. Figure 3.2a). The resulting secondary amine could then re-oxidise under
chemical or thermal conditions to give the active nitroxyl radical (C).
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3.5 Discussion
The data presented above point to the possible formation of an aminyl radical
from amino-ether based HALS within a polymer-based coating during both high
temperature cure (260 °C) and weathering at typical in-service temperatures
(ca. 80 °C). To our knowledge this direct N-OR bond homolysis has not previously
been suggested as a significant process in stabilised polymer systems. The possible
consequences for this are two-fold. Firstly, the formation of a reactive aminyl radical
in situ could result in the formation of harmful, chain propagating macroalkyl
radicals (R●) (cf. Scheme 3.1) that would cause continuous chain scission and
disproportionation within the polymer, reducing the serviceable lifetime of the
coating. Secondly, the aminyl radical may re-enter the Denisov cycle following
hydrogen abstraction, with the derivative (B) becoming an active component in
retarding degradation due to weathering (Scheme 3.3a). The activation of such
secondary amines to their corresponding nitroxyl radicals is known to occur via
complexation with acidic alkylhydroperoxides, alkylperoxyls and peroxy acids.19, 61,
64, 244, 245

Indeed, such a pathway may be an important mechanism for HALS

activation (Scheme 3.3a), competing with conventional formation of nitroxyl radicals
from N-ether HALS via oxidation by alkylperoxyls or acylperoxyls that are reduced
to alcohols or carboxylic acids, and carbonyl species (Scheme 3.3b).57
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Scheme 3.3: N-Ether HALS activation to a nitroxyl radical via; (a) the newly proposed pathway
through an aminyl radical intermediate, in comparison with, (b) the conventional regenerative
mechanism and (c) an alternative pathway for aminyl radical generation via a trioxide species.

The need for conversion of other types of N-substituted HALS such as
N-alkyl and N-acyl piperidines prior to nitroxyl radical formation has previously
been discussed in the literature.1 However, this has been overlooked for the case of
N-ether HALS and for the past 20 years it has been predominantly accepted that
Scheme 3.3(b) is the major pathway for nitroxyl radical formation. Klemchuk et al.
proposed the ‘regenerative mechanism’, based on isotopic labelling experiments
showing the original N-ether oxygen is incorporated into the ketone product and
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atmospheric oxygen is incorporated into the nitroxyl and alcohol formed from the
alkylperoxyl radical.57 Interestingly, the mechanism proposed herein (Scheme 3.3a)
is also consistent with oxygen atom exchange at nitrogen, and thus concurs with
these earlier isotopic labelling studies. Alternative pathways to generation of aminyland oxyl- radicals in this system are also possible, and a plausible example could be
similar to that of Scheme 3.3(c). This pathway is expected to be both kinetically and
thermodynamically favourable, when calculations by Hodgson and Coote246 are
considered. Of necessity, this possibility commences with NO-R cleavage and
production of R, yet no evidence for the build-up of the spin-adduct of R with PBN
was observed under the experimental ESR conditions employed here and hence, we
would only propose this as a minor (yet plausible) pathway.
It is also true that the chemistry presented in this paper could well be specific
to both the coil-coating process itself and also the severe conditions experienced by
coil-coated products in the important application for domestic roofing (i.e.,
temperatures of 80 °C and above). The information therefore is critical for coil
coaters and paint companies alike as choosing an appropriate stabiliser is an
additional cost component. In the case of Scheme 3.3, loss of an alkyl or alkylether
group from (A) also represents a significant molecular mass loss (17.5%) from the
parent compound. The result is an increase in mobility and therefore increased
physical losses which are observed when high temperature curing schemes are
employed representing real, immediate financial loss to the coil coater that may also
lead to field performance issues for the coil-coated products.
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3.6 Conclusions
The detection of a hindered amine light stabiliser within polyester-based coil
coatings by DESI-MS has proven to be rapid, straightforward and able to be performed
under ambient conditions. The success of the technique is attributed to the sample pretreatment developed in-house that does not lead to lateral migration of analyte across the
surface. The sampling depth attainable by this pre-treatment as well as the effects of
varying the solvent composition are still to be determined and will be the focus of future
investigations by this research group. DESI-MSn also provides rich qualitative
information enabling the characterisation of structural changes to the commercially
available additive (A). The likelihood of a product-precursor relationship where one Nether piperidine moiety (N-OC8H17) is converted to a secondary amine (N-H) by direct
bond N-OR homolysis is suggested by in situ measurements and supported using ESR
spin trapping experiments. The modification occurs as a result of the elevated curing
temperatures associated with coil coating and on exposure to artificial weathering. This
has not previously been suggested as a significant pathway for N-ether HALS activation
or action and may represent an additional stabilisation pathway to the conventional
‘regenerative’ nitroxyl radical mechanism.
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4.1 Abstract

T

he use of hindered amine light stabilisers (HALS) to retard thermo- and
photo-degradation of polymers has become increasingly common.
Proposed mechanisms of polymer stabilisation involve significant

changes to the HALS chemical structure; however, reports of the characterisation of
these modified chemical species are limited. To better understand the fate of HALS
and determine their modifications, desorption electrospray ionisation mass
spectrometry (DESI-MS) was employed to characterise ten commercially available
HALS present in polyester-based coil coatings. TIN770, 292, 144, 123, 152, and
NOR371; HOSTAVIN 3052, 3055, 3050, and 3058 were separately formulated with
a pigmented, thermosetting polyester resin, cured on metal at 262 °C and analysed
directly by DESI-MS. High-level ab initio molecular orbital theory calculations were
also undertaken to aid the mechanistic interpretation of the results. For HALS
containing N-substituted piperidines (i.e., N-CH3, N-C(O)CH3, and N-OR) a
secondary amine (N-H) analogue was detected in all cases. The formation of these
intermediates can be explained either through hydrogen abstraction based
mechanisms or direct N–OR homolysis with the former dominant under normal
service temperatures (ca. 25-80 °C), and the latter potentially becoming competitive
under the high temperatures associated with curing (ca. 230-260 °C).

Keywords
Mass spectrometry, polyester, hindered amine light stabiliser, mechanism
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4.2 Introduction
Many contemporary synthetic polymers require one or more chemical
additives to enable them to carry out an intended function effectively. In the surface
coatings sector, for example, the polymer provides the binder for a coating and the
pigment the aesthetic, but several types of functional additive are also required for a
successful formulation. Thus, additives for rheology control, pigment dispersion,
wetting, levelling etc. are commonly found in a wide range of coating types. Many of
these additives have performed the role for which they were designed after the
coating has been applied and dried (or cured). However, additives such as UVabsorbers and the so-called hindered amine light stabilisers (HALS) function during
the service lifetime of the coating, and their role is to retard the degradation of the
coating caused by the continuous barrage of environmental insults which can lead to
compromised performance. HALS have been commonly employed in automotive,
wood and plastic coatings for decades1, 11, 17, 18, 72, 213, and the last 10 years has seen
an increase in their use in coil coatings. Coil coating is a large-scale process for
continuous painting of steel strip at speeds of up to 200 m.min-1. The pre-painted
steel strip thus produced is used in many different applications, the most severe of
which is that employed in roofing, where the product needs to retain good
appearance in service for 20 years or more. In turn, this places considerable emphasis
on HALS to preserve the aesthetic and functional roles of the surface coating by
protecting the polymer from degradation. Therefore, the optimisation of these
compounds for such applications is of considerable interest; however, this first
requires a thorough understanding of the chemistry associated with the protection of
polymers by HALS. It is widely believed that HALS operate as chain-breaking
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antioxidants, undergoing oxidation of a heterocyclic amine to an aminoxyl radical,
although the exact mechanisms by which this occurs is still the subject of
investigation. It is this persistent aminoxyl radical that acts as a free radical
scavenging intermediate and is thought to be involved in converting deleterious free
radicals to less harmful even-electron species. As a result, regeneration of the
aminoxyl radical occurs, theoretically allowing the process to repeat indefinitely.2, 53,
214, 216, 219-221, 247-249

However, empirical evidence suggests that the protective effects

are finite and the use of HALS only delays the failure of polymers rather than
denying it. Thus stabilisation via HALS must consist of a more complex mechanism.
Recently, Hodgson and Coote246 deployed high-level quantum chemical calculations
to compare the kinetics and thermodynamics of a dozen different reaction pathways
comprising over 30 individual reactions. This allowed critical assessment of all the
previously suggested mechanisms. Hodgson and Coote’s analysis shows most of the
mechanisms are kinetically and/or thermodynamically disfavoured with even the
most favourable mechanism subject to a large activation barrier (~150 kJ mol -1) for
one of its key steps.246 Furthermore, this mechanism does not account for previous
experimental observations that suggest in situ conversion of an alkoxyamine
functional group (N-OR) – analogous to an intermediate expected in an aminoxyl
radical regenerative mechanism – to a secondary amine (N-H). This phenomenon
was observed following high temperature curing of the polymer-based coating as
well as subsequent exposure of the coating to accelerated weathering conditions.250
Concordant results have also been reported in the literature for the decomposition of
2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-based HALS under thermo- and photo-oxidative
conditions.57, 251
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The inability to account for these observations by any of the commonly
accepted mechanisms sparked a follow-up computational study by Coote and coworkers in which a new mechanism was proposed to explain the catalytic free radical
scavenging by HALS in organic materials.252 In this proposed cycle, an aminoxyl
radical traps a carbon-centred substrate radical to form an alkoxyamine, and is then
regenerated in a cascade of reactions triggered by hydrogen atom abstraction at the

-position of the alkoxyamine via another substrate-derived radical. The resulting
species rapidly undergoes -scission to form a ketone and an aminyl radical, and the
aminyl radical can then either be oxidised back to the aminoxyl or abstract a
hydrogen atom to form a secondary amine (see Scheme 4.1).252 This secondary
amine can re-enter the catalytic cycle via hydrogen abstraction with any number of
substrate-derived radicals, depending on the relative concentrations. In species that
degrade via tertiary substrate-derived radicals, for which -hydrogen abstraction is
not possible, alternative catalytic cycles were proposed depending on whether direct
N–OR homolysis was possible or not (see Scheme 4.1).252 These were shown to be
much less energetically favourable, thus providing an explanation for the lower
catalytic efficiency of HALS in such cases. The activation of the HALS was also
studied, and shown to vary depending on whether the starting material was a
secondary amine, the N-methyl derivative or an alkoxyamine (see Scheme 4.2).252
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Scheme 4.1: Regeneration mechanisms for the catalytic protection of organic materials against
autooxidation, as identified in Ref253. The energetically preferred cycle for most combinations of
aliphatic HALS is the -abstraction. In cases where the degrading substrate radical does not contain an
abstractable hydrogen, -abstraction or the JZKG cycle operate instead, the latter requiring preferred
N–OR homolysis.
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Scheme 4.2: HALS activation mechanisms for (a) secondary amines, (b) N-methyl amines, (c)
alkoxyamines, as identified in Ref253.

This recent computational study, supported by previous experimental
observations, thus suggests there may be other major repositories for HALS outside
of the traditional regenerative cycles. Therefore, the aim of this work is to investigate
the changing functionalisation of the piperidine nitrogen by characterising the
structural changes occurring to a range of HALS compounds in polymer-based
coatings. In this study, the focus is on the changes that occur specifically during
curing under typical curing conditions and what impact they have on the chemical
structure of the HALS. This in turn has implications for its activation (and hence
protective action) under subsequent in-service conditions.
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We have employed desorption electrospray ionisation mass spectrometry
(DESI-MS) for the analysis of ten polyester-based coil coatings each containing a
different commercially available HALS compounds (Figure 4.1). The compounds
selected are structurally diverse providing the four most common piperidinyl
moieties (i.e., N-H, N-CH3, N-C(O)CH3, and N-OR). It is noted that basic HALS (NH, N-CH3; pKa 7.5-9.7) are not typically used in acid-catalysed, cross-linked
polyesters as they interfere with the curing process. They are included here however,
to provide insight into the changes in functionality of HALS that are associated with
curing conditions. HALS compounds retained within the coating after cure are
detected in situ, characterised by tandem mass spectrometry and the results are
rationalised with the aid of high-level electronic structure calculations.
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HOST3058
TIN770

HOST3052

TIN123
HOST3055

HOST3050
TIN152

TIN292

TIN NOR371

TIN144

Figure 4.1: The structures of the ten commercially available hindered amine light stabilisers (HALS)
used in this study.
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4.3 Methods

4.3.1

Reagents
Methanol and formic acid were HPLC grade (Crown Scientific, Minto NSW,

Australia). Chloroform and acetone were AR grade (Crown Scientific, Minto NSW,
Australia).

The hindered amine light stabilisers; bis(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-

piperidinyl) sebacate (TIN770), bis(1,2,2,6,6-pentamethyl-4-piperidinyl) sebacate
(TIN292),

bis(1,2,2,6,6-pentamethyl-4-piperidinyl)-((3,5-bis(1,1-dimethylethyl)-4-

hydroxyphenyl)methyl)butylmalonate (TIN144), bis(1-octyloxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl4-piperidinyl)

sebacate

(TIN123),

2,4-bis(N-butyl-N-(1-cyclohexyloxy-2,2,6,6-

tetramethyl-4-piperidinyl)amino)-6-(2-hydroxyethylamine)-1,3,5-triazine (TIN152),
and oligomers based on N-2-butyl-N-2-N-4-bis(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-propoxy-4piperidyl)-N4-[5-(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-propoxy-4-piperidyl)pentyl]-1,3,5-triazine2,4-diamine (TIN NOR371) were supplied by Ciba Specialty Chemicals (Basel,
Switzerland) now BASF (Ludwigshafen, Germany) and were used without
purification. The hindered amine light stabilisers; β-alanine-N-(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4piperidinyl)-dodecyl
tetradecyl
succinimide

ester

and

β-alanine-N-(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidinyl)-

(HOST3052),

2-dodecyl-N-(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidinyl)

ester

(HOST3055),

7-oxa-3,20-diazadispiro[5.1.11.2]heneicosane-20-

propanoic acid-2,2,4,4-tetramethyl-21-oxo-dodecyl ester (HOST3050), and 2dodecyl-N-(1-acetyl-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidinyl)

succinimide

(HOST3058)

were supplied by Clariant (Huningue, France) and were used without purification.
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4.3.2 Preparation of coated steel panels
The topcoat paint system employed in these studies was a solvent-borne,
polyester topcoat paint incorporating a melamine-formaldehyde cross-linker, acid
catalysed and formulated for coil paint-line application. This sample was formulated
as a wet paint mixture and found to be 45% w/w resin solids by thermogravimetry
(Perkin-Elmer TGA 7). The bulk paint sample was sub-sampled and weighed into
small containers providing an identical matrix for comparative HALS analysis. The
paints were formulated to give a final concentration of each HALS that resulted in a
molar equivalent of an aminoxyl radical precursor (N-R) to that of TIN123 added at
2% w/w of total resin solids. The coated samples that were used in this project were
laboratory prepared upon a pre-primed (commercial chromated epoxy primer) panels
of a 0.6 mm thick GALVALUME-type steel substrate. Wet paint was applied using a
#28 wire-wound draw-down bar then cured for 55 seconds in a fan forced oven set at
262 °C. Under these conditions, 55 seconds equates to a peak metal temperature of
232 °C.

4.3.3 Desorption electrospray ionisation-mass spectrometry (DESI-MS)
Metal panels with a thermosetting polyester-based coating were cut into small
sections (7 × 25 mm) using hydraulic shears and affixed to a glass microscope slide.
The samples were then placed in an enclosed atmosphere of acetone vapour for 5
minutes prior to DESI-MS analysis in order to swell the polymer, mobilising the
HALS compounds to the surface of the substrate. Positive-ion DESI-MS spectra
were acquired using an Omni Spray ion source (Prosolia Inc., Indianapolis, USA)
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coupled to a LTQ 2-dimensional (2-D) linear ion trap mass spectrometer (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, San Jose, USA) with Xcalibur Tune Plus 2.0 software (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, San Jose, USA) used for spectral acquisition. The DESI spray
solvent, methanol acidified with 0.1% formic acid (v/v), was delivered at a flow rate
of 10 μL.min-1 with a 5 kV voltage applied to the spray emitter. MS instrument
parameters were as follows: nebulising gas pressure, 80 psi; capillary voltage, 30 V;
capillary temperature, 200 °C; sample holder velocity, 200 μm.s-1; ion injection time,
30 ms; microscans, 2; with automatic gain control switched off. DESI-MS/MS
spectra were acquired on the LTQ by subjecting trapped ions to pulsed-Q
dissociation (PQD)237, allowing detection of subsequent product ions below the
conventional low mass cut-off of the ion-trap mass spectrometer. Typical
experimental parameters for PQD were: isolation width, 1.5 Da; ion injection time,
50 ms; microscans, 2; collision energy 25-37 arbitrary units (See Table 4.1). Baseline
subtraction was not used and mass spectra were averaged over a minimum of fifty
scans. All mass spectra were normalised to the most abundant ion in the spectrum.

4.3.4

Computational procedures
Standard ab initio molecular orbital theory and density functional theory

calculations were carried out using Gaussian 09254 and Molpro 2009.1.255
Calculations on radicals were performed with an unrestricted wave function except in
cases designated with an “R” prefix where a restricted open-shell wave function was
used. For all species, either full systematic conformational searches (at a resolution
of 120°) or, for more complex systems, energy-directed tree searches256 were carried
out to ensure global, and not merely local minima were located. Geometries of all
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species were fully optimised at the B3-LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory and frequencies
were also calculated at this level and scaled by recommended scale factors.257
Accurate energies for all species were then calculated using double-layer ONIOMtype method. The core layer was calculated using the high-level composite ab initio
G3(MP2)-RAD257 method, whereas either R(O)MP2/6-311+G(3df,2p) (in homolysis
studies) or M06-2X/6-311+G(3df,2p) (in activation mechanism modelling) method
was applied to the full system. Entropies and thermal corrections at 25, 80 and 260
°C were calculated using standard textbook formulae258 for the statistical
thermodynamics of an ideal gas under the harmonic oscillator approximation in
conjunction with the optimised geometries and scaled frequencies. Reaction Gibbs
free energies were computed using Gibbs fundamental equation.
Free energies of solvation in toluene were calculated using the polarised
continuum model PCM-UAKS259 at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory. Free
energies of each species in solution at 298.15 K were calculated as the sum of the
corresponding gas-phase free energy and the obtained free energy of solvation. The
phase change correction term nRT(lnV) was added to the resulting free energies for
each species.
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4.4 Results and Discussion

4.4.1

Positive-ion DESI-MS of polyester-based coatings containing HALS
The ambient ionisation technique desorption electrospray ionisation-mass

spectrometry (DESI-MS) has been employed herein for the detection of polymer
additives in polyester-based coil coatings. To allow detection of HALS from
thermoset coatings by DESI-MS a simple, non-destructive sample preparation
method was developed by our research group that exposes the coatings to acetone
vapour, partially swelling the coating and mobilising the additives to the surface for
detection.132 The samples were then positioned in a geometry that allowed a
continuous flow of charged, pneumatically-assisted microdroplets from the DESI
source to impact and wet the sample surface. HALS extracted into the localised
solvent reservoir became entrained in secondary droplets released from the surface
and upon drying resulted in gas phase ions that were detected by mass spectrometry.
Positive-ion DESI-MS spectra of polyester-based coatings containing each HALS
separately, pre-treated in an acetone vapour bath for 5 mins were recorded using a
linear ion-trap mass spectrometer and are shown in Figures 4.2-5. The spectra yield
intense signals corresponding to the [M+H]+ ion for each HALS resulting from
protonation of the heterocyclic nitrogen or other basic sites present in the molecule.
Structural confirmation of each HALS was achieved by tandem mass spectrometry –
employing pulsed-Q dissociation (PQD) – of the [M+H]+ ion with the resulting
product ions reported in Table 4.1. PQD is a form of resonance excitation that allows
ions of a selected m/z ratio to be isolated and activated to induce dissociation to
product ions. The dissociation occurs as resonance activation of selected ions
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increases their kinetic energy, which is converted to internal energy through repeated
collisions with buffer gas molecules present in the ion trap. PQD differs from
conventional collision-induced dissociation (CID) methods as it allows the
observation of low m/z fragments that are usually excluded from CID spectra and
also helps to access higher energy dissociation channels.237 Fragmentation
mechanisms and resulting product ions of HOST3055, TIN292, HOST3058-TIN152
have been characterised previously using electrospray ionisation tandem mass
spectrometry (ESI-MS/MS) and the product ions reported here are congruent with
that study.238 For those HALS not previously characterised by comparable mass
spectrometric techniques (TIN770, HOST3052, HOST3050, TIN144 and TIN
NOR371), structures were inferred by a comparative analysis of their product ions
arising from PQD (Table 4.1).
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Table 4.1: A summary of all DESI-MS/MS data acquired with a linear ion trap mass spectrometer
following pulsed-Q dissociation (PQD) of selected precursor ions.

Formulated
HALS

TIN770

MS Acquisition
Sequencea

Product ions m/z (% abundance of base
peak)

MS2 481.4 (PQD @ 27)

464.6 (4.94), 463.6 (1.27), 399.1 (3.44), 342.3
(100.00), 317.4 (1.17), 140.0 (15.15)

MS2 425.4 (PQD @ 35)

351.9 (4.47), 324.3 (15.34), 312.3 (33.23), 140.0 (8.32)

MS2 397.4 (PQD @ 35)

388.5 (1.60), 284.2 (8.82), 140.1 (11.18)

MS2 407.4 (PQD @ 35)

334.3 (100.00), 316.3 (4.27), 306.3 (8.23), 288.3
(1.72), 268.2 (4.95), 123.1 (9.29)

MS2 633.6 (PQD @ 37)

542.5 (2.11), 450.5 (55.03), 434.4 (4.02), 394.3
(18.45), 328.3 (1.72), 180.0 (6.06), 166.1 (2.23), 138.0
(3.07)

MS2 605.6 (PQD @ 37)

514.5 (2.29), 422.5 (38.49), 406.4 (3.84), 366.3
(15.56), 328.3 (1.60), 180.0 (4.40), 166.1 (2.23), 138.1
(2.31)

MS2 509.5 (PQD @ 27)

491.4 (1.04), 478.4 (23.88), 356.3 (100.00), 154.1
(8.04)

MS2 495.5 (PQD @ 30)

477.4 (4.14), 464.4 (36.55), 463.2 (4.45), 437.1 (2.72),
435.3 (2.96), 363.3 (2.52), 356.3 (100.00), 342.3
(83.49), 154.0 (9.43)

HOST3052

HOST3055

HOST3050

TIN292
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MS2 685.5 (PQD @ 27)

654.5 (1.92), 532.4 (100.00), 466.1 (1.66), 429.1
(3.34), 341.0 (1.90), 219.1 (1.41)

MS2 671.5 (PQD @ 26)

532.4 (41.78), 518.3 (1.66)

MS2 449.4 (PQD @ 35)

389.4 (1.88), 334.3 (37.89), 235.1 (11.74)

MS2 407.4 (PQD @ 35)

334.3 (100.00), 316.3 (3.98), 306.3 (8.17), 288.3
(1.26), 268.2 (4.14), 123.1 (7.95)

MS2 737.5 (PQD @ 25)

625.4 (12.97), 624.4 (6.51), 607.5 (3.13), 593.4 (3.54),
496.4 (100.00), 470.3 (6.04), 342.3 (2.04), 268.1 (1.45)

MS2 609.5 (PQD @ 25)

573.2 (5.21), 496.5 (18.80), 496.1 (11.82), 481.5
(3.03), 477.5 (10.11), 470.0 (6.29), 342.1 (30.45),
243.0 (6.50)

MS2 769.5 (PQD @ 30)

686.5 (14.05), 655.4 (6.60), 588.4 (74.51), 558.4
(29.25), 532.4 (100.00), 449.4 (3.46), 295.2 (6.43),
238.1 (10.04)

MS2 757.5 (PQD @ 28)

725.0 (2.26), 674.6 (5.90), 576.4 (22.02), 546.5 (4.79),
520.4 (37.55), 283.2 (3.72), 238.0 (1.97)

MS2 671.5 (PQD @ 30)

588.6 (1.43), 558.2 (2.12), 532.4 (100.00), 472.4
(1.44), 460.3 (3.86), 434.4 (19.90), 376.2 (1.24), 295.3
(5.22), 238.1 (2.70)

TIN144

HOST3058

TIN123

TIN152
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MS2 659.5 (PQD @ 26)

627.3 (7.52), 595.2 (9.54), 545.2 (7.81), 520.6 (31.01),
520.2 (18.62), 422.1 (11.83), 283.1 (10.17)

MS2 1022.8 (PQD @ 35)

979.8 (78.26), 851.8 (12.59), 825.8 (100.00), 783.9
(1.56), 461.5 (1.63), 431.4 (1.49), 377.4 (1.88), 351.5
(1.26)

MS2 964.8 (PQD @ 35)

851.8 (7.30), 825.8 (100.00), 809.8 (1.35), 783.8
(12.22), 727.8 (2.09)

TIN
NOR371

4.4.2

DESI-MS characterisation of TIN770, HOST3052, HOST3055, and
HOST3050 (N-H)
Figures 4.2(a-d) show DESI-MS spectra of four structurally diverse HALS

(TIN770, HOST3052, HOST3055, and HOST3050) each containing 2,2,6,6tetramethylpiperidine moieties unsubstituted at the nitrogen (N-H). All four spectra
demonstrate an excellent signal-to-noise ratio for the peak corresponding to the
[M+H]+ ion except Figure 4.2(b). The poor signal-to-noise ratio in this spectrum is
due to HOST3052 being supplied as a mixture of up to five different structural
analogues of the compound listed by the manufacturer (Figure 4.2b). Spreading the
peak intensity over four or more channels effectively reduces the signal-to-noise ratio
and the contrast is easily observed by comparison with Figure 4.2(c) as HOST3055 is
present as only one ionisable species. The remaining unassigned peaks in Figure
4.2(b) were confirmed to be chemical noise present in all ten DESI-MS spectra by
comparison with the baseline of the spectrum in Figure 4.2(c) at 20 times
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magnification, i.e., the magnified baseline of Figure 4.2(c) was observed to be
identical to the baseline of Figure 4.2(b).
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Figure 4.2: (a-d) Positive-ion DESI-MS spectra of TIN770, HOST3052, HOST3055, and HOST3050
detected within polyester-based coil coatings after pre-treatment with acetone vapour. Inset – Putative
structures for oligomers and synthetic by-products of the precursor HALS compounds present.
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4.5 Structural modifications to HALS in situ detected by DESI-MS

4.5.1

HALS TIN292 and TIN144 (N-CH3)
Positive-ion DESI-MS spectra after pre-treatment of two cured polyester-based

coil coatings each containing structurally distinct compounds with two 1,2,2,6,6pentamethylpiperidine moieties, TIN292 and TIN144, show peaks that are indicative
of their respective [M+H]+ ions – Figure 4.3(a) m/z 509.5 and (b) m/z 685.5,
respectively. These spectra also contain peaks at a mass-to-charge ratio 14 Da lower
than the [M+H]+ ions, m/z 495.5 and 671.5, respectively. Product ions arising from
PQD activation of these species are listed in Table 4.1 and suggest a high degree of
structural homology with their associated [M+H]+ counterparts. The product ion
spectra for both m/z 495.5 and 671.5 ions show a neutral loss of 153 Da from the
precursor ion (Table 4.1; m/z 342.3 and 518.3, respectively); a loss also observed in
the product ion spectra for TIN292 (m/z 356.3) and TIN144 (m/z 532.4). This neutral
loss corresponds to the characteristic fragmentation product 1,2,2,6,6-pentamethyl3H-pyridine that arises following elimination of the ester-bound substituent from the
4-position of the piperidine ring (Scheme 4.3).238 This unimolecular dissociation is
driven by the non-bonding electron pairs on the ester moiety accepting a proton from
the piperidine ring and forming a carbon-carbon double bond with loss of the
substituent as a carboxylic acid.238, 260, 261 Furthermore, the neutral loss of 139 Da is
also observed from the m/z 495.5 and 671.5 precursor ions (Table 4.1; m/z 356.3 and
532.4, respectively) that, by the same rationale proposed for the above neutral loss,
would correspond to the loss of 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1,3H-pyridine. This neutral loss
is not observed in the product ion spectra for TIN292 and TIN144. The 14 Da mass
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difference and the PQD product ion spectra indicate that the ions at m/z 495.5 and
671.5 are protonated ions of TIN292 and TIN144 after conversion of one 1,2,2,6,6pentamethylpiperidine moiety to a 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine (Figure 4.3a and b;
inset). The ions attributed to these compounds are unlikely to be in-source fragments
as they are not present in the MS/MS spectra of the [M+H]+ ions for TIN292 and
TIN144 and are not present in the authentic HALS samples. Therefore, these ions are
proposed to be evidence for modifications facilitated by the curing conditions
experienced by the polyester-based coil coating.

Pulsed-Q
dissociation
Scheme 4.3: Characteristic fragmentation of ions derived from ester-linked HALS upon pulsed-Qdissociation inside the mass spectrometer gives rise to characteristic neutral losses depending on the
substitution of the piperidine nitrogen. For example, when R1 = CH3 a neutral loss of 153 Da is
observed and where R1 = H a neutral loss of 19 Da is observed (see entries for TIN292 and TIN770,
respectively in Table 4.1).
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Figure 4.3: (a and b) Positive-ion DESI-MS spectra of TIN292 and TIN144 detected within
polyester-based coil coatings after pre-treatment with acetone vapour. Inset – Putative structures for
the in-situ structural modifications to the precursor HALS compounds present. The ion at m/z 370 in
the spectrum shown in (a) corresponds to a monofunctional derivative present in the TIN292 additive.
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4.5.2 HALS HOST3058 (N-C(O)CH3)
Positive-ion DESI-MS spectrum of a cured polyester-based coil coating
containing HOST3058 shows a peak that is indicative of the [M+H]+ ion at m/z 449.4
(Figure 4.4). However, this is one of two cases where the base peak in the spectrum
is not at the m/z associated with the [M+H]+ ion. In this spectrum, the peak at m/z
407.4, 42 Da lower than the molecular mass of HOST3058 is the base peak and is
more than 10 times the relative abundance of the ionised HOST3058. This ion
represents protonated 2-dodecyl-N-(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidinyl) succinimide
(Figure 4.4; inset) and is the synthetic precursor to HOST3058, being present at low
levels in the authentic sample (data not shown). Product ions arising from PQD
activation of m/z 407.4 (Figure 4.4) are shown in Table 4.1 with the peak distribution
and ion abundances almost identical to the PQD spectrum reported for HOST3055
(Table 4.1) thus confirming the identity as the secondary amine of HOST3058. This
ion at m/z 407.4 is not present in the MS/MS spectrum for the ion at m/z 449.4 and
therefore is not attributed to in-source fragmentation caused by instrument
conditions, and is detected in higher abundances compared to that found in the
authentic sample. This phenomenon may be attributed to either selective depletion of
HOST3058 over the secondary amine during cure or, as is more likely, an increase in
abundance of the secondary amine compared to HOST3058 resulting from Ndeacetylation of the 1-acetyl-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine moiety to the 2,2,6,6tetramethylpiperidine. This phenomenon has also been observed by ESI-MS and
ESR analyses following solvent extraction of polyester-based coil coatings
containing HOST3058.238
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Figure 4.4: Positive-ion DESI-MS spectra of HOST3058 detected within polyester-based coil
coatings after pre-treatment with acetone vapour. Inset – Putative structures for the in-situ structural
modification to the precursor HALS compounds present.

4.5.3

HALS TIN123, TIN152, and TIN NOR371 (N-OR)
Positive-ion DESI-MS spectra of three polyester-based coil coatings each

formulated with structurally distinct HALS compounds (TIN123, TIN152, and TIN
NOR371) that contain two or more 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine moieties
functionalised at the nitrogen with an alkoxyamine are shown in Figure 4.5(a-c).
TIN123 and TIN152 show peaks that are indicative of their respective [M+H]+ ions
at m/z 737.5 (Figure 4.5a), and m/z 757.5 (Figure 4.5b), respectively) with a
monomeric fragment of TIN NOR371 (m/z 1022.8) detected in Figure 4.5(c).
Positive-ion DESI-MS analysis of TIN123 present in polyester-based coil coatings
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has been well characterised previously132 and structural modification of the
alkoxyamine moiety to the secondary amine of TIN123 (Figure 4.5a; inset).
The DESI-MS spectrum for TIN152 is another case where the base peak in the
spectrum is not at the m/z associated with the [M+H]+ ion. Figure 4.5(b) shows the
base peak at m/z 769.5, 12 Da higher than the protonated molecular mass of TIN152.
The fragmentation pattern arising from the PQD of m/z 769.5 is shown in Table 4.1
and is similar to that of [M+H]+ ion at m/z 757.5 suggesting a high degree of
structural homology with TIN152. Tentative structural elucidation of the ion at m/z
769.5 using the PQD fragmentation pattern indicates that the aminoethanol group
functionalised to the triazine is absent and an additional butyl group is present at this
position (Figure 4.5b; inset). This is supported by the comparison between
subsequent fragmentation of product ions generated by PQD of the ion at m/z 757.5
and 769.5 (Table 4.1) that show conservation of the 12 Da mass difference for the
analogous ions all the way to the fragment corresponding to a substituted 1,3,5triazine-2,4,6-triamine (m/z 283.2 and 295.2, respectively). Although this compound
is not listed as a synthetic by-product by the supplier, analysis of an authentic sample
of TIN152 under the same experimental conditions shows a very small relative
abundance (< 1%; data not shown) at the same m/z. The difference in relative
abundances of these two components when detected in a cured thermosetting coating
can be rationalised by the propensity for TIN152 to be co-condensed to the polymer
backbone through condensation of the primary alcohol substituent to melamine and
isocyanate cross-linkers and therefore not able to be liberated from the coating using
standard DESI techniques.
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Figure 4.5(b) also exhibits peaks at m/z 659.5 and 671.5 corresponding to a
mass loss of 98 Da from the [M+H]+ ion of both TIN152 and the butylamino
derivative (Figure 4.5b; inset). This mass difference equates to the substitution of one
cyclohexyloxy group with hydrogen, consistent with the formation of a secondary
amine for both TIN152 (Figure 4.5b; inset) and the butylamino derivative (Figure
4.5b; inset). These putative structures are supported by the detection of abundant
product ions at m/z 520.2 and 532.4, respectively, corresponding to a 139 Da neutral
loss from the precursor ions, which represents a loss of 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3Hpyridine and is indicative of the presence of a secondary amine moiety (c.f. Scheme
4.1). Again, these ions are not present in the analysis of authentic samples nor are
they a result of in-source fragmentation caused by instrument conditions or listed as
synthetic by-products listed by the supplier.
The Positive-ion DESI-MS spectrum of a cured polyester-based coil coating
containing oligomeric TIN NOR371 after pre-treatment is shown in Figure 4.5(c).
The spectrum contains a dominant base peak at m/z 1022.8 that corresponds to the
monomeric structure of the oligomer minus an N,N-dibutyl amino group (Figure 4.1).
The putative structure is supported by the MS/MS spectrum of ions at m/z 1022.8
(Table 4.1). PQD of the isolated ion yielded product ions at m/z 979.8 corresponding
to the loss of a propyl radical from NO-C bond cleavage of the alkoxyamine and m/z
851 corresponding to the subsequent loss of an N,N-dibutylamino group. The major
product ion at m/z 825 corresponds to the neutral loss of 197 Da (2,2,6,6-tetramethyl1-propoxy-3H-pyridine) from the precursor resulting from elimination of 2,2,6,6tetramethyl-1-propoxypiperidine following a highly characteristic fragmentation
mechanism for HALS containing piperidine structures.238
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Figure 4.5: (a-d) Positive-ion DESI-MS spectra of TIN123, TIN152, and TIN NOR371 detected
within polyester-based coil coatings after pre-treatment with acetone vapour. Inset – Putative
structures for synthetic by-products and in-situ structural modifications to precursor HALS
compounds present.
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4.6 Computational investigations of mechanisms for Nmodifications
The above experimental analysis of the all the major classes of HALS (N-OR,
N-R and N-C(O)R) indicates conversion of the substituted piperidine moiety to a
secondary amine within pigmented polyester-based coil coatings during curing.
Below we discuss the mechanistic implications of these results with the aid of
computational chemistry.

4.6.1 N-OR HALS
The conversion of N-OR HALS to the corresponding secondary amine N-H
under curing conditions (232 °C) echoes our earlier model spin-trapping ESR
experiments for TIN123 at 80 °C (a typical service temperature), which detected the
spin-trap adducts of an alkoxyl radical and α-phenyl-N-tert-butyl nitrone.132
Collectively these experimental observations are equally consistent with both the hydrogen abstraction based regeneration mechanism and the direct N-OR homolysis
mechanisms of Scheme 4.1.253 Previous computational studies concluded that, even
for a model polyester-derived radical for which N-OR and NO-R homolysis is
equally likely, the -hydrogen abstraction based regeneration mechanism was still
more energetically favourable, even at typical service temperatures of 80 °C.253
Moreover, other computational studies have shown that N-OR homolysis is
uncompetitive with NO-R homolysis for most other leaving groups.239,

246

Nonetheless, in the present work we examine the N-OR and NO-R homolysis gasand solution-phase enthalpies and Gibbs free energies (kJ mol-1) for representative
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HALS from the present work. Table 4.2 shows results at 260 °C, which represents
the upper end of typical curing temperatures; whilst the absolute Gibbs free energies
are temperature dependent, the free energy differences themselves are relatively
unaffected by temperature over the range studied (25 – 260 °C).
Table 4.2: Gas- and solution-phase enthalpies and Gibbs free energies at 260 °C (kJ mol-1)a of N-OR
and NO-R homolysis for TIN123, TIN152, and TIN NOR371.a

a

N-OR
Gas phase
H
G

Solution
G

NO-R
Gas phase
H
G

Solution
G

HALS

R

TIN123

C3H7

233.90

118.13

123.49

219.61

109.19

114.77

TIN152

c-C6H11

228.13

113.77

115.00

216.27

101.46

103.02

NOR371

C3H7

234.91

118.37

121.73

218.70

106.52

111.52

Electronic energies of homolysis were calculated double-layer ONIOM approximation to G3(MP2)-

RAD method at the R(O)MP2/6-311+G(3df,2p) level of theory in conjunction with B3LYP/6-31G(d)
optimised geometries and scaled frequencies; Free energies of solvation in toluene were calculated
using UAKS-PCM/B3LYP/6-31G(d) method.

Comparison of the calculated gas and solution-phase Gibbs free energies of NOR and NO-R homolysis for the three alkoxyamine HALS investigated (Table 4.2)
indicates that NO-R homolysis would be thermodynamically favoured in each case.
However, the Gibbs free energy differences between N-OR and NO-R homolysis in
these examples are small (ca. 10 kJ mol-1), suggesting that N-OR homolysis could be
occurring once every ten or so NO–R reactions at 260 °C (or once every 60 at 80 °C).
Whilst neither N-OR nor NO-R is competitive with -hydrogen abstraction pathway
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at room temperature or service temperatures such as 80 °C253, homolysis per se
becomes relatively more important at the high temperatures associated with curing
(e.g., 260 °C) due to its entropic favourability. Under those circumstances, it is
conceivable that, for these simple alkyl leaving groups, N-OR homolysis may play a
minor role. For example, in the TIN123 at 260 °C direct homolysis of the N-OR
bond has a free energy change of ∆G = 123.5 kJ mol-1 and an approximate first order
rate coefficient of k = 8.8 s-1.253 At the same temperature, based on previous
calculations for similar systems, the second-order rate constants for -hydrogen
abstraction from the alkoxyamine range from 10-1 to 105 M–1 s–1 depending on the
abstracting radical.253 Depending on the steady state radical concentrations, it is
conceivable that the unimolecular homolysis reaction could be competitive with the
bimolecular abstraction reaction at this temperature. In contrast, at 80 °C the
homolysis rate coefficient drops to 6.5  10-11 s-1, and is uncompetitive with even the
slowest abstraction rate coefficients, which in turn range from 10-4 to 104 M–1 s–1.

4.6.2 N-CH3 and N-C(O)CH3 HALS
In contrast to alkoxyamines, homolysis of the N-R bond is computed to be high
in energy for R = H, CH3 or C(O)CH3 (Table 4.3). These bond energies are some 150
kJ.mol-1 greater than those calculated for the alkoxyamine moiety (Table 4.2) and
therefore direct homolysis seems an unlikely pathway to modification at the
piperidinyl nitrogen. Indeed, for N-CH3 HALS, activation pathways have been
examined previously253 with the most favoured pathway involving hydrogen
abstraction from the N-CH3 group, followed by addition of oxygen, coupling,
decomposition to N-CH2O• radical and -scission to the aminyl radical, which then
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either convert to the secondary amine, or oxidise to the aminoxyl radical (see
Scheme 4.2).
Table 4.3: Gas- and solution-phase enthalpies and Gibbs free energies at 260 °C (kJ mol-1)a of N-R
homolysis for TIN770, HOST3052, HOST3055, HOST3050, TIN292, TIN144, and HOST3058. a

Gas phase
HALS

R

TIN770

Solution

H

G

G

H

407.48

335.77

362.02

HOST3052

H

406.60

334.31

360.14

HOST3055

H

406.83

334.69

360.90

HOST3050

H

406.58

334.21

360.25

TIN292, TIN144

CH3

314.50

211.07

233.80

HOST3058

C(O)CH3

326.25

208.16

226.62

a

Electronic energies of homolysis were calculated double-layer ONIOM approximation to G3(MP2)-

RAD method at the R(O)MP2/6-311+G(3df,2p) level of theory in conjunction with B3LYP/6-31G(d)
optimised geometries and scaled frequencies; Free energies of solvation in toluene were calculated
using UAKS-PCM/B3LYP/6-31G(d) method.

For N-deacetylation, several mechanistic routes towards an aminyl radical can
be suggested by analogy to the established chemistry of N-CH3 and N-OR HALS
(Scheme 4.4). Firstly, abundant reactive polymer radicals R• can attack the carbonyl
bond of an initial HALS, adding either to a carbon (Scheme 4.4, reaction 1) or an
oxygen atom (Scheme 4.4, reaction 2).262 Addition to the carbon side of the carbonyl
bond, followed by β-scission in the forming O-centred radical (Scheme 4.4, reaction
5), ultimately leads to an aminyl radical, but is strongly disfavoured on both kinetic
and thermodynamic grounds and thus is not likely to be responsible for the
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experimental observations. Addition to the oxygen side of the carbonyl moiety,
likewise, appears to be energetically unfeasible, and, most importantly, does not
provide a pathway to an aminyl radical. In contrast, hydrogen abstraction from the NC(O)CH3 group of the initial HALS (Scheme 4.4, reaction 3) and subsequent
oxidation (Scheme 4.4, reactions 7-9) similar to that of the N-alkyl HALS adduct
(Scheme 4.2b)253 represents an energetically feasible route to the aminyl radical. As
noted above, N-C homolysis (Scheme 4.4, reaction 4), on the other hand, does not
appear to be competitive with the aforementioned pathway. Once formed, the aminyl
radical can abstract a hydrogen atom from, for example, polymer backbone to yield
experimentally observed secondary amine or enter one of the regenerative cycles (cf.
Scheme 4.1).

Scheme 4.4: Formation of aminyl radicals and secondary amines from the thermal decomposition of
an N-acetyl-piperidine model for the HALS HOST3058: numbers in bold are the Gibbs free energies
of reactions (activation*) in gas phase at 260 °C.
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4.7 Conclusion
The detection of ten hindered amine light stabilisers within polyester-based
coil coatings by DESI-MS has proven to be rapid, straightforward and able to be
performed under ambient conditions. DESI-MS/MS also provides enough qualitative
information

to

enable

the

characterisation

of

structural

changes

occurring to HALS within polyester-based coil coatings. HALS containing a
2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine moiety functionalised at the nitrogen (TIN292,
TIN144, HOST3058, TIN123, TIN152, and TIN NOR371) all gave indications of
undergoing conversion to the corresponding secondary amine (N-H). These changes
occurred under typical curing conditions implying that at least some portion of the
initial HALS is actually converted to secondary amine even prior to service. This in
turn has implications for their activation and performance under subsequent inservice conditions. Until recently253 mechanisms for understanding aminoxyl radical
regeneration of HALS (such as the Denisov cycle2, 53, 58, 214, 216, 217, 219-221, 263) either
did not account for a secondary amine intermediate or were deemed energetically
unfeasible239, 246 yet it is clear from these results that formation of this intermediate
constitutes a major pathway in HALS protection of polymers. Recently, two possible
mechanisms for the formation of the secondary amine in situ from alkoxyamines
have been suggested253: (i) by direct N-OR bond homolysis or, (ii) via hydrogen
abstraction and subsequent -scission. In this work we show that both are consistent
with the observed experimental data, though based on high-level quantum chemical
calculations, pathway (ii) is dominant under normal service temperatures (25-80 °C),
while pathway (i) may become competitive at low radical concentrations and the
high temperatures associated with curing (260 °C). Thus both mechanisms warrant
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strong consideration for all future discussions involving the activation/regeneration
of HALS in polymers.
The effectiveness of particular HALS as stabilising agents can be attributed to
their ability to remain an active participant in the Denisov cycle, forming and
reforming the aminoxyl radical intermediate. Concordantly, resistance to chemical
deactivation and/or physical losses including leeching or volatilisation are
paramount.74,

222-224

For these reasons, the stabilising efficacy of different HALS

compounds may vary dramatically, being influenced by many factors such as
diffusion and solubility coefficients as well as the properties of the coating itself
including resin systems, pigment components, curing temperatures and the degree of
degradation experienced.73-75,

214, 225

In order to optimise HALS compounds,

particularly for use in coil coatings, understanding the molecular changes that may
occur in situ leading to activation or deactivation of HALS and affecting the total
active content remaining in the coating after curing is vital.
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5.1 Abstract
olymer-based surface coatings in outdoor applications experience accelerated

P

degradation due to exposure to solar radiation, oxygen and atmospheric
pollutants. These deleterious agents cause undesirable changes to the
polymers aesthetic and mechanical properties reducing its lifetime. The use

of antioxidants such as hindered amine light stabilisers (HALS) retard these degradative
processes, however, mechanisms for HALS action and polymer degradation are poorly
understood. Detection of the hindered amine light stabiliser (HALS) TINUVIN123 (bis(1-octyloxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidyl) sebacate) and the polymer degradation
products directly from a polyester-based coil coating was achieved by liquid extraction
surface analysis (LESA) coupled to a triple quadrupole QTRAP 5500 mass spectrometer.
The detection of TINUVIN123 and melamine was confirmed by the characteristic
fragmentation pattern observed in LESA-MS/MS spectra that was identical to that
reported for authentic samples. Analysis of an unstabilised coil coating by LESA-MS
after exposure to four years of outdoor field testing revealed the presence of melamine
(1,3,5-triazine-2,4,6-triamine) as a polymer degradation product at elevated levels.
Changes to the coil coatings physical appearance including powder-like deposits on the
coatings surface were observed to coincide with melamine deposits and are indicative of
the phenomenon known as polymer ‘blooming’. For the first time, in situ detection from
a thermoset polymer coating was accomplished without any sample preparation
providing advantages over traditional extraction-analysis approaches and some
contemporary ambient MS methods. Detection of HALS and polymer degradation
products such as melamine provide insight into the mechanisms by which degradation
occurs and suggests LESA-MS is a powerful new tool for polymer analysis.
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5.2 Introduction
Coil coating is a cost-effective and efficient method of applying polymer-based
coatings to pre-finished metal products in large scale industrial applications.212 This
continuous strip coating approach where rolled sheets of metals are continuously
coated provides a simpler, more robust method than painting the complex shapes of
finished products (e.g., automotive manufacture).264 Over 70% of these pre-painted
metal products are used in exterior construction applications (e.g., roofing) and are
therefore highly susceptible to degradation or “weathering” through thermal and
photo-oxidative processes; being exposed to high temperatures in the presence of
ultraviolet (UV) radiation, humidity and oxygen for extended periods of time.211, 264
Weathering of coil coatings in this manner produce degradation products that are
concentrated at or near the surface of the material. The location and low
concentration of such products can be difficult to detect by conventional methods,
but their characterisation is essential in order to address questions about the stability
of the materials and mechanisms of their degradation. Under some circumstances
degradation products concentrating at the surface can also adversely affect the
aesthetic qualities of the polymeric material. For example, the effect known as
“blooming” describes the appearance of a polymer with powder-like deposits or
crystals forming on its surface. There are many different causes of blooming but
often results from partial dissolving and redepositing of pigment or other polymer
components by a solvent onto the surface.265
Different types of additives (such as UV absorbers or antioxidants) can be used
to retard the degradation caused by exposure to heat and UV light and are typically
added during the coatings formulation at low concentrations.1, 3, 18 Hindered amine
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light stabilisers (HALS) represent a sub-class of antioxidants used to retard
degradation and are present in many plastic and coating applications; recently finding
their way into coil coatings. HALS operate as chain-breaking antioxidants whereby,
initially, the parent compound undergoes sacrificial oxidation of a heterocyclic amine
to a nitroxyl radical.53 It is this persistent nitroxyl radical that acts as a free radical
scavenging intermediate and is thought to be involved in converting harmful
propagating free radicals generated in situ to less harmful even-electron species.53 In
theory, this process can repeat indefinitely although HALS are known to be modified
and lost over time prompting a recent review of their mechanism of action.132, 246
The detection and characterisation of HALS within polymer-based surface
coatings has received some interest of late, as the performance and chemical activity
of HALS can have dramatic effects on plastic and coating performance over the
lifetime of the material.11, 41, 266-268 Many different analytical techniques have been
used for direct detection of HALS from polymer-based materials, the most notable
being ambient mass spectrometry (MS) techniques such as atmospheric pressure –
matrix assisted laser desorption ionisation (AP-MALDI) and desorption electrospray
ionisation (DESI-MS).122, 227, 228 These techniques allow direct detection of analytes
from the surface of the material without the need to extract samples into a solution or
the gas phase prior to analysis. Coupled with mass spectrometry these approaches
provide rich qualitative and quantitative information, however, both require some
degree of sample preparation, i.e., matrix deposition for MALDI122, 227, 228 or swelling
of the polymer with solvent in the case of DESI.132 These requirements complicate
the process and extend the analysis time.
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Ambient surface analysis can also be achieved via direct liquid extraction
techniques including the recently developed liquid extraction surface analysis
(LESA).178 This technique is now commercially available via adaption of a robotic
pipette tip system that allows the formation of a liquid-surface microjunction
between the pipette tip and the sample. The microjunction created allows extraction
of analyte into a small volume of solvent before being aspirated back into the pipette
tip for introduction to the mass analyser via a chip-based infusion nano-ESI
system.161 LESA has been implemented for the analysis of spotted MALDI target
plates, dried blood spots on paper, porcine ear tissue sections and food surfaces.161,
178, 269, 270

Creating this microjunction can be difficult on wettable or absorbent

surfaces and works best on flat, homogeneous and hydrophobic surfaces that
facilitate the stabilisation of liquid microjunctions making it ideal for coil coating
analysis.
In this paper, LESA-MS analysis of a polyester-based thermoset coil coating
formulated with a commercially available HALS is reported and reveals direct
detection of this species from the coatings surface without pre-treatment. LESA-MS
was also applied to a coil coating with no stabiliser present with samples analysed
after exposure to field-testing designed to simulate roofing applications.
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5.3 Methods

5.3.1 Reagents
Methanol and formic acid were HPLC grade (Crown Scientific, Minto NSW,
Australia). Chloroform was analytical reagent (AR) grade (Crown Scientific, Minto
NSW,

Australia).

TIN123

(bis-(1-octyloxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidinyl)

sebacate) was supplied by Ciba Specialty Chemicals (Basel, Switzerland) and was
used without purification.

5.3.2 Preparation of coated steel samples
The paint system employed in these studies was a solvent-borne, polyester
topcoat paint incorporating a melamine-formaldehyde cross-linker, acid catalysed
and formulated for coil paint-line application. As a wet paint, this sample was found
to be 40% w/w resin solids by thermogravimetry (Perkin-Elmer TGA 7, PerkinElmer Co. Ltd., Norwalk CT, USA). Where HALS have been added, a bulk sample
of this paint was sub-sampled and weighed into small containers with TIN123 added
at ca. 2% (based upon total resin solids). In a typical formulation a subsample of
paint weighed 49.61 g, equating to a total resin solids content of 19.84 g. To this
sample 0.413 g of TIN123 was added giving 2.08% on a total resin solids basis. The
coated samples were laboratory prepared upon pre-primed (commercial chromated
polyester primer) panels of a 0.6 mm thick GALVALUME-type steel substrate. Wet
paint was applied using a #28 wire-wound draw-down bar then cured for 55 seconds
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in a fan forced oven set at 262 °C. Under these conditions, 55 seconds equates to a
peak metal temperature of 232 °C.

5.3.3

Weathering of cured paint samples
Cured polyester-based surface coatings were exposed to varying amounts of

either artificial or natural weathering conditions. Artificial weathering was carried
out in-house with a Q-Sun xenon test chamber (Q-Lab Corporation, Westlake OH,
USA) that utilises a xenon arc lamp to mimic the full solar spectrum. The coatings
were exposed for 900 hours continuous cycle of 8 hours of xenon arc light at 80 °C
followed by 4 hours of darkness at 50 °C. Field testing designed to simulate natural
weathering conditions experienced by polymer-based surface coatings in roofing
applications was also carried out at a testing site (Rockhampton, QLD). Coated steel
samples were exposed for a period of four years.

5.3.4

Liquid extraction surface analysis mass spectrometry (LESA-MS)
Metal panels coated with a thermosetting polyester-based coating were cut into

small sections (25 x 75 mm) using hydraulic shears and placed in the LESA sample
holder. Positive-ion LESA-MS spectra were acquired using TriVersa NanoMate
(Advion, Ithaca NY, USA) coupled to a triple quadrupole QTRAP 5500 mass
spectrometer (AB Sciex, Foster City CA, USA) with Analyst 1.5.1 software (AB
Sciex, California, USA) used for spectral acquisition. Typical LESA-MS
experimental conditions were spray voltage (1.4 kV), N2 delivery gas (0.3 psi) and
MeOH:CHCl3 (2:1) with 0.1% formic acid (v/v) as the solvent system. A total
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volume of 2 µL of this solution was used for each experiment with 1 µL being
dispensed 0.6 mm above the surface by the automated pipette tip, forming a liquidsurface junction facilitating liquid extraction of analytes. The liquid junction was
held in place for 1 second before being aspirated back into the pipette tip. This
process was repeated three times using the same volume of solvent to maximise
analyte concentration in the aspirated solvent prior to analysis. Positive-ion LESAMS/MS spectra were acquired on the QTRAP 5500 by subjecting mass filtered ions
using the experimental conditions above to collision-induced dissociation (CID).
Typical experimental parameters for CID experiments include normalised CID
energy (25-30 arb), declustering potential (100 V), entrance potential (10 V), exit
potential (2 V) and scan rate (200 m/z units.s-1). Baseline subtraction was not used
and mass spectra were averaged over a minimum of fifty scans. All mass spectra
were normalised to the most abundant ion in the spectrum.
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5.4 Results and discussion

5.4.1

Stabilised coil coating
Positive-ion LESA-MS spectra were acquired directly from cured polyester-

based coil coatings formulated with the HALS TIN123. Spectra were measured from
both control panels (Figure 5.1a) prior to UV light or heat exposure and samples
subjected to following 900 hours within a Q-Sun xenon test chamber (Figure 5.1b).
These data were obtained using a methanol:chloroform (2:1 ratio) solution acidified
with formic acid (0.1% v/v). This solvent composition was optimised to achieve: (i) a
stable liquid microjunction between the solvent droplet and the polyester surface, (ii)
sufficient swelling of the polymer substrate to extract HALS into the solvent, and
(iii) the ability to generate a stable ion current from the electrospray source.
Methanol is present as the major component in order to maintain a stable
electrospray while the use of chloroform swells the polymer and facilitates extraction
of the HALS into the solvent mixture. For positive-ion mode ESI-MS, formic acid is
also added to the solvent at low concentrations to aid protonation of the analyte,
increasing the abundance of ions for detection.
Figure 5.1(a) exhibits two major peaks at m/z 369.4 and 737.6 that correspond
to the [M+2H]2+ and [M+H]+ ions of TIN123 respectively. The assignment of these
ions was confirmed by the characteristic fragmentation patterns arising from CID of
the m/z 369.4 (Figure 5.1c) and m/z 737.6 (data not shown) precursor ions. The
resulting product ions from the LESA-MS/MS spectrum (Figure 5.1c) are consistent
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with those previously reported from analysis of authentic TIN123 in solution by
electrospray ionisation mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) and desorption electrospray
ionisation mass spectrometric (DESI-MS) analysis of an identical coating.132,
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Excellent reproducibility was observed for the LESA-MS analysis with analyses of
up to seven different spots on the same panel giving ion counts for the [M+H] + ion
with a coefficient of variance of better than 5%.
Figure 5.1(a) also exhibits two minor peaks at m/z 305.3 and 470.4 that are
detected in the cured coating at low abundances. Upon exposure of an identical
coating to accelerated weathering (i.e. elevated levels of UV light and heat), the
relative abundance of these two minor peaks increases with respect to the signal
observed for the parent TIN123 compound (Figure 5.1b).
The ion at m/z 305.3 has been identified in a previous study as an in situ
degradation product of TIN123 (1-octyloxy-bis-(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidyl)
sebacate; Figure 5.1a – inset) and represents the [M+2H]2+ ion of TIN123 after the
loss of one alkylether group from a piperidinyl nitrogen followed by addition of a
hydrogen atom.132 The structural assignment of this degradation product is further
supported by the characteristic fragmentation pattern observed for the ion at m/z
305.3 following CID (Figure 5.1d). The product ion at m/z 140.1 corresponds to
formation of an unsaturated piperidinium cation following elimination of the ester
linkage at the 4-position of the piperidine.271 The presence of this ion provides
evidence that the compound contains at least one tetramethylpiperidine group
consisting of a secondary amine. The product ion at m/z 342.3 appearing above the
precursor ion at m/z 305.3 confirming that the latter is a multiply charged species.
The proposed structure of the ion is shown as an inset to Figure 5.1(d) and is
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consistent with the fragmentation mechanisms reported by Lowe et al. for esterlinked bifunctional HALS.238 These assignments are consistent with the proposed
structure and its structural homology with TIN123 along with its apparent increase in
abundance upon weathering suggests that it is a degradation product arising from
TIN123.
Unlike the first degradation product discussed above, the presence of the ion at
m/z 470.4 in Figures 5.1(a, b) cannot be directly attributable to in situ degradation of
TIN123 as this ion is also observed when an authentic sample of TIN123 in solution
is subjected to the same experimental conditions (data not shown). This suggests that
the detection of this ion in Figures 5.1(a, b) may be due – at least in part – to insource fragmentation of TIN123 consistent with the observation of this ion in the
CID spectrum of m/z 737.6 previously reported.238 However, the increase in relative
abundance of this ion with respect to ions corresponding to TIN123 (Figure 5.1b; m/z
369.4, 737.6) suggests that accelerated weathering may also facilitate elimination of
the ester-linkages at the piperidine 4-position. Such cis-elimination reactions are
known to proceed at low temperatures272 and we have also proposed a free radical
mechanism in a previous study of the 4-position chemistry in analogous TEMPO
(2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl)

based

compounds.271

The

structural

assignment of this ion was confirmed by the characteristic fragmentation patterns
arising from CID of the precursor ion at m/z 470.4 (Figure 5.1e). The resulting
product ions from the LESA-MS/MS spectrum are consistent with those previously
reported from analysis of authentic TIN123 in solution by electrospray ionisation
mass spectrometry (ESI-MS).238
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Figure 5.1: LESA-MS spectra acquired directly from cured polyester-based coil coatings containing
TIN123; (a) with no exposure to UV light or heat and (b) after 900 hours within a Q-Sun xenon test
chamber (Q-Lab Corporation, Westlake Ohio, USA). Positive-ion LESA-MS/MS spectra following
CID of ions at (c) m/z 369.4, (d) m/z 305.3 and (e) m/z 470.4 detected from a cured polyester-based
coil coating.

5.4.2 Unstabilised coil coating
An unstabilised pigmented polyester-based coil coating (no HALS present)
was exposed to outdoor field testing for four years at a site in Rockhampton,
Australia and compared to a control sample (no outdoor exposure). The coil coatings
were visually inspected to assess the aesthetic properties and the surface integrity of
the coatings. True-colour images of both the control and a sample after four years of
outdoor exposure are shown in Figures 5.2(a) and (b), respectively. Figure 5.2(b)
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reveals the presence of powder-like deposits on the surface characteristic of polymer
blooming, features that are absent on the control sample (Figure 5.2a). The result is a
less aesthetically appealing coating with lower gloss and colour retention levels
compared to the control. The source of the blooming is unknown but may be
associated with degradation products accumulating at the surface on account of the
weathering experienced by the polymer. In order to correlate blooming with any
changes in chemistry at the surface of the coatings, analysis by LESA-MS was
carried out on both the control and the weathered samples.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2: True-colour images of pigmented polyester-based coil coatings formulated without
HALS: (a) control sample (no outdoor exposure) and (b) after four years exposure to outdoor field
testing at a site in Rockhampton, Australia (Inset: 20x magnification).
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The positive-ion LESA-MS spectrum acquired from the control sample of the
unstabilised coil coating yielded signals corresponding to common chemical noise of
unknown origin (m/z 141.1 and 158.1) and a solvent contaminant N-butyl
benzenesulfonamide (plasticiser) at m/z 214.1 and 236.1 corresponding to the
[M+H]+ and [M+Na]+ ions respectively (Figure 5.3a). Analysis of the same polymerbased coating formulation after four years of outdoor field testing that included high
temperatures and UV light exposure, an abundant ion at m/z 127 was detected
(Figure 5.3b). The absolute signal intensities for the plasticiser [M+Na]+ ion at m/z
236.1 is the same in Figures 5.3(a) and (b), however, the absolute signal for the
plasticiser [M+H]+ ion at m/z 214.1 is lower in Figure 5.3(b) than it is in Figure
5.3(a). This suggests that the ion at m/z 127.1 is competing for charge with the
plasticiser [M+H]+ ion and other protonated species in solution indicating that the ion
at m/z 127.1 is itself protonated.
With the knowledge that this particular coil coating utilised melamine
formaldehyde as a reactable cross-linker and given the possibility that the peak at m/z
127.1 may be the result of a singly charged protonated species, the chemical identity
was tentatively assigned as protonated melamine (Figure 5.3c – inset). To confirm
the structural identity of the ion detected at m/z 127.1, CID was performed with the
resulting MS/MS spectrum shown in Figure 5.3(c). Fragmentation of precursor ions
at m/z 127.1 generated abundant product ions at m/z 68.0 and 85.1 with minor
products at m/z 60.0 and 110.1. These ions are consistent with those previously
reported for the MS/MS of authentic protonated melamine under similar mass
spectrometric conditions.273
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Putative ion structures have been assigned to these fragmentation products
based on the proposed fragmentation mechanism shown in Scheme 5.1. Following
Scheme 5.1, assignment of the peaks in Figure 5.2(c) correspond to the losses of NH3
(m/z 110.1) and NH2CN (m/z 85.1) from protonated melamine. An ion at m/z 60.1 is
also observed, arising from a competitive fragmentation process involving ringopening of protonated melamine. The peak at m/z 68 corresponds to the loss of NH3
from the ion at m/z 85 and is a result of the relatively high collision energy applied in
this experiment, a phenomenon also observed by Yang and co-workers in the
detection of authentic melamine and melamine in milk products.273
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Figure 5.3: Positive-ion LESA-MS spectra of pigmented polyester-based coil coatings formulated
without HALS; (a) with no outdoor exposure (control sample) and (b) after four years exposure to
natural weathering conditions at Rockhampton, Australia. (c) A LESA-MS/MS spectrum following
CID of the ion at m/z 127 detected on the coatings surface after exposure to accelerated weathering;
providing structural confirmation of the presence of melamine.
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Scheme 5.1: The proposed fragmentation mechanism for protonated melamine (m/z 127) in the gas
phase resulting from collision-induced dissociation.
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5.5 Discussion and conclusions
Liquid extraction surface analysis-mass spectrometry by means of a TriVersa
NanoMate ionisation source coupled to a QTRAP 5500 triple quadrupole mass
spectrometer has proven to be a fast, simple and effective method in the detection of
a hindered amine light stabiliser from a polymer-based surface coating. Like other
ambient MS techniques, LESA-MS analysis is able to be performed with the sample
remaining under standard atmospheric conditions, however, LESA-MS is unique in
that no sample preparation or pre-treatment is required other than cutting the sample
to a workable size. In contrast, AP-MALDI-MS analysis requires the careful
deposition of a matrix over the sample to facilitate desorption/ionisation.
Photodissociation during MALDI of the HALS themselves (data not shown) can also
lead to increased source fragmentation, complicating spectral analysis. Conversely,
DESI-MS does not require the assistance of a matrix but instead uses a continuous
flow of nebulised solvent directed at the sample surface to liberate and ionise the
analyte. Unfortunately, the DESI-MS solvent flow is so minimal that suitable
extraction of analyte from polymer-based surface coatings cannot be achieved thus
requiring either (i) high temperatures (400 °C) that destroy the sample,133 or (ii)
“swelling” the polymer in an atmosphere of solvent vapour prior to analysis in order
to extract enough analyte to attain suitable detection levels.132 LESA-MS stands itself
apart from these well established ambient MS methods as it separates the desorption
(i.e., extraction) and ionisation steps resulting in a much cleaner spectrum. For
polymeric samples such as coil coatings, the desorption process combines localised
swelling and extraction in a single automated step. By varying the solvent
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composition, the desorption process can be tailored to preferentially extract one
analyte over another or to control the depth of sampling from the polymer matrix by
controlling the amount of swelling. For example, increasing the organic solvent
content in the analysis of coil coatings would increase the effective sampling depth
as a result of increased swelling. On the other hand, switching to a more aqueous
solvent mixture would reduce swelling of the polymer and limit detection to analytes
present on the surface of the coating only. The use of this technique has allowed
detection of the hindered amine light stabiliser TIN123 from polymer samples and
analysis of samples subjected to accelerated weathering has revealed two degradation
products arising from TIN123. The first degradation product (Figure 5.1a, b; m/z
305) results from conversion of one N-ether piperidine moiety (N-OC8H17) within
TIN123 to a secondary amine (N-H) to form (1-octyloxy-bis-(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4piperidyl) sebacate. This product has been observed in a previous study with
experimental evidence to suggest the degradation may occur via direct
N-O bond homolysis.132 The second degradation product (Figure 5.1a, b; m/z 470)
has not been reported previously but is consistent with predictions made by Marshall
et al. that ester-linkages at the 4-position of 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine groups are
susceptible to cleavage.271
The ability to perform tandem mass spectrometric analyses also makes the
technique powerful enough to identify changes in chemistry that may be associated
with the degradation of the polymer itself. For instance, the detection of elevated
levels of free melamine in a coil coating sample that has experienced four years of
outdoor weathering compared to a sample left unexposed. The detection of melamine
also correlates with changes in the coatings visual appearance with features
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indicative of polymer blooming present on the weathered sample. It is unclear if
these physical changes are directly attributable to the presence of melamine as a
degradation product concentrating at the surface but may be indirectly responsible in
association with one or more other materials, possibly an organic acid, capable of
forming a hydrogen donor-acceptor complex.
These results represent the first reported case of LESA-MS analysis of
polymers, demonstrating the potential for this technique to be an effective tool for
high-throughput monitoring of polymer additive composition and polymer
degradation products and may provide further insight into the mechanisms by which
degradation occurs.
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6.1 Abstract

C

hanges in the molecular structure of polymer antioxidants such as
hindered amine light stabilisers (HALS) is central to their efficacy in
retarding polymer degradation and therefore requires careful monitoring

during their in-service lifetime. The HALS, bis-(1-octyloxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4piperidinyl)

sebacate

(TIN123)

and

bis-(1,2,2,6,6-pentamethyl-4-piperidinyl)

sebacate (TIN292), were formulated in different polymer systems and then exposed
to various curing and ageing treatments to simulate in-service use. Samples of these
coatings were then analysed directly using liquid extraction surface analysis (LESA)
coupled with a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer. Analysis of TIN123 formulated
in a cross-linked polyester revealed that the polymer matrix protected TIN123 from
undergoing extensive thermal degradation that would normally occur at 292 °C,
specifically, changes at the 1- and 4-positions of the piperidine groups. The effect of
thermal versus photo-oxidative degradation was also compared for TIN292
formulated in polyacrylate films by monitoring the in situ conversion of N-CH3
substituted piperidines to N-H. The analysis confirmed that UV light was required for
the conversion of N-CH3 moieties to N-H – a major pathway in the antioxidant
protection of polymers – whereas this conversion was not observed with thermal
degradation. The use of tandem mass spectrometric techniques, including precursorion scanning, is shown to be highly sensitive and specific for detecting molecularlevel changes in HALS compounds and, when coupled with LESA, able to monitor
these changes with speed and reproducibility.
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6.2 Introduction
Many commercial polymers contain at least one, if not several additive
compounds that reduce manufacturing costs, increase service lifetime, or both. The
performance of these commercial polymers is often dictated by the performance of
the additives. Therefore the detection of these compounds and characterisation of any
structural changes at a molecular level are vital to monitoring polymer performance.
Some of the most influential polymer additives from a performance perspective are
the frequently used class of stabilisers known as hindered amine light stabilisers
(HALS). Several empirical studies have shown that the presence of HALS
unequivocally improves the retention of aesthetic attributes and long-term durability
of polymers.11,

220, 221, 274

The chemical mechanisms of HALS action has been a

contentious area of research over the past 30 years.2, 19, 59, 219, 225, 245, 275-277 However, a
recent computational study by Coote and co-workers253 has dismissed the vast
majority of previously reported mechanisms based on kinetic or thermodynamic
calculations. Within this report, Coote and co-workers proposed new mechanisms for
amine/aminoxyl radical cycling of HALS during stabilisation of polymers that are
energetically feasible and consistent with previous experimental observations. Within
these schemes however, the persistent aminoxyl radical remains central to the mode
of action of HALS where it acts as a free radical scavenging intermediate and is
thought to be involved in converting harmful free radical polymer fragments to less
harmful even-electron species.56, 60, 61, 253
Robust methods for the quantitation of HALS within polymers have been
developed that utilise electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy to detect the total
amount of aminoxyl radical forming material present. This method requires solvent188

based extraction of the HALS from the polymeric substrate followed by peracid
oxidation to convert them to aminoxyl radicals.41,
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Although quantitative and

highly selective, the ESR technique is unable to provide detailed structural
information for HALS, most notably, changes of the substituent at the piperidinyl
nitrogen prior to oxidation. This is because the method relies on total conversion of
all N-substituted piperidines to aminoxyl radicals. Unfortunately, it is precisely the
chemistry at the piperidinyl nitrogen that is central to understanding both the action
and loss of action of HALS in polymer systems. As our previous work has
demonstrated, under degradative conditions changes to the piperidinyl N-substituent
can occur within the polymer that alters both the physical and chemical properties of
the HALS and consequently its efficacy as an antioxidant.132,
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Specifically,

modification to TIN123 (bis-(1-octyloxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidyl) sebacate)
present within a cross-linked polyester was observed where one N-ether piperidine
moiety (N-OC8H17) was converted to a secondary amine (N-H) due to high curing
temperatures (292 °C) and simulated weathering conditions. These findings were
supported by the recently proposed mechanisms of Coote and co-workers that
included the formation of secondary amines as a major pathway involved in
aminoxyl radical activation/regeneration.253
Another example where activation of the HALS molecule employed is
heavily influenced by the functional group present at the piperidinyl nitrogen is
TIN292 (TIN292; bis-(1,2,2,6,6-pentamethylpiperidine) sebacate). Many commercial
HALS compounds such as TIN292 have been designed for specific applications with
their chemical properties altered by different substitutions at the piperidinyl nitrogen. It
is this substitution that dictates the mechanism of and propensity for conversion to the
active aminoxyl radical. Therefore, the motivation of our study was to characterise the
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activation/degradation products of HALS generated and understand how the formation
of these products are influenced by: (i) the initial fuctionalisation (N-R) of the
piperidinyl nitrogen; (ii) the polymer within which they are incorporated; and (iii)
exposure to simulated in-service conditions.
Recently, we have reported the application of the LESA-MS to the direct
analysis of polymer additives.138 Although this approach does not readily allow absolute
quantitation, with its highly reproducible sampling through an automated sampling probe
LESA-MS can provide relative quantitation across multiple samples by monitoring
relative changes in additive speciation. Importantly, LESA-MS does not require timeconsuming chromatographic separations and/or sample preparation steps. Therefore,
LESA-MS offers the distinct advantage of being a much faster, simpler technique than
conventional quantitative techniques such as gas (GC)52, 121-125, 278, 279 and liquid (LC)112,
118-120, 280, 281

chromatography. Herein, we report the successful application of LESA-MS

to the analysis of two commercial HALS compounds (TIN123 and TIN292; Figure 6.1)
formulated in either a polyacrylate or cross-linked polyester surface coating. Tandem
mass spectra obtained on the ions observed by LESA-MS from these substrates clearly
identify structurally modified HALS derivatives that are formed as a result of exposure
of samples to heat or UV light. Highly selective tandem mass spectrometry using a triple
quadrupole mass spectrometer was shown to elucidate changes in abundance of modified
HALS during simulated curing and weathering events.
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TIN123

TIN292

Figure 6.1: The chemical structures of two commercially available HALS investigated in this study;
TIN123 (bis-(1-octyloxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidinyl) sebacate), and TIN292 (bis-(1,2,2,6,6pentamethyl-4-piperidinyl) sebacate).

6.3 Methods

6.3.1

Reagents
Methanol and formic acid were HPLC grade (Crown Scientific, Minto NSW,

Australia). Chloroform was analytical reagent (AR) grade (Crown Scientific, Minto
NSW,

Australia).

piperidinyl)

TIN123

sebacate)

and

(TIN123,
TIN292

bis-(1-octyloxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-

(TIN292,

bis-(1,2,2,6,6-pentamethyl-4-

piperidinyl) sebacate) were supplied by Ciba Specialty Chemicals (Basel,
Switzerland) and were used without further purification.
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6.3.2 Preparation of samples
Samples of TIN123 were deposited directly on to a glass substrate
(representing an authentic TIN123 sample) and heated in an oven at 90 °C for 2
hours, 292 °C for 35 seconds, or left at room temperature (control). TIN123 was also
formulated within a solvent-borne, polyester resin incorporating an acid catalysed
melamine-formaldehyde cross-linker and cured at in an oven at 292 °C for 35
seconds. The solvent-based formulation was found to be 40% w/w resin solids by
thermogravimetry (Perkin-Elmer TGA 7) with TIN123 added at ca. 2% w/w (based
upon total resin solids).
A thin polyacrylate film containing the HALS TIN292 was cured onto a sheet
of aluminium and cut into 15 sub-samples. Seven of these sub-samples were aged in
an oven at 70 °C for either 5, 10, or 60 mins, 48, 96, 192, or 392 hours in the absence
of UV light. Another seven sub-samples were exposed to UV light using a Q-Sun
xenon test chamber (Q-Lab Corporation, Westlake Ohio, USA) that utilises a xenon
arc lamp to mimic the full solar spectrum and were exposed for 5, 10, or 60 mins, 48,
96, 192, or 392 hours. The 15th sub-sample was left untreated and constituted a
control sample. All sub-samples were analysed in series on the same day to minimise
experimental variation and each sub-sample was probed with a new pipette tip and
new nanoelectrospray chip nozzle to reduce sample carry-over.

6.3.3 Liquid extraction surface analysis mass spectrometry (LESA-MS)
Positive-ion LESA-MS spectra were acquired using a TriVersa NanoMate
(Advion, Ithaca NY, USA) ionisation source coupled to a triple quadrupole QTRAP
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5500 mass spectrometer (AB Sciex, Foster City CA, USA) with Analyst 1.5.1
software (AB Sciex, California, USA) used for spectral acquisition. Typical LESAMS experimental conditions were spray voltage (1.4 kV), N2 delivery gas (0.3 psi)
and methanol:chloroform (2:1) with 0.1% formic acid (v/v) used as the solvent
system. A total volume of 2 µL of this solution was used for each experiment with 1
µL being dispensed 0.6 mm above the surface by TriVersa NanoMate automated
pipette tip. This volume forms a liquid micro-junction with the surface that facilitates
the liquid extraction of analytes. The liquid micro-junction was held in place for 1
second before being aspirated back into the pipette tip. This process was repeated
using the same volume of solvent to maximise analyte concentration in the aspirated
solvent prior to analysis. Positive-ion LESA-MS/MS spectra were acquired on the
QTRAP 5500 by subjecting mass filtered ions to collision-induced dissociation
(CID) using a collision energy of 30 eV. Typical experimental parameters for CID
experiments include declustering potential (100 V), entrance potential (10 V), exit
potential (2 V) and scan rate (1000 m/z units.s-1). Baseline subtraction was not used
and mass spectra were averaged over a minimum of fifty scans. Mass spectra were
normalised to the most abundant ion in the spectrum, except in the case of multiplereaction monitoring (MRM) experiments where the absolute ion counts for selected
ion transitions were recorded. In all MRM experiments, the absolute ion counts were
calculated using three replicate measurements taken from different locations on the
same sample. Each measurement was the average of fifty scans for each MRM
transition.
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6.4 Results and discussion

6.4.1 Monitoring modifications to TIN123
Three samples of authentic TIN123 were deposited on glass substrates and
subjected to different conditions of heat and light under an air atmosphere. The first
sample was left untreated and constitutes the control sample; the second sample was
heated in an oven for 2 hours at 90° C (to simulate in-service conditions); and the
third heated for 35 s at 292° C (to approximate paint curing conditions for coil
coatings). LESA-MS spectra acquired directly from these three samples are shown in
Figure 6.2(a), (b) and (c), respectively. Figure 6.2(a) is dominated by a peak at m/z
737 with less abundant ions also observed at m/z 470 and 286. Tandem mass spectral
data where obtained for each of these three ions and are summarised in Table 6.1.
The CID spectrum of m/z 737 has the same key product ions as previously reported
for the [M+H]+ ion of TIN123 thus confirming its identity.238 The CID spectra of the
ions at m/z 470 and 286 are consistent with N-octyl substituted piperidines; notably
ions at m/z 186 correspond to the diagnostic N-octyloxypropan-2-imminium cation
(see later), while neutral losses of 112 Da (-C8H12) and 144 Da (-C8H17O• -CH3•) also
support this assignment.132, 238, 271 These data support the assignment of these ions as
protonated 1-octyloxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidinyl sebacate (m/z 470) and 1octyloxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-4-ol (m/z 286) ions and structures are shown in
Figure 6.2(a). Both compounds are likely present in the commercial additive as a
legacy of its synthesis. The presence of precursor compounds within additives
synthesised on an industrial scale is well known as purification constitutes an
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additional cost to the manufacturer and has little effect on the overall performance of
the end product.
After heating authentic TIN123 in an oven for 2 hours at 90° C, the observed
spectrum (Figure 6.2b) is largely unchanged from the control with the exception of
the appearance of an additional signal at m/z 369. This peak corresponds to the
[M+2H]2+ ion of TIN123 as has previously been observed upon electrospray
ionisation of this compound under different conditions. Its appearance following the
application of heat to the sample applied to a glass slide is likely due to mobilisation
of protons from the glass into the liquid additive during heating. More importantly,
no abundant products arising from decomposition of the HALS additive are detected
in this analysis.
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Figure 6.2: Positive-ion LESA-MS spectra of TIN123 deposited on glass with; (a) no additional
treatment, (b) heated at 90° C for 2 hours, (c) heated at 292° C for 35 s. (d) A positive-ion LESA-MS
spectrum of TIN123 formulated in a thermoset, polyester resin and cured on glass at 292 °C for 35 s.
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Table 6.1: Product-ion peak abundances for selected positive-ion LESA-MS/MS spectra obtained on
a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer after CID (collision energy of 30 eV).

Precursor-ion

Product-ions (m/z)

(m/z)

(% abundance of base peak)

737 (100)

624.5 (3), 496.4 (25), 470.4 (3), 342.3 (2), 186.1 (3), 140.1 (3), 124.1 (4), 123,
(2), 74.1 (2)

470 (65)

358.2 (11), 326.1 (37), 186.1 (15), 156.1 (5), 140.1 (2), 124.1 (100), 123.1 (4),
100.1 (2), 74.1 (12)

370 (100)

154.1 (3), 149.1 (1), 123.1 (17), 98.1 (4), 95.1 (2), 81.1 (12), 79.1 (5), 72.1 (66),
70.1 (3)

356 (77)

154.1 (4), 140.1 (1), 123.1 (29), 98.1 (6), 95.1 (4), 81.1 (23), 79.1 (10), 72.1
(100), 58.1 (5)

342 (58)

140.1 (20), 123.1 (64), 95.1 (13), 84.1 (19), 81.1 (69), 79.1 (29), 72.1 (4), 67.1
(10), 58.1 (100),

305 (23)

342.2 (24), 186.1 (2) 124.1 (100), 123.1 (23), 107.1 (10), 84.1 (5), 81.1 (17),
74.1 (27), 58.1 (10)

286 (46)

186.1 (1), 174.1 (7), 142.1 (100), 124.1 (8), 123.1 (1), 107.1 (2), 86.1 (1), 74.1
(5)

255 (48)

492.4 (3), 370.3 (100), 352.3 (1), 223.1 (4), 140.1 (9), 123.1 (21), 84.1 (3), 81.1
(8), 72.1 (8)

248 (100)

478.4 (5), 464.3 (5), 356.3 (97), 342.3 (52), 140.1 (4), 123.1 (40), 84.1 (3), 81.1
(16), 72.1 (35), 58.1 (11)

241 (45)

464.4 (5), 342.3 (100), 324.3, (3) 140.1 (9), 123.1 (29), 95.1 (2) 84.1 (6), 81.1
(12), 58.1 (12)

172 (100)

123.1 (2), 116.1 (2), 85.1 (5), 81.1 (2), 72.1 (39), 67.1 (1)
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Figure 6.2(c) represents a markedly different spectrum to that of Figs. 6.1(a)
and (b) as a result of the higher temperatures (292 °C) experienced by the sample.
Several peaks are observed that are likely to be associated with either the degradation
or the activation of TIN123 including the base peak at m/z 305.3. This ion likely
corresponds to the [M+2H]2+ ion

(Structure A, Figure 6.3c) resulting from

conversion of N-OC8H17 to N-H at one piperidine group of TIN123. This assignment
is supported by the MS/MS spectra (Table 6.1) that list several common product ions
associated with the structure of TIN123 including ions at m/z 342, 186, 124, 123, 84,
and 81. A LESA-MS spectrum was also acquired directly from a polyester-based
coating formulated with TIN123 (2% w/w) cured on a glass slide for 35 s at 292° C
(Figure 6.2d). Comparing Figure 6.2(d) with (c), it is evident that under the same
thermal conditions the presence of the polyester greatly reduces the levels of
modified HALS detected. Indeed the only ion present in Figure 6.2(d) that can be
assigned to HALS modification is the aminoxyl radical species at m/z 624 (Structure
B, Figure 6.3c). Interestingly, the presence of an acid catalyst (a component of the
polyester formulation to increase cross-linking) increased the amount of the TIN123
[M+2H]2+ ion relative to the [M+H]+ but this is to be expected with the addition of a
proton-donating species.
Given that most of the species present are likely be structurally related to the
parent compound we can exploit our knowledge of the CID behaviour of
tetramethylpiperidine-based HALS to identify these species. Most notably, the
formation of propan-2-iminium ions upon CID of tetramethylpiperidine-based
compounds can provide a rapid indication of the functional group present at the
nitrogen. Scheme 6.1 illustrates a proposed mechanism for the propan-2-iminium ion
generation during CID of substituted piperidines. Using this targeted approach we
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can enhance the detection of species with piperidinyl nitrogen modifications. For
instance, analysing the authentic TIN123 sample heated at 292° C for 35 s, we can
preferentially detect compounds that have undergone modification from N-OC8H17 to
N-H at one piperidine group (a known degradation pathway132) by scanning for the
precursor ions of the m/z 58 (propan-2-iminium) product ion (Scheme 6.1; R = H). It
should be noted, that while this product ion is preferentially formed from precursor
ions containing an N-H piperidine it is not an exclusive process. For example, the
[M+H]+ ion of TIN123 at m/z 737 shows only very low formation of product ion at
m/z 58 (< 0.1% of base peak abundance) arising from secondary decomposition of
some primary product ions. In comparison, the ion at m/z 305 under similar
experimental conditions fragments to produce ions at m/z 58 at a much higher
abundance (10% of base peak abundance) Therefore, precursor ion scans for m/z 58
are expected to favour detection of unsubstituted piperidines and thus provide a
sensitive probe of structural modification.

..
..

propan-2-iminium cation

Scheme 6.1: A proposed fragmentation mechanism for the generation of the diagnostic propan-2iminium product-ion following CID of substituted 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine containing
compounds; where R represents the substituent at nitrogen.
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The m/z 58 precursor-ion spectrum of TIN123 heated at 292° C for 35 s is
shown in Figure 6.3(a) and exhibits a suite of ions containing one or two Nsubstituted 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine groups that have undergone modification to
an N-H group. The ion at m/z 609 corresponds to the [M+H]+ ion (Structure C,
Figure 6.3c) resulting from conversion of N-OC8H17 to N-H at one piperidine group.
The [M+2H]2+ ion of this compound constitutes the base peak in Figure 6.2(c) at m/z
305.3 and represents a precursor for aminoxyl radical formation from TIN123. The
mechanism(s) for this process has been investigated previously using ESR spintrapping experiments and high-level computational theory.132,
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The ion signal at

m/z 511 may represent one or more isomeric species, the two most likely candidates
being Structure D (Figure 6.3c) resulting from conversion of N-OC8H17 to N-O• at
both piperidine groups in TIN123; and Structure E (Figure 6.3c). However, due to
the detection of this species within the m/z 58 precursor-ion scan, only the Structure
E fits the structural requirements to yield the propan-2-iminium ion at m/z 58 thereby
confirming it as the dominant molecular species present of the possible isomers.
The ion at m/z 496 corresponds to the [M+H]+ ion (Structure F, Figure 6.3c)
resulting from conversion of both N-OC8H17 moieties; one to the aminoxyl radical
(N-O•), and the other to the secondary amine (N-H). The ions at m/z 481 and 241
correspond to the [M+H]+ and [M+2H]2+ ions, respectively, of Structure G (Figure
6.3c) resulting from conversion of both N-OC8H17 moieties in TIN123 to the
secondary amine (N-H). The ion at m/z 342.5 corresponds to the [M+H]+ ion
(Structure H, Figure 6.3c) resulting from conversion of one N-OC8H17 moiety in
TIN123 to the secondary amine (N-H) and cleavage of the ester linkage at the 4position of the other piperidine group. In comparison, the equivalent spectrum for
TIN123 formulated in a thermoset, polyester-based resin (Figure 6.3b) is dominated
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by the [M+H]+ (m/z 737.6) and [M+2H]2+ (m/z 369.3) ions of TIN123 with minor
peaks at m/z 624.6 and the [M+2H]2+ ion of 1-octyloxy-bis-(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4piperidinyl) sebacate (m/z 305.3). Of the observed precursor ions, only m/z 305
includes the unsubstituted piperidine moiety and is expected to give rise to abundant
product ions at m/z 58. Given that this precursor ion scan is deliberately biased
toward detection of N-modified HALS (see above) this result suggests that TIN123
undergoes minimal degradation at the elevated temperatures when present within the
polyester resin.
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Figure 6.3: Positive-ion LESA-MS precursor-ion scans targeting compounds that fragment to give
the propan-2-iminium product ion at m/z 58 for the direct analysis of (a) TIN123 deposited on glass
and heated to 292° C for 35 s, and (b) TIN123 formulated in a thermoset, polyester-based resin and
cured on glass at 292° C for 35 s. (c) Proposed chemical structures for the ions detected at m/z 305
(A), 624 (B), 609 (C), 511 (D and E), 496 (F), 481 (G), and 342 (H).

Using precursor-ion scanning we are also able to monitor changes in the
parent TIN123 molecule by targeting the iminium product ion at m/z 186 (Scheme
6.1; R = OC8H17) as it is indicative of compounds retaining the N-OC8H17 moiety on
a 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine group. Precursor-ion scans targeting the ion at m/z
186 were acquired by LESA-MS for all four experimental treatments of TIN123. In
all four samples, there are only three significant ion signals, being observed in
varying abundances depending on the nature of sample and the extent of thermal
degradation experienced by the parent HALS compound (TIN123). For the control
sample and the sample heated at 90 °C for 2 hours (data not shown), LESA-MS
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spectra did not exhibit any abundant signals aside from the precursor compound at
m/z 737.9 consistent with a lack of degradation experienced by TIN123 at the lower
temperature exposure (90° C). In stark contrast, Figure 6.4(a) shows the same type of
analysis for the sample subjected to 292 °C for 35 s resulting in extensive
degradation via the major degradative pathway; conversion of one alkoxyamine (NOC8H17) moiety to a secondary amine (N-H) as evidenced by the [M+H]+ ion at m/z
609.6. Figure 6.4(b) represents the m/z 186 precursor-ion spectra acquired for the
polyester formulation containing TIN123, with the ion at m/z 624.6 corresponding to
the [M+H]+ ion of the mono-aminoxyl radical of TIN123 resulting from conversion
of N-OC8H17 to N-O• at one piperidine group. This compound represents the
dominant active free-radical scavenging species in the classic Denisov cycle.53
It is interesting to note that although the ions at m/z 470 and 286 observed in
the LESA-MS spectra in Figure 6.2(a) meet the structural requirements for its
detection the precursor ion scans for m/z 186 neither is detected in significant
abundance. This arises because of the lower fragmentation efficiency in this channel
for these species (see relative abundances in Table 6.1). Their abundance in these
spectra could be increased by increasing the collision energy but this would also
result in undesirable competition arising from secondary fragmentation from higher
mass ions. This observation indicates that peak heights in these precursor ion spectra
cannot be directly interpreted in terms of compound abundance.
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Figure 6.4: Positive-ion LESA-MS precursor-ion scans targeting compounds that fragment to give
the octyloxyiminium product ion at m/z 186 following the direct analysis of TIN123 deposited on
glass and (a) heated at 292°C for 35 seconds, and (b) formulated within a polyester-based
thermosetting resin and cured on glass at 292° C for 35 s.
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6.4.2

Monitoring modifications to TIN292 in polyacrylate
It has been well established over the past 20 years that the activation of N-

CH3 substituted HALS first requires demethylation to form the N-H derivative,
which then takes over as the dominant (intermediate) piperidinyl species for
stabilisation.214,

282-285

In certain applications, HALS containing a tertiary amine

functional group can provide better protection against thermal and photo-oxidative
degradation of polymers than those containing only secondary amines. This has been
attributed to the ability of the former to provide a more stable “reservoir” of the
active secondary amines than would be provided by an equal concentration of the
secondary amines themselves. Classically, these changes in piperidine functionality
were monitored by infrared (IR) spectroscopy and although the technique is simple
and cost effective, interpretation of the spectra can be ambiguous and provides
minimal molecular information.283 More importantly, in situ analysis is only possible
if the matrix is relatively transparent in the spectral region of interest making
investigation of complex polymer systems difficult without prior separative steps that
further complicate the analysis.
The chemistry occurring at the piperidinyl nitrogen is involved in the
stabilisation mechanism and having already demonstrated in this article the
effectiveness of tandem mass spectrometry to monitor such chemical changes, we
have employed this method for the analysis of TIN292 in a non-pigmented
polyacrylate film following exposure to UV light or heat. To characterise the
molecular changes occurring to TIN292, polyacrylate films formulated with TIN292
were exposed to UV light from a xenon arc lamp or aged in a dark oven at 70° C for
0, 5, 10, and 60 mins, 48, 96, 192, and 392 hours.
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Figure 6.5(a) shows a positive-ion mode LESA-MS spectrum acquired
directly from the 0 min (control) sample. The spectrum yields a base peak at m/z 255,
consistent with the detection of the [M+2H]2+ ion of TIN292 as well as a peaks at
m/z 172 and 370 corresponding to Structures I and J (Figure 6.5b), respectively.
These two compounds are present in TIN292 as a legacy of the synthesis and are
listed by the manufacturer as being present. Tandem mass spectra acquired for these
ions are listed in Table 6.1 and are consistent with the putative assignments showing
among other features abundant ions at m/z 72.1 consistent with the methyliminium
ion expected for N-CH3 piperidines (cf. Scheme 6.1 where R = CH3).238
In addition to these spectral features, Figure 6.5(a) reveals a series of peaks
that are spaced by 14 and 7 Th from the singly (m/z 370) and doubly charged (m/z
255), respectively. For the [M+2H]2+ ion of TIN292 (m/z 255) the two additional
peaks are at m/z 248 and 241 and investigation of these ions by MS/MS (see Table
6.1) revealed characteristic product ions at m/z 140, 123, 84, and 81 that are
indicative of the presence of 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine moieties. Additionally,
fragmentation of the doubly charged precursor ions at m/z 255, 248, and 241 results
in series of singly charged product-ions that differ by 14 Th at m/z 492, 478, 464 and
370, 356, 342, respectively, indicating that the ions at m/z 255, 248, and 241 share a
high degree of structural homology. What is different between these three ions,
however, is the iminium product-ion distribution for each species. Compared to the
ion at m/z 255 that exhibits formation of the methyliminium ion at m/z 72, the
precursor-ion at m/z 248 produces ions at both m/z 72 and 58, indicating the presence
of N-CH3 and N-H functionalised piperidine groups present within the molecule.
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Concordantly, the precursor ion at m/z 241 produces iminium ions at m/z 58
only and no ions at m/z 72 were detected, ruling out the presence of N-CH3
functionalised piperidines within this species. These diagnostic iminium ions
simultaneously aid in the structural elucidation of ions of interest while ruling out the
presence of isomeric structures. For example, the peak at m/z 241 could represent a
mixture of isomers with zero, one, or two N-CH3 functionalised piperidine groups
but with linker chains shortened by two, one, or zero methylene units, respectively.
However, the presence (or absence) of the corresponding iminium product-ions
effectively rules out this possibility. The ions at m/z 248 and 241 can therefore be
assigned as the [M+2H]2+ ions corresponding to Structures K and L (Figure 6.5b),
respectively.
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Figure 6.5: (a) A positive-ion LESA-MS spectrum from the direct analysis of an unexposed
polyacrylate film formulated with TIN292. (b) The proposed structures of the ions at m/z 172 (I), 370
(J), 248 (K), 241 (L), and 356 (M and N). (c) The average absolute ion counts of three replicate
measurements detected from different locations on the same sample using LESA-MS/MS. The ion
counts were detected following four MRM transitions; 241/58, 248/58, 248/72, and 255/72 (Q1/Q3)
from polyacrylate films formulated with TIN292 after exposure to UV light for 0, 5, 10, 60, 2880,
5760, 11520, and 23520 mins. The error bars represent one standard deviation of uncertainty from the
average.

For the [M+H]+ ion at m/z 370 there are also two companion peaks spaced by
14 Th at m/z 356 and 342. Investigation of these ions at m/z 356 and 342 by MS/MS
(see Table 6.1) reveal a combination of characteristic product-ions (dependant on the
precursor) at m/z 123, 84, or 81 that are indicative of the presence of substituted
2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine moieties. The ion at m/z 356 also fragments to give
product-ions at m/z 72 and 58 indicative of an isomeric mixture of compounds
containing either an N-CH3 or N-H functionalised piperidine. In the case of the NCH3 piperidine isomer, we are unable to determine the site where the structural
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change results in a neutral loss of 14 Da (-CH2) compared to the parent compound at
m/z 370. As the evidence suggests that there are no analogues for the primary
TIN292 compounds (m/z 255.2, 248.2, and 241.2) as a result of different linker chain
lengths, it is likely that the minor components (m/z 370.2, 356.2, and 342.2) are also
devoid of isomerism as a result of different linker chain lengths. The most plausible
isomer would therefore be a carboxylic acid at the 1-position as opposed to a methyl
ester. The proposed structures for the ion at m/z 356.2 are Structures M and N
(Figure 6.5b), respectively. For the ion at m/z 342, the presence of the propan-2iminium product-ion at m/z 58 and the absence of signal at m/z 72 is strong evidence
that the functionality on the piperidinyl nitrogen is entirely N-H. This accounts for
the 14 Th difference from the ion at m/z 356.3 and corresponds to 2,2,6,6tetramethyl-4-piperidinyl sebacate (Structure H, Figure 6.3c).
As mentioned previously, the conversion of N-CH3 to N-H is regarded as an
important step within the activation of N-CH3 substituted piperidines to the aminoxyl
radical (N-O•). To monitor changes in the abundance of these species reproducibly
we employed LESA-MS/MS for each of the UV-light exposed samples. Spectra were
acquired using a multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) approach that utilises two
stages of mass selection. The first stage selects the mass of the intact analyte
(precursor ion) using the first quadrupole (Q1). After fragmentation of the selected
precursor ion by CID in the second quadrupole, only a specific fragment is allowed
to pass through to the detector by operating the third quadrupole (Q3) as another
mass filter. Multiple transitions of precursor to product ion can be programed and
detected one after the other in a single acquisition providing a very specific and
sensitive response for selected analytes. The use of MRM analyses have been
employed previously, providing a useful tool for the rapid screening of additives
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within liquid extracts from polymeric materials.286, 287 In this MRM experiment, four
transitions were targeted; m/z 255/72, m/z 248/72, m/z 248/58, and m/z 241/58 –
where the first value represents the mass selected in Q1, and the second the mass
selected in Q3. The product ions chosen represent dissociation of the precursor ion to
produce either the methyliminium ion at m/z 72 (Scheme 6.1; R = CH3) thus
detecting compounds possessing an N-CH3 substituted piperidine or the propan-2iminium ion at m/z 58 (Scheme 6.1; R = H) to detect compounds possessing an N-H
substituted piperidine. It is important to use tandem mass spectrometry in this
instance as it confirms that demethylation is occurring at the piperidinyl nitrogen(s)
and not at alternative locations within the molecule. Using MRM scans also remove
contributions to the ion signal from isomeric species (see above) allowing for
functional group specific comparison of structural change across the sample set.
Figure 6.5(c) shows the absolute ion counts detected using LESA-MS/MS for the
four MRM transitions m/z 255/72, 248/72, 248/58, 241/58 (Q1/Q3) from
polyacrylate films formulated with TIN292 after increasing durations of UV light
exposure. The ion counts reported are an average of three replicate measurements
taken from different locations on the same sample panel. The uncertainty of the
measurement is expressed as error bars and represents one standard deviation from
the average ion count. These data reveal that with increasing exposure, a strong shift
is observed in the ion populations across these samples. The absolute ion counts
detected for the [M+2H]2+ ion of TIN292 (m/z 255) decreases as the absolute ion
counts for the [M+2H]2+ ion at m/z 241 correspondingly increases. This trend is
consistent with the steady conversion of both N-CH3 groups present in TIN292 to an
N-H group. The transition of the [M+2H]2+ ion at m/z 248 to the product ions at m/z
72 and 58 gave almost identical absolute ion counts (each within the standard
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deviation of the other). This result implies two things; firstly, the fragmentation
efficiencies for both product ions are comparable. This gives more credence to the
quantitative comparison between all four MRM transitions, particularly between m/z
255/72 and 241/58. Secondly, the contribution to the m/z 248 ion signal from isomers
is negligible. The trend in ion count observed for both m/z 248 transitions steadily
increases up to 2880 mins of UV light exposure and then declines to 23520 mins.
This rise in ion counts corresponds to the initial increase in formation of the
intermediate mono-methylated species (Structure K, Figure 6.5b) upon conversion of
one N-CH3 group in TIN292 to N-H. This is followed by a decline in abundance after
2880 mins as subsequent UV light exposure converts the remaining intermediate to
the final product (Structure L, Figure 6.5b) by conversion of the remaining N-CH3
group to N-H. The comparison of the ion counts in these four MRM transitions
clearly indicates a correlation between UV light exposure and conversion of the NCH3 groups to N-H. After 11520 mins of UV light exposure, which on the timescale
of natural polymer degradation is relatively fast, the TIN292 starting material is
almost completely demethylated. The corresponding analysis of polyacrylate films
formulated with TIN292 and aged in a dark oven at 70 °C over the same time period
showed no change in the absolute ion counts. This suggests that there is no activation
of TIN292 to the secondary amine intermediates under these conditions. This is in
stark contrast to the same formulation exposed to UV light that shows TIN292
“switching on” almost immediately. Furthermore, polyacrylate films formulated with
TIN292 were also exposed to 90 °C for 2 hours and 292 °C for 35 s in the dark,
mimicking alternative curing conditions. Demethylation of TIN292 was not detected
in either of these curing regimes (data not shown).
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6.5 Conclusions
The use of precursor-ion scanning and MRM with a triple quadrupole mass
spectrometer has proven to be a highly sensitive and selective tool for detecting
changes in chemistry in HALS at a molecular level. Tandem mass spectrometry
utilised in this way can also differentiate between structural isomers that are unable
to be resolved using high-resolution mass spectrometry. In combination with LESA,
the technique is also able to rapidly monitor these changes across multiple samples
including direct analysis from two different polymeric materials (i.e., cross-linked
polyester and polyacrylate). The speed, simplicity, and reproducibility of the LESA
technique is made possible through the on-line automation of a small liquid microextraction performed directly on the surface of the sample. Employing this technique
we have identified chemical changes occurring in a range of HALS as a result of
thermo- and photo-oxidative degradation or the reaction products of synthetic
chemistry. For TIN123 formulated in cross-linked polyesters, the polymer matrix
shielded TIN123 from undergoing extensive thermal degradation at coil coating
curing conditions. In the absence of a polymer matrix, TIN123 underwent significant
changes at the 1- and 4-positions of the piperidine groups at elevated temperatures
(292 °C) that lead to the production of smaller, more volatile chemical species.
Finally, the effect of thermal versus photo-oxidative degradation was compared for
TIN292 formulated in polyacrylate films by monitoring the in situ conversion of NCH3 substituted piperidine groups to N-H. Exposure to UV light from a xenon arc
lamp caused rapid demethylation of TIN292 whereas in dark conditions, polyacrylate
films heated at 70 °C did not induce any demethylation over the studied time period.
For surface-coatings formulators, the work also shows clearly that the methylated
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HALS are more suited to deployment in non-pigmented (clear) coatings when
formulated at appropriate concentration. In these situations, the clear coating allows
full penetration of incident UV-light and therefore quantitative ‘switching-on’ of the
methylated HALS molecule. This is unlike the situation in fully pigmented coatings,
where they would be expected to be largely ineffective.
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7.1 Abstract

P

aint spray is developed as a direct sampling ionisation method for mass
spectrometric analysis of additives in polymer-based surface coatings.
The technique simply involves applying an external high voltage (5 kV)

to the wetted sample placed in front of the mass spectrometer inlet and represents a
much simpler ionisation technique compared to those currently available. The
capabilities of paint spray are demonstrated herein with the detection of four
commercially available hindered amine light stabilisers; TIN770, TIN292, TIN123
and TIN152 directly from thermoset polyester-based coil coatings. Paint spray
requires no sample preparation or pre-treatment and combined with its simplicity –
requiring no specialised equipment – makes it ideal for use by non-specialists. The
application of paint spray for industrial use has significant potential as sample
collection from a coil coating production line and paint spray ionisation could enable
fast quality control screening at high sensitivity.
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7.2 Introduction
Recent advances in mass spectrometry (MS) are promoting use of the
technology in applications outside traditional laboratory settings. The two major
areas of research that are driving these non-traditional MS applications are; (i) the
miniaturisation of MS instruments and (ii) the development of ambient ionisation
techniques. The development of both portable288 and handheld289 systems as well as a
commercialised field-ready mass spectrometer290 represent the progress made in MS
miniaturisation over the past 5 years. These advancements have finally enabled mass
spectrometric analysis for some highly desirable applications, e.g. on-site detection
of toxic chemicals in the environment.291 The second major area of research is in the
field of ambient ionisation or ‘direct ionisation’ mass spectrometry, which allows
information to be obtained instantaneously for analytes at trace-level concentrations.
These direct sampling methods, having manifested in the form of almost 30
documented methods, seldom require separation or pre-concentration procedures
making them highly amenable to rapid analysis and high-throughput screening
applications.161, 183, 292, 293 Each method is aimed at the direct sampling of analytes in
untreated samples allowing examination in their ambient state and is critical to allow
untrained practitioners, such as clinical personnel or first responders, to use MS
equipment and obtain immediate results.
Ambient ionisation mass spectrometry has been shown to be effective for the
direct analysis of a wide range of compounds within chemical,294, 295 biological210, 296,
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and forensic applications.298, 299 Recently, the ambient MS methods of desorption

electrospray ionisation (DESI) and liquid extraction surface analysis (LESA) have
been employed for the analysis of polymers, including the detection and
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characterisation of hindered amine light stabilisers (HALS) in thermoset
polyester-based coil coatings.132, 138 HALS represent a class of polymer additive that
act as free radical scavenging antioxidants present in the formulation of many
plastics and surface coatings.246 Initial oxidation of the hindered amine yields a stable
nitroxyl radical that is proposed to react with macro alkyl radicals generated in situ
from polymer degradation. Further reaction of this polymer-bound hindered amine
with a polymer peroxyl radical leads to termination of these self-propagating radical
species to even-electron products and regenerates the active nitroxyl radical. A key
feature of the purported cyclic mechanism is the regenerative, non-sacrificial nature
of the nitroxyl radical. This is consistent with the high efficacy observed with HALS
in most applications. However, the protection afforded by HALS decreases over time
suggesting there are competing processes involved that lead to either deactivation or
volatilisation of these additives.
While DESI and LESA have both demonstrated their use as potent analytical
tools they both require specialised ion source configurations. In collaboration with
our industry partners our aim is to develop a simpler, more robust method suitable
for process monitoring that does not require such specialised equipment. Ideally, this
method should be able to be carried out on any mass spectrometer with an
atmospheric pressure ion source interface. The present study reports a method that
builds on the paper spray ionisation method developed by the research groups of
Cooks, Ouyang and co-workers at Purdue University (West Lafayette, Indiana,
USA).180,
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The direct sampling method, reported herein as ‘paint spray’, shares

characteristics of both ESI and the ambient ionisation methods and is useful for fast,
qualitative analysis of polymer-based surface coatings on conductive surfaces.
Analyte desorption is achieved by liquid extraction of analytes at or near the surface,
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and a high electric field is used to facilitate ionisation. Pneumatic assistance is not
required to transfer the analyte: a voltage is simply applied to the wetted metal
substrate, which is positioned in front of a mass spectrometer.

7.3 Experimental

7.3.1

Reagents

Methanol and formic acid were high performance liquid chromatography grade
(Crown Scientific, Minto NSW, Australia). The hindered amine light stabilisers
TIN770 (bis-(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidinyl) sebacate), TIN292 (bis-(1,2,2,6,6pentamethyl-4-piperidinyl) sebacate), TIN123 (bis-(1-octyloxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl4-piperidinyl) sebacate) and TIN152 (2,4-bis(N-butyl-N-(1-cyclohexyloxy-2,2,6,6tetramethyl-4-piperidinyl)amino)-6-(2-hydroxyethylamine)-1,3,5-triazine)

supplied

by Ciba Specialty Chemicals (Basel, Switzerland) and were used without purification
(Figure 7.1).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.1: Structures of the four commercially available hindered amine light stabilisers used in this
study: (a) TIN770, (b) TIN292, (c) TIN123 and (d) TIN152.

7.3.2

Preparation of coated steel panels
The topcoat paint system employed in these studies was a solvent-borne,

polyester topcoat paint incorporating a melamine-formaldehyde cross-linker, acid
catalysed and formulated for coil paint-line application. As a wet paint, this sample
was found to be 40% w/w resin solids by thermogravimetry (Perkin-Elmer TGA 7,
Perkin-Elmer Co. Ltd., Norwalk CT, USA). A bulk sample of this paint was subsampled and weighed into small containers with HALS added at ca. 2% (based upon
total resin solids). The coated samples were laboratory prepared upon pre-primed
(commercial chromated polyester primer) panels of a 0.6 mm thick GALVALUME224

type steel substrate. Wet paint was applied using a #28 wire-wound draw-down bar
then cured for 55 seconds in a fan forced oven set at 262 °C. Under these conditions,
55 seconds equates to a peak metal temperature of 232 °C. The panels were then cut
into small sections (25 x 75 mm) using hydraulic shears.

7.3.3

Paint spray
All experiments were carried out with a ThermoFinnigan LTQ 2-dimensional

(2-D) linear ion trap mass spectrometer (ThermoFisher, San Jose CA, USA).
Instrumental conditions used for positive-ion mode mass spectrometry: paint spray
voltage: 5 kV; capillary temperature: 200 °C; heated-capillary voltage: 30 V; tubelens voltage: 100 V. Paint spray-MS/MS spectra were acquired under the same
experimental conditions with a precursor ion isolation width of 1.5 Da and
normalised collision-induced dissociation energy of 30 (arb. units). Metal panels
with a thermosetting polyester-based coating were fixed in position in front of the
mass spectrometer inlet with a corner directed toward the extraction orifice. Small
volumes of methanol (10 µL) acidified with formic acid (0.1% v/v) were deposited
on the coating at the point closest to the mass spectrometer and a high voltage (5 kV)
was applied to the coating using a crocodile-clip connection (Figure 7.2).
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(a) Top view

(b) Side view
Mass spectrometer inlet

5 mm
Coil coating sample
High voltage crocodile-clip

Figure 7.2: Photographic representations of the experimental setup for paint spray ionisation as seen
from; (a) the top view and (b) the side view showing the alignment of the mass spectrometer inlet with
the coil coating sample and the position of the high voltage crocodile-clip.

7.4 Results and discussion
Figure 7.2 shows the experimental set-up for paint spray-MS with samples
connected to a high voltage using a crocodile-clip and mounted in front of the MS
inlet. Preliminary paint spray-MS analysis of coatings before wetting the surface
with acidified methanol yielded no detectable signal for HALS from the sample.
Following addition of solvent, however, Paint spray-MS provided rapid detection of
HALS from the sample with high signal intensities. Samples were positioned on-axis
with the MS inlet at a distance of 5 mm with no signal detected by the mass
spectrometer at distances > 10 mm. The corner of the sample was directed at the MS
inlet as the high electric potential applied between the sample (5 kV) and the MS
inlet (30 V) generates an electric field that induces a charge that accumulates at the
apex of the sample. An insulating substrate (i.e., a glass microscope slide) was also
tested but was unable to generate ions using this configuration.
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The addition of solvent to the samples surface coincided with the production of
a visible droplet stream similar to that produced by the Taylor cone observed under
electrospray ionisation conditions. The potential difference and pressure gradient
serve to draw the charged droplets into the mass spectrometer with the transition
from atmospheric pressure to high vacuum inside the mass spectrometer enough to
facilitate analyte desolvation. A constant droplet stream was generated for up to 30
seconds with 10 µL of solvent deposited with droplet generation and analyte
detection reproducible on the addition of subsequent 10 µL aliquots of solvent.
Positive ion Paint spray-MS spectra of four polyester-based coil coatings each
containing a different commercially available hindered amine light stabilisers are
shown in Figure 7.3. The spectra yield intense signals for singly and/or doubly
charged ions arising from protonation of the heterocyclic nitrogen(s) within the
HALS compounds. In comparison with other ambient mass spectrometric methods
employing solvent based desorption, Paint spray-MS spectra closely resemble those
acquired using LESA and differ to that of DESI in terms singly / doubly charged ion
abundance ratios. This can be rationalised by the relatively large amount of solvent
involved with LESA and Paint-Spray-MS (2-10 µL) compared with DESI
(microdroplets). Figure 7.3(a) shows the positive ion Paint spray-MS spectrum for a
thermoset coil coating formulated with TIN770. The spectrum exhibits a base peak at
m/z 241.4 that corresponds to the [M+2H]2+ ion of TIN770 with no other ion detected
at a relative abundance higher than 10%. A small peak at m/z 481.4 (5% relative
abundance) is also observed that corresponds to the [M+H]+ ion of TIN770. Figure
3(b) shows the positive ion Paint spray-MS spectrum for a thermoset coil coating
formulated with TIN292. The spectrum exhibits a base peak at m/z 255.5 that
corresponds to the [M+2H]2+ ion of TIN292 and is clearly distinguishable within the
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spectrum with no other ion detected at a relative abundance higher than 25%. A
small peak at m/z 509.5 (5% relative abundance) is also observed that corresponds to
the [M+H]+ ion of TIN292. Figures 7.3(a) and (b) are both dominated by the doubly
charged ion of the precursor HALS compound present. This can be rationalised by
the high basicity of the heterocyclic nitrogens present for these compounds with
TIN770 (pKb 5.0) containing two secondary amines and TIN 292 (pKb ~ 5.0)
containing two tertiary amines.40 These two compounds therefore have a greater
propensity to protonate at both functional nitrogen groups.
Figure 7.3(c) shows the positive ion paint spray-MS spectrum for a thermoset
coil coating formulated with TIN123. The spectrum exhibits two major peaks at m/z
369.5 and 737.5 that correspond to the [M+2H]2+ and [M+H]+ ions for TIN123,
respectively. Unlike the previous two examples, TIN123 has been optimised for use
in acid-catalysed polymer systems with the heterocyclic nitrogens present modified
to alkoxyamines (cf. Figure 7.1c). This structural modification decreases the basicity
of TIN123, reducing interference with the curing process and limits interactions with
other polymer components. The change in acidity is highlighted by the increase in
the ratio of singly-to-doubly charged ions detected in Figure 7.3(c).
The three stabilisers reported thus far can all be considered as ‘migratory’
HALS, able to move freely through the polymer matrix when the polymer is above
its glass transition temperature. Above this temperature, the polymers physical
properties become altered, changing from a hard and relatively brittle state into a
molten or rubber-like state. Figure 7.3(d) is a positive ion paint spray-MS spectrum
of the ‘non-migratory’ HALS TIN152. This compound is designed to co-condense to
the polymer backbone through condensation of the primary alcohol substituent to
melamine and isocyanate cross-linkers and therefore should not be able to be
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detected under normal ambient ionisation conditions. However, Figure 7.3(d)
exhibits ions at m/z 379.6 and 757.6 that correspond to the [M+2H]2+ and [M+H]+
ions of TIN152 indicating some of the HALS has remained unbound after the curing
process. Also, two major peaks were detected at m/z 385.6 and 769.6 that correspond
to what is proposed to be a synthetic by-product. Tentative structural elucidation of
the ion at m/z 769.5 using paint spray-MS/MS experiments (data not shown)
indicates that the aminoethanol group functionalised to the triazine has been
modified to a butylamino, rendering it unable to co-condense to the polymer.
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Figure 7.3: Positive-ion paint spray-MS spectra of four polyester-based thermoset coil coating
samples formulated with; (a) TIN770, (b) TIN292, (c) TIN123, or (d) TIN152.
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7.5 Conclusions
Paint spray ionisation has been developed for direct MS analysis of
polymer-based surface coatings requiring no sample pre-treatment. Its capabilities
have been demonstrated with the analysis of four commercially available HALS
(three migratory and one non-migratory) present in polyester-based thermoset coil
coatings. For the three migratory HALS, the singly or doubly charged ion of the
parent HALS compound were detected as the base peak, being clearly
distinguishable within the spectrum. For the non-migratory HALS (TIN152), the
[M+H]+ ion of a synthetic by-product unable to co-condense to the polymer was
detected as the base peak. Unreacted TIN152 present in the coating was also detected
as both a singly and doubly charged ion. The technique has proven to be rapid and
simple to employ making it ideal for use by those outside the research laboratory
setting. The potential of paint spray ionisation when combined with a portable or
handheld mass spectrometer for mass analysis expands the possibilities for MS, such
as on-line quality control within the surface coating industry. For instance, the degree
of cross-linking of non-migratory HALS could be monitored by the detection of the
unbound material present in the coating.
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8 Conclusions
8.1 Ambient ionisation mass spectrometry for the analysis of
polymer additives

T

he optimisation of several ambient ionisation methods described in this
thesis, including DESI, LESA, and paint spray, has made possible the
direct analysis of additives within the bulk material of polymer-based

surface coatings. Each method provides fast, robust sampling while removing
complex and time-consuming sample preparation associated with analysis of these
materials by conventional mass spectrometric techniques. Although similar spectral
data can be acquired with all three methods, each has its own advantages and
limitations thus making them suitable for different applications. For instance, DESIMS is the only technique of the three currently capable of imaging with even modest
spatial resolution (250 – 500 µm) and is well equipped to characterise the
distribution of molecules in 2-dimensional space within polymeric material. We
exploited the imaging capabilities of DESI-MS in Chapter 3 for the side-by-side
analysis of coil coating samples. By acquiring data across multiple samples in a
single acquisition it was possible to infer relative changes in abundance of TIN123
and its analogues present within the polymer. Unfortunately, data acquired using this
approach on different days, or even between runs, are difficult to compare due to the
many ionisation source parameters associated with the experiment and the day-today variability of the ambient environment. The use of an internal reference such as a
standard deposited on the surface is one strategy that can be used to normalise for
these variables.301-303 Fernandez and co-workers have assessed different methods of
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depositing internal standards (IS) onto solid samples for quantitative purposes.303
Direct deposition of dissolved IS with a pipette was deemed to be the optimum
method. The application of the IS solution to the sample surface formed a
homogenous liquid film that was observed to diffuse into the sample.303 Using this
method, an IS (either isotopically labelled or a structurally analogous compound with
similar extraction and ionisation efficiencies) dissolved in a solvent capable of
transporting the IS into the polymer surface coating could be employed for the
quantitation of HALS by DESI-MS.
LESA-MS on the other hand, with its fully-automated and discrete sampling
procedure, is much better equipped to perform inter-sample comparisons with
relative quantitation. LESA-MS was not only capable of characterising multiple
chemical components within a polymer, but also allowed direct comparison of
absolute ion counts between samples to infer quantitative changes in chemical
species. The combination of ambient sampling/ionisation with advanced MS
scanning modes, such as precursor-ion scanning and multiple-reaction monitoring,
now represent powerful tools for monitoring molecular-level changes across a
sample set. The ease of use and reproducibility of LESA-MS was demonstrated in
Chapter 6 with the direct comparison of absolute ion counts across multiple samples
of a polyacrylate film containing TIN292.
Although in these applications relative quantitation was sufficient, absolute
quantitation of polymer additives and components from direct surface sampling is a
real possibility. The direct IS deposition method discussed above for DESI could also
be used for LESA. This would allow the generation of calibration curves that factor
in the matrix effects and LESA extraction efficiencies. The latter being crucial as the
static extraction process of LESA is not well understood and will vary between
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different polymers and solvent compositions.304 Another possible method for
introducing an IS would be the creation of reference samples formulated with an IS
and created to the same specifications as the test samples.305, 306 Similar experiments
using LESA-MS for the absolute quantitation of endogenous analytes within
biological material have already proven successful using this method.307 For coil
coating analyses however, the selection of an IS that remained unchanged throughout
the curing process may prove challenging (see below). To establish the survival rate
of the IS, a more established quantitative method, such as liquid chromatography,
would be required to first determine the response factor for the IS as a function of the
curing process. Once the response factor is established, the reference samples could
be used for the external quantitation of HALS in test samples.
Currently, the limitations of LESA-MS include the poor spatial resolution (1
mm) and the need for a sufficiently hydrophobic surface to form the liquid junction.
However, these limitations present little impediment for analyses involving polymer
substrates as many are hydrophobic in nature and additives are generally
homogeneously dispersed. If greater spatial resolution is required, modifications to
the sampling probe can be made resulting in resolutions of as low as 200 µm. 308 As
an alternative, nano-DESI technology has recently been reported that utilises a
similar liquid-junction extraction process to LESA but is capable of much greater
spatial resolution (< 12 µm).309 In nano-DESI, minute amounts of solvent confined
between two capillaries are in contact with the sample. Unlike LESA however, nanoDESI involves a continuous flow of solvent. The continuous flow is advantageous as
it allows on-line monitoring of analyte extraction by MS. This would be particularly
useful for characterising the solvent extraction process of additives from polymers.
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Paint spray-MS represents a simple and cost-effective alternative to DESIand LESA-MS that is easier to use and requires less analysis time. For example,
DESI requires optimisation of the spray emitter in the x-, y-, and z-axes, as well as
the incident spray angle, solvent flow rate, nebulising gas pressure, and sample-toMS inlet distance. Paint spray on the other hand only requires optimisation of the
sample-to-inlet distance. Paint spray-MS is therefore the perfect candidate for
applications requiring rapid, high-throughput analysis by operators outside the
research laboratory setting (e.g., quality control during surface coating fabrication).
The advantages of these three techniques have been illustrated in this thesis
by their application to the analysis of polymer additives (specifically HALS) and
polymer degradation products within polymer-based surface coatings. These ambient
MS methods have the potential to revolutionise the way we analyse additives and
polymer degradation products (< 1000 Da) within polymers by MS. One might
imagine a range of future applications of these methods including, for example, the
analysis of brominated flame retardants (BFRs) from plastic electronic-waste. Due to
their toxicity to humans, huge amounts of plastic electronic-waste are unable to be
recycled due to the presence of BFRs. In 2008, 37 million computers and 17 million
televisions were either in landfill or sent to landfill across Australia.310 Efforts are
being made to develop ways of potentially screening material prior to recycling or
removing BFRs from the plastic during the recycling process. Numerous methods for
screening brominated compounds within polymeric material have been described,
often requiring digestion and fractionation of the crude extracts, followed by
chromatographic separation such as gas (GC) and liquid (HPLC) chromatography
coupled to various detectors.124,

125, 279, 311-316
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The dissolution and removal of

unwanted polymer matrices prior to analysis that have hindered or made previous
experiments impossible may no longer be necessary with ambient ionisation MS.

8.2 Modification of HALS in situ
The second major focus of this project was the characterisation of structural
changes to HALS within the polymer as a function of curing temperatures and
weathering. As an initial study, the major structural changes associated with the
polymer stabilisation of a model HALS (TIN123) present within a coil coating were
monitored using 2-dimensional DESI-MS imaging. Upon curing at 262-292 °C, a
major structural change was observed involving conversion of a 1-octyloxy-2,2,6,6tetramethylpiperidine group (N-OC8H17) present in TIN123 to a 2,2,6,6tetramethylpiperidine group (N-H). Subsequent exposure of these coatings to
elevated temperatures (80 °C) and UV light from a xenon arc lamp continued to
facilitate this modification. In order to establish that the modification of the NOC8H17 substituted piperidine of TIN123 to a secondary amine (N-H) was a general
phenomenon, a similar investigation was carried out for five other HALS compounds
with various N-substituents (N-CH3, N-C(O)CH3, and N-OR). The study
unambiguously identified the presence of secondary amine analogues being
generated within coil coatings as a result of the polymer curing process. For HALS
with N-CH3 and N-C(O)CH3 piperidinyl substituents, the detection of secondary
piperidine (N-H) analogues were consistent with previously reported observations
and supported their assertions that conversion to a secondary amine moiety was
associated with polymer stabilisation by these type of HALS.1,
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For alkoxy-

substituted piperidines, i.e., N-OCH3, N-OC6H11, and N-OC8H17, the detection of
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secondary amine (N-H) analogues further reinforced the claim that this in situ
modification was a general phenomenon for N-substituted HALS.
The ability to induce modification of an N-substituted piperidine to a
secondary amine by using different exposure conditions was also investigated. As a
model system, clear polyacrylate films formulated with TIN292 (N-CH3) were
exposed to either UV light or elevated temperatures. Exposure of films to UV light
from a xenon arc lamp caused TIN292 to undergo N-demethylation at one and then
eventually both tetramethylpiperidine nitrogens. However, demethylation was not
observed when the same polyacrylate samples were exposed to 70 °C in the dark
over the same time period. Such analyses are crucial for determining the mechanism
by which different HALS structures perform as antioxidants and what polymeric
applications the stabiliser is best suited to.
These findings have implications for HALS use, particularly in pigmented
coil coatings. Firstly, the conversion of substituted piperidines to secondary
piperidine analogues would be particularly important at or near the surface of the
coating. This is where accumulation of alkylhydroperoxides would be greatest and
complex formation between relatively basic secondary piperidines with acids and
peroxides [N-H···HOOR] effectively increases the probability of reaction. Complex
formation of this type would aid in retarding polymer degradation.317 However, in
cases where the structural modification results in a significant mass loss (e.g., loss of
the C8H17O- fragment from TIN123) or where the initial HALS molecular mass is
already relatively low (e.g., HOST3058; 448 Da), the relative volatility of active
components is increased. During the curing phase of coil coating manufacture,
substrate temperatures reach 230 °C. Such temperatures are already known to cause
significant loss of HALS and any process that results in increased volatility would
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tetramethylpiperidines can also result in the degradation of HALS to lower molecular
mass fragments, further increasing volatility.271 Loss of active stabiliser compounds
from volatilisation reduces coating performance due to a reduction of total
antioxidant concentration. Consequently, costs of production rise due to the need for
higher concentrations of HALS to be added during formulation to compensate for
these losses.
Of the ten HALS compounds investigated in Chapter 4, eight are considered
to be migratory HALS making them even more susceptible to volatilisation. These
HALS are free to diffuse through the polymer matrix when the coating is above its
glass transition temperature which, depending on the polymer formulation, can range
from 45 to 80 °C for polyesters - temperatures routinely experienced by coil coatings
in roofing applications. TIN NOR371 is an oligomeric compound and, with an
average molecular mass of ca. 4050 Da, is considered too large to migrate
effectively. TIN152 is different to the other nine HALS as it contains a primary
hydroxyl group that enables it to co-condense with melamine and isocyanate crosslinkers. TIN152 is designed specifically for applications where resistance to
migration is necessary, such as coatings over plastic substrates. Interestingly,
positive-ion DESI-MS spectra of stabilised coatings containing TIN152 have
identified secondary species present that are unable to co-condense to the polymer.
The source of these species is most likely a non-disclosed synthetic impurity
although in situ formation could also be a contributing factor. Regardless, the
presence of this impurity may be serendipitous from a coating stabilisation
viewpoint, providing dual-action protection through polymer-bound and unbound
antioxidants present in the coating at the same time. It has been shown that
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depending on the coating thickness the mobility of HALS within the coating can
impact on their stabilising efficacy but does lead to eventual consumption due to
leeching and volatilisation. Having both bound and unbound forms of the additive
provides the best of both worlds and would provide superior performance in gloss
and colour retention for pigmented coil coatings.
Another key property influenced by the substitution on the piperidine is
basicity. HALS with relatively basic piperidine moieties can interfere with the curing
of acid-catalysed coatings reducing the amount of cross-linkage occurring. HALS
with N-OR substituents (pKa ~ 4-6) are specifically designed to be less basic than
HALS possessing N-H and N-CH3 substituents, making them more suitable for use in
acid-catalysed polymer applications. Conversion of these relatively acidic HALS
substituents to the more basic secondary piperidine analogue during cure could
potentially affect cross-linking and inherently, coating performance.

8.3 Mechanisms for HALS modifications
The initial discovery of a secondary amine product being generated within the
polymer raised questions over the mechanism for its formation. For N-OR
functionalised HALS, formation of a secondary amine had only been described as a
possible side reaction following conversion firstly to an aminoxyl radical and then
reaction with a peroxyl radical (Scheme 8.1).246
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Scheme 8.1: The major products of the reactions of alkyl, alkoxyl, and peroxyl radicals with 2,2,6,6tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl. Taken from Ref.246

Scheme 8.1 represented the preferred mechanism of the aminoxyl radical
catalytic cycle and its most likely side reactions at the time based on calculations of
their kinetic and thermodynamic parameters. This mechanism does include the
formation of secondary amines as a potential product but only as a minor side
reaction that first requires oxidation to an aminoxyl radical. Formation of secondary
amines as a minor side product did not aptly represent the relatively high abundance
we observed with regards to the initial HALS compound thus warranting further
investigation. Informed by our experimental findings, Coote and co-workers253
computed a novel mechanistic cycle that not only included formation of a secondary
amine as a major intermediate but showed it to also be the most energetically feasible
pathway for aminoxyl radical cycling of HALS reported thus far. Their mechanism,
shown in Scheme 8.2, describes secondary amine formation from N-OR
functionalised HALS via hydrogen abstraction and subsequent -scission.
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Scheme 8.2: Aminoxyl radical cycling of HALS starting with N-OR functionalised piperidines. The
cycle involves β-hydrogen atom abstraction followed by elimination of a ketone or aldehyde. Taken
from Ref.253

The possibility of forming a secondary amine directly from N-OR bond
homolysis was also investigated. Under normal in-service conditions (25-80 °C) NOR homolysis is not favourable but becomes energetically competitive at higher
temperatures, such as those associated with the curing process (260 °C).
Historically, formation of a secondary amine from N-CH3 and N-C(O)CH3
functionalised HALS was accepted as a necessary intermediate prior to
transformation to an aminoxyl radical. However, the mechanism(s) for these
processes was still a contentious area of research. Coote and co-workers were again
able to propose energetically feasible mechanisms that include the transient aminyl
radical and ultimately the secondary amine as necessary intermediates prior to
aminoxyl radical formation (Scheme 8.3). Both mechanisms require hydrogen
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abstraction and subsequent oxidation, only then yielding products – such as the
secondary amine – capable of entering the regenerative cycle (c.f. Scheme 8.2).

Scheme 8.3: Conversion of (a) N-CH3 and (b) N-C(O)CH3 functionalised HALS to a secondary
amine. Adapted from Ref.253

In light of these new mechanisms, future discussions involving the
activation/regeneration of HALS in polymers should no longer be over-simplified to
a catalytic cycle containing only an aminoxyl radical and an alkoxyamine (i.e., the
oft cited Denisov cycle53). Rather, careful consideration should be given to the
starting piperidinyl functionalisation of the HALS stabiliser, the polymer substrate
formulated therein, and the conditions that the material is subjected to.
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8.4 Implications for coil coatings
Throughout this project our investigations have purposefully included the use
of pigmented, thermosetting, polyester-based coil coatings as a polymer substrate.
Where possible, the fabrication and treatment of these experimental samples were to
the same specifications as current commercial products. As such, the research
outcomes described here can be directly related to the industrial coatings sphere. The
major implication arising from this project pertains to the chemical structure of the
HALS employed. Although the initial piperidinyl functionality is important as it
allows the stabilisers to be used in different applications (e.g., N-OR and N-C(O)CH3
HALS for acid catalysed coatings) all HALS eventually form either a secondary
amine, an aminoxyl radical, or both during the stabilisation cycle. Therefore any
structural motif at the piperidinyl nitrogen will be lost. Paradoxically, some HALS
have been designed specifically to include relatively large structural moieties at this
position to decrease their volatility. Therefore the design of future HALS should
have minimal structure functionalised at the piperidinyl nitrogen and be easily
oxidised to an aminoxyl radical. With a reduction in molecular mass by minimising
this part of the molecule, other strategies must be used to maintain low volatility. As
mentioned in Section 8.2, once such strategy would be mixture of migratory and nonmigratory HALS analogous to TIN152. Using non-migratory HALS capable of being
covalently bonded to the polymer backbone removes the need for bulky substituents
that increase production costs and reduce additive solubility/compatibility. The
migratory compound, although more susceptible to loss, may provide greater shortterm protection particularly in applications where the in-service temperature rises
above the polymers the glass-transition temperature.
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Structural changes to HALS can also be limited by optimising the chemistry
at the 4-position of the piperidine ring. Hydrogen abstraction from the 4-position has
been reported to initiate oxidation, leading to cleavage of functional groups from this
position (Scheme 8.4).271 Oxidative cleavage of the piperidine ring from the rest of
the HALS molecular structure, particularly after losing a bulky N-substituent will
accelerate the loss of the active (and most important) component of the HALS
molecule. Replacing the tertiary carbon at the 4-position with a quaternary carbon
would increase the resistance to oxidative cleavage.

Scheme 8.4: Scheme 8.4: An example of oxidative cleavage possible at the 4-position of 2,2,6,6tetramethylpiperidine moieties involving (a) hydroxyl or (b) peroxyl radicals. Adapted from Ref.271

Finally, the methods optimised in this PhD project are now routinely
employed by our industry partner BlueScope Steel Ltd as part of their continuing
research and development. Their current research focus is the development of HALS
additives with anti-biofouling properties. Methods outlined in this thesis are playing
a pivotal role in the characterisation and monitoring of these anti-biofouling additives
present within coil coatings.
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